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"Jades schrijtstellerische Erzeugnis ist..... 
das product des nationalen Denkens Oder Erkennens 
auf der einen and dsr individuellcn Beanlagung , 
Erziehung und Eigentumlichfieit auf der dndern Seite.. 
Wtr gelangen. . .zu dem Ergebnis, dass bei der Darstell-
ung stets ein Rompromisd wisohan den versoniedenen 
Faotoron, dem nationale/i und dem indivi due lien, dem 
generisohen and dem biographisGhen gescnlossen 
muss" .
ElZE.
(Every literary growth, is tiie prou-dot oj 
national thought and education on t/ie one hand, and oj 
individual ability, education, and jeculiarity on tn,e 
other. .... ,i7e oome to t.ie conclusion tna.t in production 
a compromise nust always be effected between the two 
different factors, the national anu, the individual, 
generic and the bio-jraph&c. )
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CHAPTER 1.
INTRODUCTION.
A. THE RENAISSANCE AND HUMANISM.
Of the many claims to attention and consideration that 
the Renaissance in all its vast and various ramifications may 
make, not the least compelling in importance as well as in 
interest is its stimulus to literary productivity. All nations 
of Postern Europe came under the influence of this mighty 
movement and while individual idiosyncrasies tempered and 
fashioned its development in each country, there was abundant 
evidence on all sides of close resemblances in general effect. 
The restless and reckless spirit of Tudor England with its 
fecundity of inspiration, its eager curiosity and yearning for 
novelty and adventure, differed little in its main aspects 
from the kindred intellectual and active spirit of the France, 
Spain, and Italy contemporaneous with it. All countries were 
inspired by the re-discovery of the classical tongues, all 
became imbued with the free, fresh, and versatile spirit of 
the Italian Renaissance.
Italy handed on the torch to Spain, France, Germany
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and England, and, though in each country the flame varied 
according; to national currents, In none of them did it wholly 
lose the Italian colouring which It obtained In crossing into 
Western Europe.
This Italian Influence, however, only hastened processes 
already at work. The causes of this universal movement are 
difficult of determination, but we may cejctainly set down some 
of the more important. With the fourteenth century began.....thB. 
knell__jj-f feudalism: the Renaissance of the sixteenth century 
witnessed its death. Feudal society was immediately controlled 
by the local aristocracy, the Institution of knighthood having 
a practical aim, being, in fact, the basis of all secular 
authority in the Kiddle Ages. But the foreign and civil wars 
of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries swept away by far the 
greater portion of its power, and in its place left a national 
society which adopted by decrees the inevitable monarchical 
principle. The change, if slow, was complete in effect, and 
Is seen perhaps In no ways better than in^t-ha. ob^soj.e_scen^co 
of the external appointments of the nobility. Armour was no 
longer thought necessary, but troublesome; strong?; castles and 
keeps were considered dark and confining; chivalry and its ideals 
were then passing away. The influence of the knight became 
centralised in the hands of the sox'erelgn prince; lifs of the 
castle gave plsce to life of the court, bequeathing as a last 
gift some few vestiges of the old chivalric discipline. The 
old class-divisions, thus became obscured and superseded by 
the newly-discovered divisions of nationality. Briefly, the 
old order of the Kiddle A^es was changed, its mysteries unveiled, 
its terrors and superstitions ridiculed, its reasonings confuted, 
its blind faith confounded} all gradually yejilded to the new
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regime of modern times.
With the passing of the old feudal nobility, in 
most countries, certainly in Italy and England, a new centre 
of national culture was formed, that of the Court. The old 
idea of the chivalrous knight thus fell before the new idea 
of the courtier or fine gentleman, and this found expression 
no longer in the tedious and much despised romances of Amadis, 
Sir Guy and Sir Bevis, but in moral court treatises which 
were universally popular, and of which the works of Guevara, 
Castiglione and Lyly are the most celeorated instances. These 
didactic disquisitions had for their object the definition 
of courtly education, the conduct, manners and speech which 
the knight should adopt in his new capacity of courtier..
Now, the aim of the courtier has always been distinction, 
and superiority to the vulgar and common-place. Naturally 
there presented itself the need of finding a language, disting- 
uished and refined, essentially remote from the tongue of the 
common people, which should be a fitting instrument for the 
delicate exigencies of courtly conversation and literature. 
And in the courts of the Ranaissance with their intense love 
and admiration of learning, was it not equally natural in 
order to satisfy this need, that men should go to the classics 
and especially the classical rhetoricians, for raodels of good 
and correct speech? It was exactly this that was done, although, 
as it is our purpose to show^the process of moulding and incorpor- 
ating was by no peans a conscious one. In most countries the 
rhetorical style- had been the medium of the scholar prior to 
becoming the speech of the court. The humanists, indeed, 
exercised themselves in the fundamentals of our modern prose style.
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But humanism admired in antiquity not only the
greatness of thoughts and doctrines? partly from the mediaeval 
preference for words rather than ideas, and partly from the 
late Latin of the writers studied, it was also sensible to 
the harmony and clarity of form. Its exponents, observing 
the poTorty of modern prose, became ashamed, and conceived the 
desire of elevating their natural tongues to a like degree of 
perfection. European culture was thus almost simultaneously 
affected. The same desire to refine the language, even the 
same excessive love of ornament, was manifested in all countries, 
modified, however, as is but to be expected, by the differences 
of national circumstances and conditions. "Concettism" in 
Italy, "Cultorism" in Spain, "Euphuism" in "ngland, the conceits 
of the "Precieuses" and the coteries of the seventeenth century 
France, even the pedantic mannerisns of Hoffmans^waldau and 
Lohanstein in Germany; these were the several outcomes of the 
effort to ameliorate the national idiom, though witnessed at 
slightly different times and in different surroundings. The 
laudatory ambition of the humanists so passed into an affecta- 
tion ^and this became in turn a type of uni ersal disease 
whose symptoms in individual cases were peculia^yet none the 
less recognisable and distinct.
This universality is a fetct which no critic can afford 
to disregard. "The criticism", rrote Kathew Arnold, "the 
criticism 'vhich alone can help us for the future is the crit- 
icism which regards Europe as being for intellectual and spiritual 
purposes, one great confederation bound to a joint action and 
working to a common result." The course of literature in any 
single country is only intelligible hen it is seen in position 
and studied in close relationship to surrounding influences.
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This principle then must p;uide us in cur study of the inception, , 
ascendency, and decline of Euphuism, the most popular affectation 
of Elizabethan England.
3. EUPHUISM AND ITS CRITICS.
"Euphues; the Anatomy of Wit", the first v/orl; of 
John Lyly, was " lying; bound on the Stationer's Stall at 
Christmas," 1578; its sequel "Euphues and his England" appeared 
some two years later, in the spring of 1580. Both works 
enjoyed hitherto unecA uaibd popularity, six editions being 
required in as many years, and frequent reprints ueing made 
until 1636, v'hen both finally passed out of voc;ue. Save one 
solitary edition in the eighteenth century, "Euphues" v/as 
completely forgotten until Arber's useful reprint appeared in 
1868, and since this time it has attracted the increasing atten- 
tion of critics. With these facts in mind, it is perhaps easy 
to understand the abuse with which, after the few years of its 
triumph, it has been almost universally assailed, and the 
purblind, indiscriminate criticism which, that of recent years
£ X
ascepted, has rated it as nonsense* bombast and contemptuous 
affectation. Sir Halter Scott's caricature of the Euphuist in 
"The Monastery" - an 'Historical faurc pas for which he has been 
sufficiently upbraided - undoubtedly did much to spread the idea 
that Euphuism, the tern comprehending the style of Lyly, was 
synonymous rith extravagance and absurdity. Craik better than 
any other sums up this attitude of the early nineteenth century. 
"Pedantic and far fetched allusion, elaborate in directness, a 
cloying smoothness and drowsy uonotony of diction, alliteration,
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punning and such like puerilities, - these are the main 
ingredients of Euphuism,^' he writes. Cne could cite other 
opinions^ equally uncritical and more condemnatory, but it 
were a waste of time and labour. Even in these days, 
Euphuism to the average reader is the equivalent of precious- 
ness and fastidious delicacy of language. The last forty 
years, however, ha^e done much to clarify and define this 
conception raore precisely, and modern criticism cannot but 
be grateful for the detailed studies of Drs.Weymouth and 
Landman, Mr.Child, Professors Bond and Feuillerat, to mention 
only the names of principals. Where the earlier critics 
siw only confused and chaotic corruptions of wit, these writers 
have discovered a certain well-defined and clearly-drawn method, 
directed '"ith fi^ed and rigorous purpose to the attainment of 
a perfect prose-style.
* Craik.G.L: A Manual oj ffti^lis/i Literature.
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CHAPTER 11.
m TT riII E A N A  ? 0 H Y OF E Q P H U I S M.
A. RHETORICAL DEVICES.
The following enumeration of the caaiacte rist ics of 
Euphuism is far from being exhaustive and can, in not sense, 
lay da in to originality. All that is attempted is a brief 
review of its main outlines in as much as they relate to the 
investigation of its origin and development and to the 
determination of its olace and influence in the literary 
history of the country.
Lyly's style is little elusive and easy of analysis, 
being the deliberate combination of various co;..;::on rhetorical 
devices. T ith its many defects and its many merits, its 
occasional heights of eloquence, and its frequent j.rotes.^ueness 
of hyperbole, Eunhuisra is nothing more than the careful, 
calculated effort of a scholar! further, it is the cumulative 
and culminating egression of a desire long manifest in 
England, to write prose with clearness and fineness, with 
culture and ornar.ent. tfi th those two aims In view, the charac- 
teristics of this style nay ::>e grouped in two main classics : 
firstlV, those dealing with the structure of sentences, and 
secondly, those concerned with moans of ornament and illustration
8.
A. STRUCTURAL DEVICES,
In structure Lyly aimed at precision and emphasis 
by the sunreme use, or -better, abds^,, of parallelism or 
antithesis: his int-tffftTorT seems to have been the writing of a 
prolonged and most elaborate essay in this alragsJL^i-C-lu.sive 
manner. 11 r. Child simplifying and amplifying the previous 
investigations of Weymouth and Landmann, who discovered that 
beneath this "Curtizan-like painted affectation" lay a definite 
theory of style, maintains this to be the one simple principle 
in rractic*, apnlied not only as Lanimann thought, in the 
ordering; of single sentences, but also in every structural 
relation. This simple principle -vhlch he regards as embodying 
the "essential character" of the Buphuistic raetoiic is 
"the inducement of artificial emphasis through antithesis and 
repitition - antithesis to -r.ive pointed expression to the 
thought and repitition tc enforce it"*. Thus for simple example 
of Antithesis, ^enice is found to be "aplace of more pleasure 
than profit, and. yet of more profit than piety." Again, 
Suphues is described as a youn£ gallant "of mo^e wit than 
wealth, and yet of more wealth than wisdom." Each example 
will be observed to consist of two parts, which are approximately 
equal in length and weight. This correspondence is known as 
narison or balance, and either of the above quotations is a 
parisonic antithesis. So many of Lyly's sentences are formed 
upon this system that it is a characteristic feature of the 
style, though it is not exhibited in every sentence of a period.
* C.C-.Cnil^: Jo,in Lyly an** Euphuism.
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Balance Is also found In the structure of the sentence itself 
and sometimes there are several pairs of balanced clause? and 
phrases, in construction each similar i.<r built on the conjunctions: 
"although......yet," "not.....but," "either.....or".....
This device, to which the term parallelism is applied, is 
instanced in the following passages:
"Though thou have eaten the seedes of Rockatte which 
breed incontinency, yet have I chewed the leaf Cress which 
maintaineth modesty. THough thou bear in thy bosom the 
herb Araxa most noisome to Virginity, yet have I the 
stone that groweth in the mount Tmolus, the upholder of 
chastity*";
"To love and to live well is wished of many, but incident 
to few. To live and to love well is incident to few, 
but in different to all. To love without reason is an
argument of lust, to live without love, a token of folly. 
The measure of love is to ha ;/e no mean, the end to be 
everlasting-*-. "
"Repetition" therefore, must include the terms parison and 
parallelism.
Lyly's paragraphs seldora adnit of niuch logical progression 
or development of thought: they are constructed on the parallel 
basis by the simple ju::ta-pos i t ion of antithetical clauses and 
phrases. This is exemplified by llr.Child ivith unerring skill 
in his analysis of *** Eubulus's address in the opening pa,.,es 
of the 11 Anatomy of Wit" It is shown that the single lengthy 
para-, raph may be divided into si:- groups of ideas, each one 
fundamentally based on this principle of parallelism and balance.
* E^p/iaes: T/ie Anatomy oj' Wit* + Sapnues ana ,iis England.
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Lyly f -rther seeks emphasis by the abundant use of 
rhetorical questions and infinite repetition of -.vord and sense. 
Assistant to these devices are other means such as alliteration, 
assonance, rhyme, punning and further word play. Alliteration 
in "Euohues" may be simple, as in the example: "in the greenest 
grass in the greatest serpent," oz transverse, as instanced in 
the sentence: "Although hitherto, Eunbues, I have shrined thee 
in my heart for a trusty friend, I will shun thee hereafter 
as a trothless foe." In this sentence its common use to 
mark parison should be noted.
(b) ORNAMENTAL DEVICES.
In the second class of characteristics, the means 
employed for ornament and illustration, Lyly adopted many of 
the mannerisms of his contemporaries and predecessors. His 
fantastic similes and comparisons, his exuberance of decorated 
language, his grave moral sentiments stamp him as much a 
scholastic, as his predilection for incidents in ancient history 
and mythology, declare him a son of the Renaissance and an 
Elizabethan. There is an appeal to classical authority for 
every stated fact: lovers are never mentioned but soi.-.e reference 
to Aeneas and Dido, Troilus and Cressida must appear; and 
certainly the author nevor alludes to friendship without quoting 
Damon and Pythias, Pylades and Opestes, David and Jonathan. 
There is a wealth of classical allusion often to adorn the 
stor;r of the most common every-day experiences. This taste 
for learning - a puerile pedantry, is distinctly mediaeval, but
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kyly goes at once beyond all his predecessors in his profuse 
employment of sinile. In this lies his real differentia, the
quality that is almost as much in evidence as antithesis, 
though far more characteristic of the author: the use of extra- 
ordinary similes drawn especially from the fantastic fauna 
and flora of the Middle Ages and from a fabulous natural history 
not unworthy of "Sir John 1'andevi 1 le. "
" I have read," he writes, "I have read that the bull 
being tied to the fig-tree loseth his tale; that the 
whole herd of deer stand at gaze if they smell a sweet 
apple."
These "facts of nature," however, are not all taken front 
Pliny's "Natural History," nor from Lyly's still more compendious 
" unnatural natural history?" crowding upon then, come others 
which seem to be reported from personal observation or from 
popular belief and proverbs. He proceeds to prove that there 
is no medicine for the malady of lo^e in this manner:
"The filthy sow *r hen she is sick eateth the sea-crab and 
is immediately recured: the tortoise, having, tasted the 
viper, sucfteth origanum and is quickly revived: the 
bear ready to nine licketh up the ants, and is recovered: 
the dog, having surfeited, to procure his vonit eateth 
grass and findeth remedy: the hart toeing pierced with 
the dart, runneth out of hand to the herb dictanun, and 
is healed* And can men by no way, procure a remedy for 
the impatient disease of love is not unlike the fig; tree 
whose fruit is sweet, whose root is more bittar than 
the cla 1/ of a bittern: or like the apple in Persia, 
whose blossom savoureth like honey, '.vhose :oud is more 
sour than gall*."
*Bon,u,: IFor-.s 1.208. Eup/iues. T/ie Amatomy oj Wit.
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Here, indeed, are the "slmi11tudes..... that.... come in multitudes" 
here, If anywhere, is the
"Talking of stones stars olatts of fishes flies 
Playing with words, and idle similes".
To summarise, then, Lyly aimed, in the first place, 
at precision and emphasis by the use of antithesis; by the 
careful balance of word, phrase and clause; by constant repetition 
of the same idea; by the employment of alliteration, simple and 
transverse, of rhymes, puns and other paronomasia. In the 
second place, for ornament and illustration he turned to similes 
and comparisons of various kinds: to historical allusions from 
Plutarch and Pliny; to classical mythology found in Ovid and 
Vergil; to recondite knowledge of all kinds, drawn from folk-lore, 
magic and medicine, above all from the "Historia Naturalis" of 
Pliny, mediaeval bestiaries, and his ov?n fecundity of invention.
These qualities, therefore, are the constituent elements 
of Euphuism. General definitions of the rhetoric are to be 
avoided, esnecially such as that of Landmann,who, repeating 
Weymouth, considers "transverse alliteration in parisonic 
antithetical clauses as the indispensable criterion" of its 
presence - a statement which may only be accepted after very 
considerable addition and codification.
(B) ITS ELIZABETHAN SIGNIFICANCE.
It has been affirmedlby a very able critic that Euphuism to the 
Elizabethan had quite another signification. At first sight 
it seems peculiar that the terra should be applied to the style 
of "Euphues" in -lart icular, r hen vosi of its characteristics 
were common to all contemporary writers, and its only difference
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was the abundant use of invented similes from a fabulous natural 
history. Very naturally this latter feature was the chief 
cause of attraction, and writers who allude to "Euphues" 
generally mention or riducule only its strange and fantastic 
similitudes. Harvey, the coiner of the word," cannot stand 
nosing of candlesticks or Cuphuing of Similes alia Savoica". . . . . 
and "could name the party that, in comparison of his own 
natural inventions, termed Pliny a barren womb"* Elsewhere 
he avers that "Greene 's pamphlets, Euphues similes, double 
V's phrases are too well known to go unknown+." Nash, in 
his youth an admirer of "Euphues," queries, "Do I talB of any 
counterfeit birds or herbs or stones?" Other ahthors in 
praise or in dispraise refer to this single characteristic. 
It was this usage that invoked Shakape.re's parody in Henry IV. 
Part 1. where the simile of the camomile is textually reproduced, 
and that led Drayton, in the seventeenth century, to hail Sidney 
as the refiner of Lyly's "idle similes". The author of 
the "Apologie for Poetrie" goes farther and in a famous passage 
denounces "the coursing of a letter" as well as the "similitudes 
....that come in multitudes."
From such premises M. Feuillerat argues that Euphuism 
to contemporary writers "satirisait simplement la tendance 
qu'avait Lyly a glisser par_mi ses cotnparaisons des faits ae 
nature inventes." His conclusion cannot be wholly accepted. 
Admittedly the illustrations are prominent. Jusserand even 
declares: "The abundance and strangeness of the ornaments are 
so striking .....that nothing else, at first, draws the Attention, 
and in that especially consists Suphuism**". This is not true
Mizrtisernent j or Papp-tiatcnett (158£). + Pierce 's Supererogation 
A Literary History Oj tue Englisn People.
24.
of the modern reader, though probably of the Elizabethan 
whose one great craving was for the peculiar and rare, and 
extravagant. Lyly's readers admired the oddities and decorations? 
his imitators copied the ornamental rather th?n the structural 
devices. It was the blindness of the ape that could not see 
the valuable principles underlying his extravagances, and that 
delayed the attainment of a perfect prose-stylo till the days 
of the Restoration*.
In defence of this attitude it may be urped that
Lyly's characteristics of balance, antithesis, repetition, allit- 
eration, classical ?1lusiveness, and even similes, were in general 
use by prose-writers, but never equally emphasised and exaggerated. 
Similes from fabulous natural history were gradually coming into 
use before "Suphues," though that book established them and set up 
a larger collection than any other. They were thus regarded as 
Lyly's most salient characteristic snd,their employment being the 
only essential quality by which his style differed from others, 
were immediately seized for satirical ourroses. T*Te may not infer 
from this that adverse critics did not recognise other elements in 
Euphuism, for th«y v/ould. surely ta?:e the features readiest for 
ridicule. But the practice of the Elizabethan rrose-writer would
belie thir>; £-0-? the rnudy or forcible in/ey-r^ssion was almost
i
universally sought for, and the more important matter of sentence 
structure generally disregarded.
M.Feu i 1 le r.? t 's thesis is rsrtly correct.
Suphuisra to contemporaries signified the extravagant vise of 
ornament, particularly of similas from a Mrhly improbable and un- 
natural natural history.
* Vide tnjra p./*°-
15.
C H A F T 3 P 111
T !'. " PIPE OF E U P r U I
A. rP.ITICAl. OPINION?.
Criticisir1 has lonp- tared over the vexed ouestion of 
the origins of ^urbulsm: critics have lonr decided that the 
style did not criminate with lyly himself. If other that 
external evidence were desired, it is to be found in the 
dedicatory epistle to part Il» where the author openly acknowledges 
th?t he rcay "seer" to rlesn after another's cart", si f-ni f ylng 
probably his iriredlEte exemplar Fettle or his models and sources 
in pereral. ^ut. to define exactly the 'cart' is by nature a 
t?sk difficult ?nd ccr.rley, and the way h?s been still further 
obstructed by the ouick-set hedg-e of controversy, so thot it is 
as quijiO^Hlf'^s welJ-riph itrncsslb 1 e to atterrrt to disencumber 
the truth fror its surroundtn? r^sss of irrationality and 
exasperation. Certainlv, ?.s ^s^riel ITarvey tells us, "younr 
Suphues hatched the erps that his elder friends laid", but al^cst 
eoually certain Is it our opinion that, no critic has discovered 
the e--p-s, or elder friends, or, briefly, solved with any claim 
to finality the irportant problem of origins.
Literary historians, however, are generally apreed 
that its irrrediste orip-in lay in a certain stylistic tendency, 
then fashionable ir "ne;land and reaching- its cultivation in 
Lyly. There is no such unanimity at out its ultirate origin.
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Many writers regard it, as one of the extravagant follies which 
carre in at the renaissance , when, as they assert, each country 
tried to cultivate a vernacular literature and yet avoid servile 
irritation of Creek and Latin models. Others, reflecting on the 
higher influence of Itatian literature upon English during the 
reigns of !Ionr,y VI 11. and Elizabeth, have thought it to be the 
natural result of such predominance, and have argued an Italian 
origin. IIkevlne it has been awarded a Trench origin. Further, 
Euphuisr has been attributed to the iranner ISP of one single 
?uther, and the narres of Isocrates, Du n art?s, T'arini, Congora, 
Cuev?ra ard lord Perners have been severally submitted as 
claimants for the honour of paternity. The rest rerent, and 
perhaps most truthful, of 4-^-e- theories is t.hgt of professor 
Feui11er?t* who realises the futility of assigning tc a particu^r 
person what vas essential ly^ a general influence. Th,e F-rofessor
s the Eurhuistic style to the imitation of Creek 
and Latin writers, particularly of Corgias and Isocrates, and 
dimly traces Its constituent elements in the works of three 
English writers frorr the beginning of the sixteenth century.
Such is the chaos of critical confusion. ^ew, indeed, 
of the abo^e theories will suffer minute investigation. Such 
conjectures as those assigning the origin of the style to ?'arini, 
Congora or Tu ^artas ?re almost prlra facje prerosterous. 
Farini was born in 1569, and v?as ccnseruent.lv only ten years of 
age when "Eurhues" was written; a+ this tine, Conpora, the date of 
whose birth is 1E31, wa^ a vouth of eighteen; Du Partas had 
produced his "Creation du "onde, on la Semaine", son-'e fev; rnonths 
previously, if net in the sa^e year. ^hat Lyly vss indebted to 
these authors is therefore ?n assertion as absurd as nugatory, 
Herat- <Ioan Ly ly .
17.
the dates rendering the first case impossible, the second highly 
irrrrohahle, the third exceedingly unfeasible. Tr the other 
band the connection of ^uphnism rith t^e r enaissance, the 
relations of England vith the Italy of that time, cannot be 
lightly passed by.
P. 7T5 IFryr^j:^" F?or ITALY.
Apaln and a^ain has it been pointed out that the effort 
in elaboration of which "Euphuism" is the consummation in England, 
is the literary outcome of t^e renaissance; that all this
preoccupation with stjr le, this study of eloquence and love of 
ornate phrasing, is a general result of the revived study of the 
classics, in particular of the carefully balanced periods of 
Cicero, of the sententiousness and concise antitheses of Teneca 
of the embellishments of the elder Pliny and other writers of the 
Filver Asre . Italy was the first, home of the rlvival of letters
*
in Europe: Italv was the fc?ter-p3rent of the movement throuph all 
its phfcses. rut.it is Interesting and important to notice th~t 
other countries did not encounter this movement in its full force
and vigour. T"hen the "rench Vine Charles 'Mil. and the "Ea rfcar 
invaded Italy in 14S4, the tide of the early .Renaissance was 
polluted and turned: the a^e of Ariosto and Tasso had become 
corrupted at the time of its greatest glory by excessive attention 
to form, at the expense of thought. And Europe av/o^e to full 
consciousness of the wonders of Italian literature, in the age of the
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Pet rarchisti , of /retino, of Donl, and later, of ? r arlni. 
That France, fr?!n, =>nd ^nrland s'tould be attracted by the 
affectations of Italy rather than by v:hat w->s V-est and lasting- 
in that literature is surely no wonder. At all tirces it is 
easier to imitate the mannerisms of ?n imitator, than to emulate 
the style of a penlus. Thus the nations beyond the Alps drank of 
a tainted s
It was not cnlv the affectations cf Italian literature
that influenced ^npl^neb. ^npl ishrcen of t v~e si-xteenth century 
frequently travelled to It?ly on diplomatic missions, on business 
affairs, or on pleasure bent. In tMs i??nner they "-ere brought to 
the very sources of Italian culture, particularly to the worship of 
Petrarch at Florence.-? city inevitably connected with the Medici, 
and then enjoying* a remarkable commercial and litery rerutation. 
Florence, and t?-e Platonic Academy founded t K ere by the "edict, 
exercised conslder?ble influence on cotemporary literature, and 
to Ke'zieres, the ^rench Acaderician, rust he given the credit of
is
tracing in the title o.f "Euphues", in t>e syrrjosium at Lucilla's 
supper, in the character sketches and observations of rolite 
society as seen in t' e PP ? rden-t? Ik, ?n--' t v e surr^er-discuss i ons 
of FartTT, several fashion? of distinct Italian origin. fuch 
customs undoubtedly H i-^ cv t3fn tn "npl'ani, as the aspersion? of 
irany vritors inveip-hinf ap-ainst "the Itslianste ^nplishri?n" will 
attest.
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The post marked characteristic of the fine gentleman 
of Italy was his dMnty wit and ingenious affected conversation, 
and this fashion of the ^ov.ri was at onre imported into England 
and adopted, lyly therefore had some model of his style in the 
lanpuape of his times, yet here it is necessary to proceed with 
caution. There is abundant evidence of the use and ahuse of 
"inkhorn terms", and terms Itallanate in the literature of 
"Euphues" day. The "Dark words ...... d?ily spoken in Court"*
of which Futtenbam speaks, were simply foreign words of fashionably 
affected form brought into the ccuntry by the "secretaries and
 c
merchants and travellers". Rapidly as these advanced in favor, 
Lyly carefully, almost scrupulously eschewed them. "It is a 
world", he says, "to see how Englishmen desire to bear finer speech 
than the lanpuape will aHow, to eat finer bread than is made with 
wheat, to wear finer <  ].oth than is wrought of wool". Doubtless 
his earnest desire and effort to be perspicuous governed him in
the choice of v-ords, constraining him to the use of pure English, 
and it is by no means idle to remark how few of his words have 
passed out of use - Yi, Child estimates that "but a small fraction, 
of one per cent are obsolete" - and how much more modern his 
diction seems than that of most of his contemporaries. The autho: 
of "Euphues" certainly strove to gratify the taste for "finer 
speech", tut did so without debasing the currency. 
fforley and ''ezieres, whose work on Lyly is little more than a fres! 
and energetic resume of Morley, are the chief propounders of this 
Italian Theory. Thus Jferieres opines: "Par son style lyly est 
un Italian plutot ou'un Anflals"j+ and elsewhere: "11' ("Suphues" )
#Puttenh?>m, C: Arte of Sn<?lish ^oes.1e. 
+Predecesseurs et oonteraporains de fhakspeare.
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vient en droite ligne d'ltalle, de 1'eoole platonicienne de 
Florence". "orley* argues that Italian Influence created the 
atmosphere in which Lyly flourished. Euphuism he considers to be 
a strongly individualised form of the post ch?racterlstic 
Italianise - the inane worship of conceits, a cultus lasting in 
his opinion from the times of Surrey to those of Dryden and 
exemplified in the works of Fuller, Frowne and Andrewes. This, 
however, is to mistake the real nature of Sufhuism, and to use 
the word In connot?tlon as "a convenient word for artificial wit". 
Euphuisr is complex In its Impression or: the reader, being a 
combination of structural and ornamental devices, and the 
criticism which either neglects notice of the nore indlvlduall}' 
characteristic features or affirms that prose is Suphuistic or 
net according to the presence or absence of one, tvo, or more of 
these features is surely unworthy of serious regard, however, 
Illustrious the author or however trustworthy his assertions. 
The same writer further considers Euphuism with Marinism, 
Congorism and French Fre'ciosite' as the mere froths of an age of 
ferirent. Such severer.ts, we trust admit, whether leavened by 
Italy or not, were all influential in the refinejnent and establish, 
ment of their several languages and literatures, but in that 
relation only iray they be Justly compared. In no way do they 
correspond as regards character and the direct consecuenDes 
produced} and their ultlF^te orlpln can only with slight residuum 
of truth be said to be co "-mon In the desire to refine and reform 
a lanpuagre by adapting the practice of early writers tc the 
requirements of the then modern conversation.
* Quarterly Peview, 1661, CIX.
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p ut ^upbulsr% we assert emphatically, of all phases of 
literary irannerlsm, is no frothy exudation. Other ?nd later 
extravagances there '?ero, but nere fantasies, fickle ^s evanescent: 
Euphuism on the contrary was of vaster significance and of 
considerable dynamical importance. Its artificiality, the art 
which cannot conceal itself, was not empty, but full of rreening 
and import to succeeding- generations; its very extravagance was 
not vapidity but a laudatory anxiety striving with eager effort 
to attain clarity, exactness, and emphasis. Euphuism was 
influenced by Italy in a slipht degree; only inasmuch as Italian 
literature helred to hasten a process already unconsciously at 
work.
C. TEE irnTTSNcF, FPCr SPAIN.
^oually unsatisfactory, and yet rcore pernicious in its 
fascination, is the theory first advanced by Dr. Landmann* that 
Euphuism was of purely fpanish origin. According to the ^eriran, 
Euphuism is an imitation or adaptation of the style of Don Antonio 
de OueJfvara , whose work, "Libro de I 3mperador Tarco Aurelio co" 
Relox de Frincipes", was published in Ib2& and immediately leapt 
into fame. It is significant to observe that fcfce work was 
extensively translated into French, the first edition of i^ene" 
Fertadt appearing- in 1E31. ^rop this edition lord Perners nsde 
the first Snerllsh translation, entitled, '""he ("olden ^oke of 
? fareus Aurelius", in 1E2G, and fir 7^crras Forth used a later 
version of the sa^e translator in "The Diall of Princes", 
publisher] in 1BE7. Landmsnn is very positive '"ith rep-src! to his
* NeiffSha ta. SQC .Trans. I &80 -8 2 ,
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theory, and in the "alto estilo" of the Spaniard finds many of the 
characteristics of Euphuism, such as the parallelism of sentences, the 
balanced antitheses, consonance and rhyme, allusions to ancient 
history and mythology, the similes taken from nature. i.e of course 
acknovdedges the intervention of North's "Dial" and Fettle's "pailace 
of I-leasure" with the essentially English addition oi alliteration, 
ana remarks of the latter book that it "exhibited already to the 
minutest degree, all the specific elements of Euphuism", though he 
is certain thatit was North's translation of lt£7 tnat served to 
introduce into England tne style of tne Spanish author. Of this 
assertion, repeated still more emphatically by Kr. bond, we shall 
have more to say latter.
Dr. Landmann has earned tne grateful thanks of ail for
having directed attention to the extensive popularity and influence 
of Guetara in England. it is Difficult, however, nay, impossible in 
the light of historical facts, to follow his argument that Guevarism 
is the sole source of Euphuism: his whole method of reasoning is so 
repxete with inexactitudes and self-contradictions ana has given rise 
to so much fatuous commentary and conjecture that it were almost as 
futile to discrin.inate or seiect, ana wouia certainly contribute to 
involve still more intricately a Discussion which of all things reouires 
clearness and perspicuity. But the theory still widely obtains, 
though were it not for this and the fact that until very recent years 
no determined effort was made to lay this exiguous spectre, we shoula 
be disposed now ana for ever to cuit its mention.
To Dispose, then, of tr.is Guevara theory, we shall cite but one 
remark Professor Feuillerat, which is sufficient to shake the 
very foundation; "i_e guevarisme et le nor^thisn.e ne sont pas tels 
que ±e docteur Lanamann les a definis" In the first place,
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though evidence testifies that he knew Spanish, Forth did not_ 
translate from the original Castilian but from the attenuated, 
obscure, and very certainly modified, French, version of Bene 
Bertatit, dated 1540. This in itself constitutes a serious drawback 
to acceptance» the style of the Spaniard could not but suffer 
distortion from an Englishman's translation of a Frenchman's 
translation of Spanish. Secondly, as Professor ^eulllerat 
excellently demonstrates, Dr. Landmann has noticed only those 
characteristics of ^uevara which are represented in the style of 
"Euphues", and in so doing, neglected mention of an artifice far 
core frequently employed than parallelism or balanced antithesis - 
the endless and incessant repetition of the same word, causing it 
to rebound and echo from phrase to phrase. Again, to adoot broad 
distinctions, Ouevara subordinates his clauses, writing in the 
periodic style: Lyly, following rather the crisp, glittering manner 
of F-eneoa, prefers to co-ordinate. This, further, is the one 
feature of ''"'u rv^risn exactl , -.^?ea in ITorthis;.,, as in the
following passage*
"The greatest vanity that I find in the world is, that 
vain men are not or<ly content to be vain in their li f e: 
% but eJso to procure to leave a memory of their yjinity, 
after their Death. ^or it is thought good unto vain 
arid light men, which serve the world in vain Wor^ s 5 that 
at the hour of their death, when they perceive that they 
can do no more, and that they can no longer prevail,
they offer themselves unto death, which now they see 
approach them."
(The DU-1 of "rinces. Prologue. 
Thus the ^rose-style of ^uevara and his English translator are
distinctly and essentially onposed to Euphuism in one important 
aspect, and. English prose as seen in ITorth takes a direction contrary
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to that of the Fuphuists.* Still further, in disproof of Dr. 
Landmann's theses, it may be urged that England was familiar with 
certain traits of Euphuism many years before the authorised 
publication of ?uevara T s work in 1529. Mr. Sidney Lee-f has . 
asserted and supported by parallel extracts the fact that Berners 
was everyjwhit as Euphuistic as North. This means, Mr. ^ilson 
points out, that p erners who had not read Castilian, "was not 
writing Euphuism in 1524, five years before Ouevara published 
his book:"-/-*. And were it necessary to combat the idea that the 
"Relox" had been previously pirated, examples from Fisher, More 
and Elyot containing, as will be shown, the certain seeds of 
Euphuism, might be adduced.
Exactly how much of Lyly's peculiar style nay be due
to Spanish as well as Italian influences cannot be determined with
any preciseness. The English fashion owed little if anything 
to the Spanish "alto estilo". Indeed, we find at one and the same 
time In England and Sr)ain a certain peculiar and exclusively 
popular style, its existence in both cases independent. The only 
possible inference is that both were ultimately due to the same 
causes, and this undoubtedly was the cause. SiEiliar national 
conditions prevailed in both countries; in both countries an attemp t 
was being made to improve the vernacular, and in each instance it 
was the late Latin stylists and their extravagances that were 
imitated* in both countries arose the need for a courtly diction 
owing to the growing power of the monarch and the increasing 
influence of the Court. Like causes produced lilce effects. put 
one must also remember the inter-relationship of England and Spain 
in the days of the Tudor monarchs. After the Marriage of Henry V111 
* Vide infra Pt.rn.-i- + Huon of Bordeaux (appendix). 
++ Wilson : John Lyly.
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with Catherine of Arapon, the English court ras much frequented by 
fpanlards^in-leed is not Don Adrlano, the fantastical Spaniard, 
butted by reason of this?- Spain was t e cynosure of European eyes, 
and Tpanish manners, in England, surely for a tiir.e, were much 
simulated. One need not emphasise the many and close connections 
of Snpland and Train in the reifrn of > r 2ry, or the frequent maritime 
encounters of franisb and English vessels in the times of Elizabeth; 
all roint to an intimacy more or less gr re?t between the two nations.
Nevertheless, these facts Ho not account for the ready 
acceptar.ce of such style as ^uevara's in "nrl^nd. T: batever be 
the origin of 'Surhuism, the "Iibro Aureo" of the franish 
Historiographer met vith no luke- f»'?rn- reception; it was the 
most famous reninsular production of Lyly's day. rut r-uevara did 
not, "both rrs?te a t?st.e and satisfy it". mbe taste was already
*
there. Among1 a certain class of F,Tf 1 ishraah existed, z wide ?nd 
f?r-reachinp interest in Spanish literature, and, as v"r. "ilson, foil 
owinp Underhill*, desultorily proves, a Tranish tradition existed 
st Oxford froir: the e^rly si/teenth century; further, tne, "uphuistic 
rhetoric v'as s-ov?]y evolving in Zrrl ? nri, its trsces beinf visible in 
p>ariy contemrcrary rriters. mhis vres the favourable atmosphere 
into rhich (5r viev?ra '-ss introduced, and the number of "np-lish transla- 
tions Is the surest, evlr'anoe of his ropularity. rut lurhulsr did nut 
izbe its ri^e in Cue^arl^m; nor w a s Guevara an i?;ol?tec 'st.vlist. 
Surhuism had its crlp-ip In c^rt^in rtyli^tic terdencies fashionable 
at this t. imp ?.n^ natural to tMs staee of Cnpland's literary 
developments: the coincidence of 3 sitrilar style in Train does not 
imply that either influencer3 the other, but merely that the productiv- 
causes in both instances were correspondent. m h.e most that iray be
* "nderhill: Pmntsh nterature in
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said is that fuevars met «-ltb success in England only because i.is 
style had sor^e of the characteristics of corter-pora ry English prose; 
that he helped to establish on a firmer basis some of the narked 
features of the Tuphulstlc style. franish intervei ticn vr?.s therefore 
no+ fundamental but confirmatory; it assisted and quickened z 
development of which the origin?! impulse W 3s "nfllsh.
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D. NATIVE ORIGINS AND INFLUENCES.
The cosmopolitanism of literiry effort is thus
easy of exaggeration, and an Kn^lish source for the affectation 
is far more likely than a foreign one. Historians ?re unanimous 
in their belief that not the l^ast important of the influences 
productive of this 'common Infect ion'was the wide-st retch.in? 
movement of the classical Renaissance, and that one of the certain 
bequests of that movement was the taste for ornamental! and highly 
decorated language. A significant instance of this is seen in the 
gradual change of curricula in the schools: lofric, for long the 
groundwork of mediaeval thought and literature, eventually <~ave 
place to rhetoric, the third and erenerally neglected science of the 
Triviura. Ear^iiza, Vittorino daFeltre, and r-u?rino,of the 
fiiteonth century ,taught and read purely for the sake of obtaining 
information, matter itself beinf1; a 11-lrpportnnt ?nd sufficient: Fturm 
and the Jesuits,of the sixteenth century?studied lan<ni?re as an end 
in itself, concerning themselves with grammatical and stylistic 
niceties, with manner everywhere at the expense of. matter. The 
love of rhetoric was soon aupreraejmen became intoxicated wlt v the 
melody and beauty of words. It is noteworthy that the humanists 
were attracted not to artists remarkable for simplicity and restrain^ 
but to those who employed mechanical devices to givn to t T- eir style 
a glittering and artificial brilliance. In this sense Aschara 
rightly complained in a letter to St'irm of the a^-a's preference of 
Lucian, Plutarch, Seneca, Atilius Cellius and Apeleius to those whom 
he considered better authors.
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But all the writers of antiquity who cultivated an 
artistic or decorative prose have used the'se same artifices 
of style, just as the Huphuists. ^ Balance, antithesis, rhyme, 
paronomasia, are to be found separately and conjunctively in 
Herodotus, Thucydides ,and Lysias; here ard there in Plato*} 
with profusion in Sallust Nepos, Seneca, Tacitus, the Elder 
Pliny? in the complicated wheeling; and soaring of Cicero, 
and in Apuleius, Tertullian and Cyprian; Professor Feuilierat, 
with the keen insight of the French man-of-letters,has advanced 
a novel and yet very credible theory that the Euphuistic 
writers are an English branch of the school of Gorgias, the 
Greek orator of the fotirth century B.C. Isocrates, he affirms, 
who employed the figures of his master Corgias, with the 
greatest success, enjoyed a ^reat ^ogue during the Renaissance 
and so caused the adoption of these figures ; ;,y English stylists. 
How evidence is not "anting to show that the "old man eloquent" 
had in England quite a particular repute; his works formed 
one of the prescribed studies at both Universities; Elizabeth, 
Aschan tells us, was initiated into the charms of Greek by 
perusing one of his discourses; in contemporary handbooks of 
rhetoric he is the oft-quoted exemplar of a perfect and polished 
style. Nevertheless in attributing the foundations of a 
style to one man it is not difficult to over-estimate. The 
humanists were not content to find the nrincipies of style in 
the ancient writers alone, but lost themselves in the study 
and admiration of the old orators and rhetoricians. They 
"plundered" (to use the word of Du Bellay's manifesto) Cicero, 
Quintilian, aernogenes, and in their own turn established 
rules for the art of writing; which were revealed in the
-v Symposium 1G7D, t,ie pvroratiun oj 4yat,toa's speech*.
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numerous manuals which appeared In constant succession from 
the beginning of the sixteenth century. Leonard Cor began 
the practice in England with "The Art or Craft of Rhetoric" 
first published in 1524. Following hire came Wilson, whose 
"Art of Phetoric" (Ib53) was probably the most famous book 
of its kind, and lifter him, : : herry, Pamolde, and Peachiffl, to 
mention only the predecessors of Eyly. Such treatises 
undoubtedly reflected many of the methods of I soc rates*, but 
in an Indirect manner and in conjunction with those of other 
renowned rhetoricians. Further, it is most necessary not 
to forget the influence of the Bible, super-added to that of 
the classics, a ndj_n__whj>,se_ _pa ra 1 1 e 1 passages of Hebrew poetry 
Oorgias himself nrobably found much to remark.
One cannot but be grateful to Professor Feuillerat 
for having directed attention to the seeds of Euphuism observable 
in English, not foreign, writers of the early sixteenth 
century. A history of literature with no sense of perspective 
is, for nractical purposes, valueless; and of all periods of 
literature it is generally the earlier, and less known, th^t 
suffer from this defect. The natural result of such error
is that the productions of later periods are mis- jud ,;? > , an:,
whose 
this has eminently been the lot of the Dl izabethans,! ite ratu re ,
bordering as it does on the terra incognita of the fifteenta 
and early sixteenth centuries, has been over-praised: "its 
revolutions and innovat ions , its -lory and its rapture and 
its daring, these things have been recognised; not so fully 
their indebtedness to the poetry, the rhetoric, and the literary 
skill c" t lo middle Ages." The obligations of the late Tudor
-Ison jre-jUently adopts t,i.e j inures oj Isocrates and ,i,&las 
up as moaels oj trie perfect style. Via. lnj. Ptf6
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poets, prose-writers and dramatists to classical or foreign 
models hair e been fully, perhaps too fully, recognised; but
r
their sensfe of gratatude to a preceding; age has long remained 
unopposed t ^unn.aXi ced, undiscove red.
Mr. Sidney Lee vas the first to protest against the 
Guevara -North theory of origin in his criticism* of the 
article on r:!unhuism+ by Mrs. Humphrey Ward, in which she 
deliberately follows Dr. Landmann. His c ri t icisn^af terv/ards 
enlarged in an appendix to the edition of Dernors's "Iluon of 
Bordeaux," contains the following passage: "Lord "Jerner^s 
sentences are :!uphuistic beyond question; they are characterised 
by forced antitheses, alliteration and far-fetched illustrations 
from natural phenomena peculiar to Lyly and his successors." 
This is the farst recognition that L-erners, v.'ho is important 
as the translator of G-uevara previous to Koith, presented the 
features of Euphuism in their entirety in the Prologue to his 
translation of Froissart. Kr. Lee ;oointedly denies that 
Berneis is any less Cuphuistic than North, and gives Parallel 
extracts in proof of this, but the same critic was hardly con- 
scious of the significance of this discovery. It Meant, as
Mr. Tfilson declares, that oerners was writing Crophuisni in
i 
1524 (the dato of the Prologue), five years before Guevara
published his boo's' in Spain.
•i
FeuiUlerat bold^l" advances a step further and avoids
the "das 13 debPt du 16© siecle bion avant r.ue ftuevara songeat
A,\ • 9 /• /
a ecrire son f ameux-oie.uvre, tous les elements constitutifs
. " .  '   '  .- 
de 1'euphuirrae e^taienSrvfJ^-ja. couraiment employee par les
*••**.*•
e"crlvains- anglais, par'ceux du noins qui faisaient effort 
de style." We,.must not understand by this, that the full- 
* Athenaeum (July 1^.16€3). + Encyclopaedia, 3r<,tannica.
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blown Euphuism of r ettie and lyly existed fro^ the early
could 
sixteenth century: nothinp be more erroneous, yet Professor
Feuillerat is by no means explicit on the point. Kone can
doubt that the "Euphui st ic rhetoric" of pornerp, whatever the
cripin, VPS preirature and ^erelv tentative: none can doubt
that '""he Golden T3oke" no more than sHrhtly influenced the
development of "np!5sh prose-style u.pt.il the tlr?e of r ettie,
alt ; ouph "?t least twelve editions of this book are recorded
between 1ES4-<30^" Feverthc! ess, Berners, Ms antecedents
and ccnterror? r t es , v-ere feeline ? v?y towards 'ilur h uisrn,-a tendency
which is to be traced aronp v-riters who were other-wise quite outsidi
this group. Alrost all tie constituent elerents of Euphuism
were in extensive circul?t3on froir the first years of this century:
there was hut IscVing; the taster's hand to weld ther into unity,
to give their the air of exaggeration recuisite for popular success
ana general adortion snd imitation,
(a.) Fir"!:':}""!: nr^TJ^T "rorn.
If ve horef'O 1. v venture Int.c the confused confines 
of the fifteenth century "rose, we .-'hall reet vi ith scant 
success. Faintly rercert^ble traces of so ni e particular 
feature cf ^lur >n)J SP ^3^ be found in an odd vriter v ere and 
there tout the repeated and deliberate u.<?e of the ?rti.fices of 
style is seldcr encountered, ?nd indeed, not to be e 
In the "century of the corptrons," r rose-vri t ir^g bef/an to 
assutre irportance: in truth, rrose at thjs t i e Ray be s.~ici 
to have ^ts origin, though it is not until some tin-e after
•7 lose Frotssart ed. I
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the beginning of the sixteenth century jthat we can properly 
date the rise of standard prose literature. This early 
nrose is naturally crude and inart1stic,but occasionally it 
has the countervailing merits of purity and simplicity. Tuough 
not receiving much artificial cultivation, the language in its 
exercise by persons of quite respectable scholarship must have 
acquired on the whole considerable enlargement of its capaci- 
ties and powers, and, if not used with great artistic s^ill 
and feeling, it must certainly have been carried forward
towards maturity by the very impulse of the principle of 
developmen.
It is impossible to estimate eractly the influence 
of much a cornni lat i on as the Ifycliffe "ible, brought to a con- 
clusion in 1400. Its direct forcible "English, reflected in 
the succeeding century by Latiraer and others, is indisputable 
in its effectiveness, 'vhile the very nature of its contents, 
including admirable translations of Hebraic ;>arison and 
parallelism, could not fail to impress its readers even though 
in slir.:ht measures only. These two figures of style after- 
wards so prominently characteristic of Euphuism, though it is 
only rational to suppose that Lyly, if directly indebted to the 
Bible for such node Is, would turn rather to the version of 
Tyndale and Coverdale, are so excellently rendered in Wycliffe 
that v,'e cannot forbear quotation. From Chapter 21V. of Proverbs, 
written almost exclusively an balanced antitheses, we cull 
the following:
(I
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Vhe dignlte of the king is in the multitude of
puprle: and the schenschipe of a prince is in the 
fewnesse of puple. He that is pacient, is governed 
bi myche wisdom; but ho that is Impacient, enhaunsith 
his foil. Helthe of herte is the 11jf of fleischis; 
envye is rot of boonys. He that falsli chalengith 
a nedi nan dispisith his maker; _ ut he that hath 
rnerci on a pore nan, onourith that make re."
(WycliTfite Version of the Poetical Books 
of the Bible.>
Prose-writers of the fifteenth century, therefore,
call for little conment. The "Renrassor" of Bishop Pecock
"(0.1450) 
is interesting in its use of repetition? words and terms are
recapitulated with the unpeariness of legal' its ration, and 
always with accuracy and definition. Discussing; the relation 
of reason and scripture he writes:
"And if any seeming discord be betwixt the words 
written in the outward book of Holy Scripture, and the 
doom of reason writ in nan's soul, the ;if ords so written 
without f^rth ought be expounded and be interpreted 
and brought for to accord v;ith the doom of reason in 
thil'< natter; and the doon of reason ought not for 
to be expounded, glazed, interpreted, and brought for 
to accord with the said outward writing in Holy Scripture 
of the Bible or aughtwhere else out of the Bible."
It is a far cry fron this pointless artifice to 
Lyly's careful and nerpetual repetition in sense as well as 
form, but here is the early use a£ tks sxttttws i-n all its
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nakedness. Balance of phrase with phras«, doublets, triplets, 
and even quadruplets, the so common devices of Tudor prose, 
are also to be observed in Pecock, as in the above-cited 
passage.
The "Morte D'Arthur" was one of the most popular books 
of the next century, yet with all its wonderful simplicity, its 
absence of any trick or affectation, its unsurpassed adaptation 
of style to thought, perhaps its only concern to the-.zetetic.. . "">
*"' '•-•~\Zttri'*4"-s ~~- - - .- -.
student of Euphuism is its unerring selection of words and 
phrases from the vernacular, which are again used and immortalized 
by Lyly.
Fortescue in "the Governance of England" is frankly 
archaic and formal,with lucidity of expression,yet no pretension 
to elegance, or ornament. The style of the lawyer is seen in 
his use of the rhetorical question; aed repetition of words, and 
the use of doublets and triolets, are also evidenced.
The work of Capgrave, Latin chronicler and vernacular 
historian, is only of importance to the ohilologist. His 
English prose is generally graceless, rhythmless, colourless 
and effortless.
Worthy of more than passing mention is the beautiful
"Ladder of Perfection", the work of Hylton, an Augustinian 
canon of Nottinghamshire*. Kis use of pairs of ;</ords and 
phrases differs from that of Fiost of his contemporaries in that 
it is seldom oleonastic. Of more moment to us however is 
nis practice of illustration which is very frequent and ranges 
from the simole comparison fas full of sin as a hide or sicin 
is full of flesh") to the complete metaphor. Thus he soeaKS 
of meekness and love as two strings, which, "well fastened with
* Cambr. Hist, of "ngl. Lit. Vol.11.
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the mynde of Josu maketh good accordo in the ha rp-.-') of the 
souls whan they be craftely touched <vith the finger of reason; . 
for the lower thou sraytest upon that one the hyer sowneth that 
other". This is a feature of styie which gradually increased 
in vo2;ue, and developed at length into the fantastic far- 
fetched similes of Lyly and the boldest of his school.
The work of Caxton need not detain us, admirable as
are its qualities of clearness, of facile fluency and polish 
in expression, and of discrirni nati on in the selection of "rude 
plain and curious terras". His prefaces, however, are 
TI ratent i ous, with obvious marks of a groping, for effect, and 
ser-re to remind us, not a little perhaps, of the ornamental
alternate of his fallow translator* Lord ~3erners.
last The writer of this century to claim notice is
Robert Fabyan, the author of "The Concordance of Histories." 
His style is usually bald and flats, but is noteworthy for 
its occasional Interest in litsrary devices, though showing but 
little advance in the graces of composition. Here and there 
the touch is distinctly and intentionally deco rat i .r o, and 
like "ort^scue and later the "1 iz abet nans, it is his practice 
to introduce Latin rotations, -vith the ^n^lish translation 
following.
IP, these different v/ays, "/liters of the fifteenth 
century '-''ere forr.ii n^; the nucleus o r Cli^abetaan and prose 
stylo: they ".'ere accuMulatin-" a vocabulary; they were moulding 
the ~r3^"-?,r and rendering raore flexible the syntactical structure; 
by constant piactico or by appropriation, conscious and unconscious, 
from French and Latin sources, they we ro disco/orin^ the arti- 
fice? of styie, and exercising than in ti.eir nult ifarious and
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multitudinous ways.
literary historians ran'- Lord Berners with 
Cav.ton and Ilalory, as v/riters of the'same style and century, 
but Lord Be rne rs concerns us principal ly is the first English 
translator of Guevaraj consequently, we shall treat his works 
in conjunction with those of North and other Guevarists, though 
this Is out of strict chronological order in a criticism of 
sixteenth century prose.)
(b) FISHSR, HORE, AND ELYOT.
It. is both natural and to be expected that the prose 
of the reign of Henry Vlll. should manifest acre obviously the 
marl-,s of attention to, and development of,styla. Thesa charac- 
teristics, found in the works of the preceding century in the 
embryonic state, we shall observe gradually to mature and in 
the age of Elizabeth to fall over-ripe into the ~ross exagger- 
ations of "Huohues." The early uses of balance, repetition, 
of rhetorical questions, of classical cuotation, of similes and 
comparisons, -ve have remarked in the century of Wycliffe, 
Pecock, Malory, Fortescue, Capr:,rave, Caxton, Hylton and Fabyan; 
their uses in the ne:'t century were to be further extended, and 
added to then '."ore to be the ci';re definitely "uouuist ic qualities 
of Antithesis, -aralle1 \ src, alliteration simple and transverse, 
rhyme, conronance and annomination. These latter qualities 
M. Feuilierit exemplifies in. quotations from three leadinc; 
prose-writers of the first half century - Fisher, Here and 
Slyot. It '.vould avail little to reproduce any of these 
passages here; but we have c;one to the ",'orlis of these three
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writers and have established independent and confirmatory 
evidence, some of which we append. Fisher, writing in 1509 
thus expounds the propnet Ezelciel in the funeral sermon on 
Henry V111.
"If the righteous man haved lived never so virtuously, 
and in the end of aia life commit one deadly 
sin and so depart, all nis rignteous aealing 
before shall not defend him from ever-lasting 
damnation, and in contrary wise, if the sinful 
man have lived never so wretchedly in times
%
past yet in the end of nis life, if he return 
from nis wickedness unto God, all his wicicedness 
before shall not let niu to be saved."
Even in this short passage repetition, parallelism,
balance and simple alliteration are to be found. The same 
qualities with annoiaination ana continuous alliteration are
again instanced*
"Thus according to my promise at the beginning, I 
have perused tnis psalm in the person of tnis 
noble man; dividing it in three parts, in a 
commendation of him, in a moving of you to nave 
compassion upon nim, and in a comforting of you 
again"
(Funeral Sermon King Henry V111.)
The same writer employs comparisons and similes, at times 
homely and humorous, at other times so far-fetched and over- 
elaborated as to be grotesque - a usage seen in the famous 
comparison of the Crucified to a parchment which is strefched 
and set up to ary; the scourging has set up tae ruled lines,
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and the five wounds are illuminated capitals. r ut, in spite 
of Professor Saintsbury's assertion to the contrary, the 
paragraph is neglected, the sentences are wrongly punctuated, 
and the logical connection of thought is often confused. 
Nevertheless, Fisher is a leading figure among contemporary 
divines. His "'ork is necessarily rhetorical, yet at this 
time rhetoric was in the airj the manuals and guide oooks to 
composition were beginning their vogue. This constitutes 
his historical importance to us; he is trying these various 
devices; he is shaping the tools of style. He deliberately 
experiments for rhetorical effect, practising parallelism, 
badance and other figures? there is the old love of quotation 
from the classics, and doublets and triplets* are abundantly, 
but nore effectively used. The writer of the two funeral 
sermons on Henry VI 11. and his mother? lla rgaret,Countess of 
Richmond, is .keenly alive to the value of inversion, ni::ing 
long and short sentences, and using it with varied and 
skilful effect, everywhere with the hand of the artist. 
He describes the weeping of the Countess's household in 
this manner:
"But specyally when they saw the dethe so fast upon 
her, and that she must nodes depart fron them* and 
they should forgee so gentyll a naistris, so tender 
a Lady, then vent they ne rvay lous ly; v:ept her La.dys 
and kynes women to whor.i she was full 1,-jnde; wept 
her poore gentyli'/oman "''horn she had lovecl so tenderly 
before? went her Chaplayns and Proostcj wept her 
other true and faythfull servants"
('Funeral So rraon on Margaret, Countess of Richmond). 
* It is probable i:iat trie letter "jrun a. Linejinspire Qtfnil67,ian" 
quoted in Wilson's "Art oj rhetoric" is nore taan 1,11 Idly satirical
of this use oj triplets in Fisaer.
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In those t'vo sermons | is much noble and sonorous 
rhetoric, and the graces of rhythm and cadence are not entirely 
wanting. Fisher was an innovator: he was the one of the very 
earliest on^lish writers - perhaps the first - to have a 
conscious pleasure in stylo, and to choose and adopt certain 
means and methods to .'ichieve a style; he was an artist, crude, 
indeed, in many places, -ut whos* influence by deft and 
original treatment of Cn^lish can never be slighted or 
disregarded.
Sir Thomas Ko re is still further remarkable for his 
union of a finished classical style with racy colloquial 
English. If one. raust search foi the a:jove mentioned character- 
istics in Ficher., in 3 'ore they strike the eye on almost every 
pa°;e of "The Ilistoiie of Richard 111," the translated "Life of 
John Picus, "ari of Hi ran du la," "The Pitiful Life of Ling, 
Bdtfard V," and, indeed, many o i" his cant rove rsal ->vri t ings*. 
The tendency to alliteration is decidedly prominent:
"For the self n i £ht _n_0:rt before his death, the Lord 
Stanley sent a trusty _s_ecret messenger unto Mm at 
Htvj-ini'-.ht in ail the haste, £e_qui ring him to _xlse and 
rjde a iv ay with him," 
and "This is r\ow jio j^ew _thing, nor the first time that
heretias _h_ave been in hand with the matter "
Those are instances of the sinple euphonic kind, '/hich it would 
be easy to nultiplyj the rarer and more emphatic transverse 
variety is not uncommon, as in the following?
#  ~<?e s/i,<z22 not ax^eGt to jinu, any oj t 
important '''Utopia," tiie original ou ^/iioa, is in L^tin, ana tiie 
version b:.' anotner uand.
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"All the lords much dismayed and _sjDre marvelling: of 
thisjnanner of jsudien change, and what thing; should 
him ail"
The use of similes and comparisons is not frequent, though 
balanced phrases, parallel clauses, word-play, classical allu- 
sions, and stray antitheses are never lackinc;./^ a general 
 3"a:-)Dl9 of 1,'ore's stylo in which these features are display/eel, 
we select this passage from one of his latest works "A Dialogue 
of Comfort against Tribulation".(15541.
"But thus nuch'of that matter sufficeth for own purpose, 
that whereas you demand me whether in tribulation tien may 
not sometimes refresh themselves with v.'ordly mirth and 
recreation, ! can no rao re say, but he that cannot long 
endure to hold up his head and hear talking of Heaven, 
except he be nov/ and then between (as though Heaven 
were heaviness) refreshed with a merry foolish tale, there 
is none other remedy b-it you must let him have it: better 
would I wish it; but I cannot help it. Howbeit, let 
us, by mine advice make these kinds of recreation as short 
and as seldom as we can; let them serve us but for saucfe, 
and make them not our neat, and let us pray unto ?-od, 
and ail our ~ood friend? for us, that we may feel such 
a savour in the do light of Heaven, that in respect of the 
talking of the joys thereof, all worldly recreation be 
but. a ~riaf to think on."
'j'e can thus marl; the careful cultivation of an easy 
and nervous proso-style ,-an end obtained, as Erasmus tells us, 
after ion:; and continuous practice. 'lallam praises the 'Historie'
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as"the first example of pood r]n£lish language: pure and 
perspicuous, well-chosen, without vulgarisms and pedantry", 
and Hore has been discreetly styled the father of English 
prosb. The works of the f;reate«t "nglish humanist are the 
earliest instances of a classic stylo, and as such had no 
light and trivial influence.
Ag?in many of these features of style are to be 
found in the flowing prose of Sir* Thomas "lyot, who enlivens 
hi? narrative -ith ^ersonal experiences, introduced, as he 
says, to ma'-e "varietlV. In other respects than mere 
chronological order Slyot is a connecting; link between More 
and As chain. His English is less archaic than the former's, 
and less modern than the latter's; his sentences are neither 
so unwieldly as many of Note's, nor yet so animated as 
Aschara's. Further, the aims of their principal works may 
be said to coincide: each attempted in his own peculiar way to 
raise the standard of education and refinement. Elyot* is 
worthy of particular attention in this direction. Guides 
and hand-books to courtly education, dealing with its more 
superficial aspects, had appeared in England from the middle 
of tae last century: "The £>oke named the G-o >rc-> rnour " belongs 
to the sa:ae genre, out surpasses them inestimably, and is 
entitled to serious consideration by the side of Hoby's trans- 
lation of "II Cortegiano" of Castigllone. Sir Thomas Hlyot 
further anticipates Lyly in many places, especially in his 
ideas on the nursing and early training of children - ideas 
which in Lyly's ""unhues and his Sphoebus" are almost literally 
reproduced. Perhaps this ic not beyond explanation. Slyot 
* Slyot aej'ends tne motaer tongue in l!Tit,e Caste 11 o^ : Xealt/i;"-
n contrary to custom n& H.G.S "*>ritt&n jjiiysioko in £jiglisn,e".
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worked at the same subject in <lr"he Education or Pring-inpe up 
of Children, translated out of Plutarche," and professor 
Rushton long since pointed out that the "Huphues ana his 
Epoefeus" is 5 close translation of Plutarch's" De Educations".
"lyot interests further in another translation: 
"The Doctrineof r'iinces, made by the noble oratour Isocrates, 
and translated out of ^.reke into Tnorlfshe.*" ! ; ?turally such 
a translation is replete vith instances of pariSon, parallelism, 
antithesis and other figures of speech common to the rreek 
rhetorician. mv 1 s fact detracts not a little fror the 
forcefulness of the examples of such figures selected from 
Elyot by v .Feui He ra t , all of which ? re taken fror this vork. 
The professor, "'he elsewhere seeks to prove the vogue and 
influence of Isocrates, dees not allude to the original 
author of "The Doctrine," and ccnseouently leaves the careless 
reader vitr a mistaken iirpressicn of "lyot's general style. 
As a specimen of this, take the following passage lamenting the 
decay o 'I learning ar^onp pen tlerren,- a passage in which these 
characteristics are discoverable but in no v/ise so obviously 
appa rent :
""he second occasion T"herefore pentletren's children 
seldor hare sufficient learning is avarice. Tor v-bere 
their rarents will not ?r?vnture to send 'them far 
out of their proper countries, nartly for fe^r of 
death, w^ich perchance dare not approach th^n at home 
with t^eir father; partly for exnense of roney, which 
they supr cse v'ould te less in their ov/n houses or in 
a village, with sore of their tenants or friends; 
having seldor any regard to the teacher whether he be 
well learned or ipnorant."
Another instance of the popularity oj Isocrates.
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In tho lip;ht of such and other passages exhibiting. 
with perfect clearness the style, the various structural and 
ornamental dovicesjOf EupUuistic rhetoric it is supremely 
Impossible to consider theories, attributing; its origin to 
some foreign source. This origin* if indeed the origin 
of so complex a thing as style can be definitely and satisfac- 
torily determined, is "nglish to the roots. We have laboured 
to show that the seed*, out of which Euphuism grew, was sown 
in the 15th century; its blade we have marked itn the works of 
Fisher, More and Elyot; the -ear, we shall discover in the trans- 
lations of Berners and North; the full Oar, in the writings of 
Pettie and Lyly. The luxuriant literatures of the South 
very containly helped and warmed the seed into life, but 
the seeds beyond all doubt and dispute, had been in the ground 
many years, almost a century previously.
(c) . TIIS CAMBRIDGE SCHOi-L OF PROSE-WRITERS.
The age, indeed, of the critical cultivation of lan- 
guage for the purposes of prose composition had beg'.un^and^ 
though at first this object was pursued after the best and 
wisest methods, by the close of the rei^n of Kenry VI11, the 
foundations of what was destined to be the "u^buistic tradition 
had been clearly laid. Literature ?<s it developed in the 
rei^n of Elizabeth ran contrari-wise to the hopes and wishes 
of them who initiated the novgment. These raeo it should 
be added were not Elizabethans. There is much justification of 
the popular usa.ye which extends the ^1 i za.oe tha n ap.e far into 
the seventeenth century, but th? custom which extends the terra 
backwards beyond the limits of the rei^n itself, has little
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but JU-s^sarelessness to recommend It: the barrier that divides
Sponsor and Lyly and Sidney and Karlowe from the group of 
scholars <vho laboured for the Revival of Learning in "Ire 
is considerable, if not impassable. The r:ien of the early 
Cnglish Penaissance belonged to a graver school than their 
successors. They were no pomp-loving courtiers, no bold 
adventurers, still less wordy awash-bucklers or literary 
dandies. Slyot, Cheke, Smith, Ascham, Wilson, (Jdall, 
Haddon and the rest were sober livers, Protestants, and 
scholars, concerne i rather with the establishment of a solid 
educational system and the elevation of popular morality than 
preoccupied with the lighter interests of literary diversion 
and the allurements of style. A celebrated French critic 
of the nineteenth century has remarked that oui literature is 
one vast sernon, and it is perhaps typical of the Cnglish 
temper that the revival of the classical tongues, which in 
Italy produced paganism and the 'Carpe diem' philosophy, should 
in England have made for seriousness in life and the Reforma- 
tion in religion. The scholars, however, were fighting 
against forces too formidable and powerful; but tlieir efforts 
were not wholly in vain, if their objects vere eventually defeated, 
In the age of the Italianate jnglisliraan, when the absurd exag- 
gerations of speech and dress, the transpontine novels, and 
the effeminate verse of Ataly i;r e re in ^reat vogue and estim- 
ation, they struggled fiercely and nanfully for sound education, 
for good classical scholarship, and above all for the purity 
and strength of our native English.
The revival of letters thus influenced England in 
two con t radi -to ry "-ays. It produced two schools of writers: 
the first, -vhich gave "English matter in tne English tongue
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for "nglish men, 1 ' and which Ascha^ is an exemplar; the second, 
~"hj ch strove for something; loftior, more elaborate and 
peculiar, "hose chief representative is John Lyly. The former 
acted as a restraining, influence on the latter which had begun 
to ualre its presence known and appreciated from the opening 
years of the century, and it is possible that ^ut lor the 
endeavours of Aschara and his school our current English might 
have been as completely Latinised as Italian or Spanish. 
Latinism, consequent upon the study of the ancients, became 
a crace, and ran through the jou rney-wo rl* of the age in a wild 
excess. Wilson in the "Art of Rhetoric" has an example of 
this Latinized diction in a letter which he declares to be 
authentic and no caricature*
"Pondering, expending, and revoluting 'vith myself, 
your urgent affability And ingenious capacity for 
mundane affairs, I cannot but celebrate and extol your 
magnifical dexterity above all other........... I doubt
not but you will adjuvate such poor adnihilate orphans 
as vrhilonie 'v*e re condisciples 'vith you, and of antique 
:"ar.i liari ty in Lincolnshire."
The minor and f ergot ten authors of the day gloated over these 
al t i-:--onant and ear-filling expressions, and bandied them about 
their black letter pages y/ith the peculiar delight of a child 
 vith a new toy. Nor did the affectation pass out of date 
until Sidney in "The Lady of the May" and Shakspere in "Love's 
Labour's Lost" had had occasion to laugh ov^r it and tv'-ld it 
up to ridicule and scorn
The chief service that Cheke, Ascham and their fellows, 
the "Os-nbridge Drose-nen", rendered to English literature, was 
the crusade against this exaggerated Latinity, v/hich they had
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helped to ma.Ve possible, and which largely consisted of the 
so-called "Inkhorn terms"..... Those "'liters employed various 
ways to enforce their doctrine;they argued that the classic*! 
languages were undeniably preat, yet it v;as the duty of 
every ^nr;lishtnan to ma!:e the best of ^n?,lish and use ftreek 
and Latin to sunnort and not supplant his native lan^ua^e. 
This surely "?as a most important Work. F0r the last century 
words had poured into the vocabulary from all sides; rhetorical 
devices had been discovered and employed by Fisher, Kore, Berners, 
Latiraer and the Bible translators. But all was confusion; no 
standard English existed; ' aureatenesa", archaism, and vernac- 
ularity vied one with another lor supremacy. The little band 
of scholars set themselves to guard against these dangers* and 
reduce the contending elements to order. And they taught 
English literary prose its rudiments; their lesson was effective 
in mitigating the revolutionary extravagance of Zuphuism In 
the next generation.
The aim of these foster-fathers of the Renaissance 
was the promulgation of scholarship, the bringing; of learning 
and literature vithin the reach of humble people. Each 
championed the rights of English speech to a place in the world 
of letters. Sir iJohn Chel-.e, literary dictator to his age, 
though little of a constructive critic, laid dov:n the law most 
absolutely in a 1-etter prefixed to Hoby's "Courtyer"; "I am 
of this opinion that our lung shold oe 'written cleans ...nd pure, 
unmixt and unraan^e led with borrowing of other tonnes." Aschara, 
of greater imnortanco in his influence, recommends tb him that 
would write 'veil in any tongue the counsel of Arir.totle- 
"to speakn as the common poople do, to think aw .vise men do, ^" 
# Toxopiiilus (D&'j,ioption ).
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and goes on to re.~ret that "many English writers have not 
done so, but usinge strange wordes as litin, french and Italian, 
do make all thinges dark" and harde." Wilson 1" of the same 
mind: "I had rather follow his (Demosthenes'*) veyne, the wyche 
was to speake simply and plainly to the connon people understand- 
ing;, than to ove r- f louryshe v/yth superfluous spoach, although 
1 niyht thereby be counted equall v/ith the best that ever wrate 
^nglysh"*. To speaU to the common people's understanding; v;as 
to Moiete all such foreign words from the ^n^lish vocauulary. 
"The Cambridge prose-nen" were all upholders of the Saxon, 
followers of Latir.ier, whom Wilson elsewhere calls "the father 
of all preachers". In their day the supreme virtue of style 
was the use of plain ^n^lish and the avoidance of prevalent
to.
affecjtions. On the one hand we re the pedants, the Ci ce ron ians , 
and ink-horn rhetoricians? on the oth.er, were the fine courtiers 
who -vould "talk notiiinpe but Chaucer+ 1 ', and encumber their express- 
ion "vith archaic v/ords* Betv;oon these dangers Aschap anc! his 
fellows tried to sto^r. Thej? hold fast to the Sa::on yernacu- 
larity and carefully eschev/ed everything not familiar to the 
common peoole, which did not actually e - :ist on living lips.
Their efforts failed, and their ideals had to '.rait 
for acceptance till the ar,e of the Restoration. "nglish prose 
was looked from the bonds of Cheke and Aschara by the group of 
university vrits v/ho re-made "^ne.lish poetry. But deep in the 
general vocabulary of L"ly thoir power survived. "Considering the 
large infusion of foreign termn, the free coinage of Latin isms, 
which the lan:;uar,e -vap undergoing: at this period, Lvlv deserved 
the praise of conse rvat \ sn, I: writes n rofossor nond. ""n t,lish^en 
desire to heare finer speech than the language will ailowe,"
*  The T/ires Orations oj .Denost/ienes by Thomas >7ilson t 1573. 
+ Yfilson: Art oj
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wrote the author of "Suphues", and in practice he showed himself 
a rigorous purist. Whatever may be said of his style, it can 
never be reproached that his language was affected; his 
grammar is nothing curious and conforms to the canons of the 
times. Very few of his Latinisms, which are obvious rather 
than awkward and then not confined to him, have passed out of 
use, and the percentage of obsolete words an 'Cuphues'is compar- 
ative to that of other authors, a minimum. In vocabulary Lyiy . 
belongs to the school of Cheke, Ascham and Hi Is on, the 
declared enemies of "ink-horn terms....... strange terns of
other languages, ........and many daik words-. 11 To quote
Professor Ward, "Lyiy "tad too sound and too sincere a literary 
sense to Hispaniolise, Italianate, or Gallicise his English, 
either in vocabulary or s
(ffisTatient effort and search for clearness and 
precisensss undoubtedly benefited English, and it is to him 
and his congeners that we nust accredit the fact that r.ur 
langua'ge was not submerged by tho avalanche of fantastic 
diction for in any way enfeebled and emasculated at a most 
critical ''jncture of its development
(d) CHEKE, ASCIIA1-:, TJILSOH & LATIKER.
3ut the writers of the Cambridge school are of conse- 
quence on other considerations. The successors contemporaries 
of Corners, Fisher, More and Elyot, their styles have many 
elements in cor.mon. Sir John Cheke, memorable for the promotion 
of the study of Greek at Cambridge, is important no re from the 
indirect impress jf his personality thvn from the direct 
influence of his prose-v;rit ings. His actiteness and brilliance
*Puttenharfis (?): Arts oj Enjlisa Poetrie. 
+ Ward: En^lisa Dramatic Literature.
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of criticise are well scan in his remarks >n the style of 
Sallust ",'hich he declared, '?.? "more art than nature, and 
ipors labour than Art. And his labour too much toil, as 
it v;ere with an uncontented care to write better than he 
could," - a. sn?rkli'.ng euphuism, and incidentally an arcs 1 lent 
comment ther?on. His -nost serious ^n.f, lish w or\ Is a t ract^ 
"The Hurt of Sedition 1 ' (1^4£), written according; to the principles 
of his school in unaffected, homely language, but exhibiting at 
the sane time a parallelism and balance of clause-construction 
that one "/ouict hardly eypect.OT tbe lessens taught by sedition 
he -v rites:
"For "r e see such miseries hanjr, over the v-'hole state of
the conpom'-ealth, through the great misorder of 3? our sed- 
ition, that it'iRa'ceth us much to rejoice, that v:v have 
been neither partners of your doings, nor conspirers of 
your counsels. For even as the Lacedaemonians for the 
avoidinf; of drunkenness did cause thoir sons to behold 
their servants when thoy were rirunl", that by beholding; 
their beastliness, they mi^ht avoid the like vice: even 
so hath God lil;e a merciful father stayed us from your 
wickedness, that by bsholdinr, the filth of your fault, 
we mipht justly for offer.ee abhor you like rebels, whom 
else by nature w e love 11 Ice ^n?,lishmen."
The ",r ord-" lay, the al li to rat. inn simple and transverse, the 
repetition, the balances are ail used so frequently and. vith 
such an air of unconsciousness that classification of such a 
style is supererogatory. !?« should e::pect, Oheke to abound 
in classical a 11 usivenoss and in the use of rhetorical questions. 
There is one passage, however, a few paragraphs l-elov/ that cited 
above, in which these questions are accumulated so extensively
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as to be remarkable and invite immediate comparison ";ith Lyly: 
"He that faulteth against Cod'? ordinance, "ho hath 
forbidden all fault,?, and thereby ou;~ht arain to be 
punished by God's ordinance...... Hovr then do you take
in hand to reform? P.e ye kings? By what authority? 
or by ",'hat occasion? Be ye the Irinc's officers? % 
v/hat commission? ; 3e ye called of Cod? 2y vfhat tokens 
declare ye that?....?....? ....?" ani so forth.
This can well be likened to the solilo uies of Philantus and 
Can!1la.
Hany s ini lar, features are to be found In Chelae's 
pupil. Sone critics, obse-rving; theso "uphuistic figures, so 
plentiful in "To: r ophi lus " and "The Scho lemas te r", have argued 
not altogether incorrectly for a i'ind of "Kuphuism iis before 
Euphues " Aschajs - 'affects the latter' in many places v;ith 
too ^rsat facility: "Kuch music marrath rsen's nanne rs ;-I-" 
''crafty conveyance, brainless b rawl in£,» false 'f o rs;vea iing>!; " 
and lilce phrases are coTi^on. A custom alnost as frequent in 
occureno^, and ecually /'Uerile in its abuse, is that of order- 
ing his sentences in parallel and antithetical clauses. Here 
is an e:r",npla chosen at nap-hazard f roru"The Scho le'iasto r :
"I l;nov; sore great and :;ood ones Jr. court ',;o re authors, 
that honest citizens of London should I'.-atch at every 
gate to take misordered persons ia apparels I know 
that honest Londoners :id so; and I saw (which I saw 
then and report now '"ith ?:reat ~rief) that sone courtly 
men 'vero offended with these t;ood sien of London: and 
(that which grieved ae ; ost of all) I sa>v the vary same 
tine; for all these ^ood orders _c_ommanded from the court 
*Tne Bouolenaster.
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and execute"! in London,- /.'sa-.v, I say, co r:ie out of London 
even unto the pjresance of the jori nee , a ;roat rabble of 
snean and li^ht persons in apnarei, Tot matter a;;ainst 
la",', for making against o rde r, for fashion, namely hose, 
so 'vl thov.it all o rde r, as ho thought himself _most bjraye » 
that durst dp r^ore in breaking o rde r , and was juos t_tnon- 
strous in mi so rde r. "
Here is Bone of the clearness, but some of the cleverness of 
Lyly, ",'ith all his fondness for figures, all his pleasantry, 
 vord-play, and running. As chain has tho sacie "/rater's fertility 
of illustration fron familiar objects, and, of course, the 
sane ind'jlr,encfi o r classical illusion and ...notation. Dicting- 
uishinr: 'luic'-: witr, ;,. nd hard w!tt; s he writes:
"In -vood und stone, not tUo softest 'uut hardest be 
always aptest for povtraituro, both fairest for pleasure, 
and most durable for prof;.
He was a hold ohsnpion of the vernacular; his
sirup 1 i cit;7 is not seldom pedantic, often anountinjL, to uncouth- 
ness ir; the desire to avoid th,e ornate and recondite. Of delib- 
erate consciousness of purpose none is surer. He endeavours 
to achieve "all ri;;ht ccn;; ru i t;;; ^ rop riety of ; '-o rds ; order 
in sentence?; the ri^ht iraitaticn; to invent tv ; - ! ^ matter, to 
dispose of It in \ood order." All his energies strained in 
the t>ne direction; lie nr as determined to ameliorate England, 
^n^l is'in^n , and in oarticular the English tongue, ;iir, is t!ie 
first ~!od^l of a ^l^in, do''?n- ri^ht and yet 9,cconol ished style, 
which ai-ns at rhetorical effect and studiously refrains from 
elaborate arrangement or exaggerated diction. In no sense 
* Tiie
is it "a mode of impassioned prose"; it frequently declines into 
dulness and insipiditv. ^ut !t is the rrose th?t rose to the 
eubliire heip-hts of Hooker, an.d became, when purred of its looseness, 
the spoiled d^rlin? of ^1 i7z»beth's court, under the erratic talent 
of Lylv. "Toxophilus" and "The 5'cholerc?s ter" ere lively 
erobodiiren.tg of the temper?! characteristics of English prose, 
for between the tirr.es of their publication the period of experiment 
inwocabulary and rhetorical arrangement of sentences had corre 
to an end. Aschai* marl's a 3ofinit<> advance on More and r isher, 
but nevertheless h« is still remote from Ly!y#.
"The .*,rt*> of 2heforiiue" ( 1 ftBS?) calls for moro than 
ordinary mention. Not fh? first of its kind by so mo twenty-nine 
y P a r s , it .s p e m s t n h . » v e ^ a d t h « greatest « u c c ° s s and Influence, 
and lr> msny w?y,? 1t serves as a landmark 1n the history of. the 
Enelish Per-,? ?.«? saner*. Th« study *nd prmctico r.f "the facundious
art of rhfHor!c + "» consrqu^nt up^T the f?r tfius i asm for the 
writing? of *he ?nci r nts and sunr or t ^'; not ?, \ H 11 e hy th,e manuals 
of Itp rr/n,cjp1°? which anpe^red from timo to tirrie, v.Rre universal 
and Im^pidiate 5^ th^ir fffectp on literature. ThR e,-»rly drama, 
with its pref^rencr- frr lonr, declamatory speeches and sententlonsnes 
the new prose, with its oddities of diction ;snd prcfus'cn of 
ornamort and figure? Vie new poetry, -vith its delicate sensuousness 
and extravagance; all<-.e tliPir orip;ir to \^- fashion of rhetoric. 
Of 3 1 1 1 h r> !i: ? n \i ? 1 i? * h ."  t r T e c f* R d " d ^ i 1.- n n ' s p n ^  ra was of arresting 
irr.rcrtancp. 75 Is on was the .fcrmallst of + he Garnbridgc School, 
and ?3 such vrzs thr first 'IrrMshmar to dr-al thorr.ur..h1 y and 
s IT <T t. p --  ? t ^ c ? 1 1v .'.  ? 1 ^ t h P -j- 3 *: =  -T ^  r T  » n " of 1 i t r: r r* t n r e . 
* Cf t lie r-Iase 2nd influence of "Tne Sc'ioJ.enastsr" airiong tne books 
of etiquette and courtly education^ See p.&f. 
ners: Arthur of Little Britain.
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Wilson's treatise stands in the line cf direct descent
from classical prototypos ? the first two books being a careful 
and skilfully constructed compilation from Cuintlllan, the third, 
from Cicero. It is the third book which contains the really 
literary part of the matter, the acute observations of its 
author, a man of action and of the world. In the exordium 
of this book Wilson makes the most pronounced of all the 
indictments against literary affectation. "Among all other 
lessons", he writes, "this should first be learned that we never 
affect, any strange inkhorn terms, but to speak as is commonly 
received: neither seeking to be overfino, nor yet living over- 
careless, using our speech as most men do, and ordering our 
wits as the fewest have done*"". He then proceeds to compiain 
about "outlandish English", "French English", "English ItalianateoT 
condemning, further, "the fine courtier" who "will talk nothing 
but' Chaucer", the "far-journeyed gentlemen that v/ill powder 
their talk with over-sea language", and "the unlearned or foolisti 
fantastical that smell but of learning" and over-Latin their 
tongues. Yet there is little originality, v/hon one has excepted 
this denunciation of the use of foreign phrase and idiom. 
Its admonition, howov-.i r» was not unfitly,, for this "counterfeiting 
the King's English" was the "coranon infection" of the contemporary 
writer or speaker.
"The Arts of Rhetorique" was written rather for
speakers than for writers; "to speak plainly and nakedly after 
the common sort of nen in f©^ '."o rds ," was the principle ana 
aim of its author. To the Elizabethan sn:i his near Predecessor, 
only slight, if indeed any, distinction was recogn i z<* d :,- -: tv/oen 
tho spoken and "'rittsn styles. Theoretically, this -.vas a«
* Observe tns balance,repetition and annowtnation.
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sure as their annihilation of difference between verse and 
prone, although practically, in both c;:.ses tiv?re v;?.s variance 
and   odi f ilation. This into r- re lat i on may be illustrated from 
Sidney's "Apologie for Poetrie". Indicating the excesses 
which nosts wist avoid, he crlticiaos the elaborate ar,d ornam- 
entation of contemporaneous prose, Euphuism in particular, and 
then continues: "'Me thin'.vs I 'iesorre to  . -,; voundeci for 
straying from poetry to orator;:: but both ha''e i3uch an affinity 
in this wordish consideration, that I thin!: this digression will 
make my rneaning receive the fuller understanding;-!^." 'Oratory'
s 
is used almost as the r Synonym for 'nrose^., and the affinity of
prose and poetry is also established. The '/riter R.3. 
further declared that his "tales are reported in a manner 
extempore", and It would appear that Pet tie and Lyly r^ade a 
similar claim. This Toutual relationship accounts to a 
considerable degree for the use in prose of many of the
<--S~
  ' ../...<-. Q f verSl, ^ and, vice-versa, of tae 
use in voetry of many of the rtructural devices of prose.
It. is but a short step flow use to abuse, and the 
tricl: of alliteration, who^e presence in the fifteenth century 
we have remarked, now received a fillip hy tiie reviving; 
interest in the writings of Lan^land. I'.t. Child shows by 
many examples that at the beginning of the sixteenth century 
poetry abused alliteration: examples an numerous can ba 
given to ^rove that the vice spread and strayed widely in the 
domains of ~>rose. The author of "The Arte of Rhetor! qua" is 
very wrath against t'-'o impurities - the e::cess of a 11 i t ;j rat 
and another prevailing affectation of ending all sentences 
in the same r.anner. La timer -vhoi.i Wilson appraises, is a
Arber: Apologia &&&"•' -'
'ona^/o'^r J^toiC-5/L/t a»3. J«?o^ oraff*' bfie*. If- is 
is k twvrk, fac bi*(t
F.5.
frequent offender in this matter.
"DoVn > ' i t. h On r i s t ' s _c r o s s , u r- v.- 5th pi; rj a t o ry ;  > i c i : 
pjjrse _up ",ith hi^i, the popish rurgatory I mean - 
Away "-ith clothing; the naked, thejioor -and impotent, 
up with decking of images and gay garnishing of stockas 
and s_t_ones .......... Oh that our prelates .-.'ov.ilcl be as
diligent to sow the c o rn of pood doctrine as SathJn 
is to jso'v _c o o ke 1 ami _da rne 1 ".
(The Sermon of tae Plough.)
Again:
"But now JJDT the fault of unp_reaching pjrelates, ae think 
I could guess what might be said for excusing of them. 
The;/ a r« -^' troubled »/1 i h lordly living, they be so
pJLaced in jK^laces, ^couched in_courts» jruffling in their 
_re^nts, dancing in their dominions, bu role no a v.'ith 
ambassages, _p_s.r.pe ring of their punches like a monk 
thatjnaketh his Jubilee, munching in their mangers, and 
jnpilin.:; in their gay tnajiors and jii_3nE i DDS , and so troubled 
 ^ith l_pit'3ring in the! r_lo rdships, that thoy cannot 
att?nd to it."
Perhaps this latter passage is sone^hat e/captional, 
but Li timer r,e-or omitted to ta're advantage v, .-, . .......^,., ,,,
device. Hi~ i - -:- -en t ia 1 ly a speaking style, lush - ; -M. 
homely truths, rife with rugged max ins hewr ficrr, rial I;-/ e;:istetjce, 
and expressed in the sarce natural and simple language. lie 
appreciates the power of the short sentence or phrase, and, 
in this, his style contrasts strongly with the <^riociic e:-:p3ri- 
tnents of his time. Nevertheless, like the "ancient preachers" 
of Wilson, he realised that he "must no'v and then play the fool
in the pulpit, to sorve the tickle ears of a fleeting audience*", 
* Wilson: Arte oj Bietortque.
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Profossor U.P.I£er remarks this use as "a rudimentary juphuism 
of balanced and a I li t.e rat i /e nhrases, probably, li':e th^ allit- 
eration, -'-. ^-;lo-j§a::on honi lies , 'sorrower! f r' - the v-rlpr 
poet ry."
One of the most prominent features of Huphuism was 
ornamentation by noans of similes drawn from a legendary or 
mythical natural history? this is recommended ..<y Thomas Wilson. 
11 e if r 11 e s t
"Oftent 1 roes brute beasts and things v:hich have no 
life minister f.reat r.attor in this behalf. Tharafore 
those that delight to prove things Dy s I TI! 1 i t'.ides , 
mist' learn to .'^now the nature of divers 1-ieasts, of 
ratals, of stones, and all such ar. ha r/e any virtue 
in them,, and be aopliecl to ".urn's life."
Many passages in the book have the Euphuistic ring, 
especially those discussing fi^uras of speech: ; Tho remarks 
on parison or balance are still iotel ligibler f^ r more so 
that those of Drs ./leyniouth and Land^annj their quotation 
here will perhaps serve as an indication of the matter contained 
in th»s? treatises of rhetoric:
" n a rispa ri bus relata. "Squal members are such, when 
the one half of a sentence ansv,r ereth to the other, 
with just proportion of number, not tant of the 
syllables of necessity should ue of just nurabe r that 
that the e  >. i nii^ht jud.ce them to be so equal that there 
may appear small difforence. As thus..........loarn-
ing is dangerous if an evil raa.n ha^/e it. The c.ora 
noble a uan is, the ;r.ore ;:-." r) tlij ho should be. Isocrates 
passeth in this behalf, V..' is thought to .'rite aito^ether
B7.
"In number, kepolre ju?t proportion, In framing of 
hip ses
("hr. Art« of ^hstoriqu". 1
'.'Mlsor> ra;? h * 1 r' In hjjrh e?teerrt as a guide of leM:ers 
for some generations, anr* It Js difficult at this -!=»te 
preperly to value Ms influence. T!is horror of the "inus i tatum 
verbuir" assisted him to ?»void the Inkhorn terms of his 
contemporaries, and directed t v:.e attention of latter to the 
curse of "aureat ion", ar. d to the l?tTt powers of the vernac- 
ular. Sh-kspere himself i? s?id to have studied "The Arte 
of RhetcrJque, " and to h^ve rrnfited by the book^. «v its aid 
the structural ;an.'! r, rnr»mf»r ta 1 Hpvicos ,vere fcr t^p first tlrre 
clearly ri1?OT.«??oH ?nd lll'iftr?tftd: rhetoric, It? thoory and 
practice, b^.c^Tif por? studied, rpore r^^vl^r arrnng men of letters 
than over. The aff^ctlor «f Fu^hufsfr1 is -M. rootly based 
on the T-.rinc1rlo,s of ^h^tori^.
7Je may now turn to the En^H^h translators of 
Cuevara. It has been shown +hit P^rrc? rs ' s + ra r.s la 1 1 on of 
"Ih.« Holden °-ook" renrod''ced both style and sonse in a degree
equal to that of ?Torth: that Perners "?rote TLUphuist. i c English
»: . 
previous to +hn work of the Sraniard^- John Pourchier, Lord
Pernors is known chiefly by his translation frotr, the r rench 
of r roips?rt, Huor of ^ordeauy, and Arthur of Little T ritain;
* o/. S'lakapsre's sonnets 1-19 with 3rasK-j,s's "Discourse Persuading 
a Young Van to Carriage," quoted in "The Arte of Pietorique" .
+ Professor Oourthops (list. Vnol. Poetry 22. _Z£v; anii professor
Bond, (Jo fin Lilly' (1.138) both maintain North to re t-ie founder of 
t/ie Euphuistic literary tradition.
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his versions of tne writings of tne Bishop of Guadix, ana of 
Diego de San Pearo nave been generally disregarded. But both 
are of importance in the consideration of his woric, for both 
have the same Euphuistic syntax, and both - 'El Carcel oe Amor' 
probably as much as 'El Relox' - aid a great aeal to establish 
fashion of prose that was taicen up afterwards by Lyly and nis 
contemporaries. A study of the style of tnese different trans- 
lations is interesting and illuminatinpf. The "Huon of Bordeaux"
c?
is written in plain, straight-forward English, and bears 
scarcely a trace of the graceful and fluent style of the 
"Froissart", still less of the later novel experiments found 
in "The Golden Bolce" or "Tne Prison of Love". The truth is 
tnat "Perners was no consistent Sup/mist, for it cannot be 
argled that he was unacquainted /vitn Peninsular affectations 
until tne tine of his worK on Guevara, wnich occupied him up 
to within six days of uis deatn. Earlier writings, and, in 
particular, as Mr. Lee points out, tne translation of 
Froissart's Prologue "shows nim to have come under Guevara's 
or a similar influence before translating "Tne Golden Boke'J* 
"Tne most profytable thyng in this worlde for tne 
instytucion of the humane lyfe is nistorie", ne writes 
in the Prologue. "Ones, tne continual redyng tnereof 
makieth yonge men equal! in prudence to olde man, and to 
olde fathers stryicen in age it raynystrath experience of 
thynges. More it yeldeth private persons worthy of 
dignyte, rule unri governaunce; it compel letn taeiape rours 
hygh rulers, and governours to do noble dedes, to thende 
tney way optayne immortall glory? "it e^iioetn moveth 
and steretn the strong, hardy warriors for the great iaude 
* Lee: Huon of Bordeaux (App. 1.)
r.n 
  y •j  
"that the;' have after they ben deed promptly to go in 
hands -'ith ?;reat and harde parels in defence of their 
countre: it prohybyteth reprovable persons to do 
mischevous dedes . . . . . .What mo 'red the strong and ferse
Hercules to enter pryse in his lyfe so many great 
incornn& r able labours and paryl 15? ............. .What
moved and stered Phaleryus, the kynge of Phtholome, 
oft and 'elygently to rede bokes ?..................."
(The Cronycle of Sir John Froissart).
Here, one might say, is full-nouthed Euphuistic rhetoric,* 
patent by its parallelism of construction, its repetition of 
thought, its oratorical questioning , its classical references. 
But Euphuism, wo have shown, is much mo ro : a very prominent 
feature to Lyly's contemnoraries its essential feature, v;as 
its enrichment of style "with strange siailes"; and its u"ost 
emphatically characteristic feature is antithesis generally in 
conjunction -.vith parison. These distinctive marlcs are cuite 
talssin:: in the prologue to the "Fro issart " , and only appear in 
the translations of San Pedro and Guevara^. The prologues to 
tha translations firorn the French, therefore, are not really 
Euph'.iist ic ; they are merely Eerners's experiments in the ornate, 
and are not to be corupared to "Suphues", out rather to the early 
prefaces of Caxton. Not much more successful , though more lavish, 
thin these, they way ;-.est no called amplifications. The use
^f- (Per naps it s/iodld :J Q e.'-c^lain&J, tfiat co us parallelism 
parison ,ia..& to do with j'orn, tue latter wit/i balance, tiie former 
with, similarity, oj sentence-; clause-, ^r phrase - structure : 
antithesis deals with sense, i/ie opposition oj $ords oj 
contrary meaning J,
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of triplets - "ennerors, high rulers, and governors", "a::cit.ath f
raoveth and stirreth"; the preference for inversion - "as
said is", "I nray them that shall default find"; the employment
of rhetorical questions and classical allusions, would link
him more closely to English composition of the fifteenth century
that to Spanish syntax of the sixteenth.
Again, the prologue to "Arthur of Little Britain" makes 
less use of triplets and-mechanical repetition, much to the gain 
of the style. Tut the author speaks of "fresshe ornate 
polysshed Enf.lysshe ", and confesses his failure in "the facondy- 
ous arte of rhetoryke", showing thereby his interest in the 
accomp1ishraents of style. These accomplishments were the 
devices for effect used by Pecock, Fortescue, Carton, Fabyan, 
Hylton, Fisher, and 1'ore: Corners as yet had conse not under Guev- 
ara's, r.ut the "similar influence" of his forerunners and 
con teirpo ra ries .
In the pross of the fifteenth century 've observe 
frequent visage of repetition, balance, illustrations fror; 
natural history, classical allusions, and alliteration: one 
artifice of style was seldom, or never, introduced - antithesis, 
verbal or structural. Arrangement of clauses on this principal 
was the "sine cua non" of San Pedro and G-uevara, and it v/as 
Lord Berners's translations of these pri te re* i'- r orks that first   
attracted attention to this nost outstanding element of the 
later "uphuism. "The Go Men Boke", however, exhibits other 
characteristics, as '"itness the following version of part of 
Guevara's prologue";
"There is nothynf'e so entier but it demin isheth j nor 
nothynge so hole, that that it is weryj nor nothjnge 
so strong, but that it breaketh; nor ncthynge so v,r ell
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"kept, but that It corrupteth........The fruites in
the spryngyige tyrae have not the virtue to e;yve susten- 
annce, nor perfyte swetenesse to satisfie the taste 
of them that eateth thereof: but thanne passeth the 
season of summer and harvest comethe, 'vhich tyrae doth 
better rype them, and thanne that that we do eate, doth 
profyte us, the profe thereof is ryte savery nesse 
and gyveth the more force and virtus, and the greater 
is the taste".
The national bent°rhetorioal and cumulative expression
must have been an excellent preparation to the reception of
i * 
such a style. It is crude and clumsy? Its repetitions,
antithetical and alliterative combinations, have no proportion, 
no elegance, no harmony: the *rt to produce such effects was 
yet to be found, for to this neither :erners, nor his relative 
and disciple, Sir Francis Sryan, had attained. In aany ways 
it is a faithful and :.ood translation, but the "sauce of the 
said sweet style", to use the nephew's phrase, lacks savour.
Prom 1554 to 1557, it is possible to.trace the 
growth of the 3uphuistic tendencies in many ^liters, out it 
must also be remetnfre red that "nglishmen of the period sought 
firstly and finally fur clearness and pr&ciseness of expression. 
This is the ticie of C'heke, Ascham, Wilson, and the Gamoricige 
School, wri to rs '-ho, <ve have agreed,made use of not a few of 
these artificial graces of the later "uphuism, but who, never- 
theless, were unrelenting and unswerving in their eagerness 
for the perspicuous phrase and the appropriate word. Tao can 
credit for instance that Ascham, ivhose declared instruction 
is" to speake as the comnion people do, to think as '.vise men do", 
and to effect "nrooristy in words, oider in sentences", would
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deliberately model his alliteration, or repetition, or balanced 
antitheses, wtoich we ha~/e shown to constitute no snail part 
of his style, OB Berners's version of "The Golden Book"? or 
that Wilson, who Hated"to overflouryshe wyth superfluous 
speach," imitated the sarae mannerisms in examples of rhetorical 
figures plainly translated from Cicero, and which the modern 
translator could not forbear to translate similarly? In 
both cases it was not the influence of Guevara, but that of 
classical study and the English tradition. French and Italian 
influences were also at work in this, the child-hood stage 
of "Suphues ."
But if the first translation of Guevara -'/as influen- 
tial in teaching England anything, its instruction was directed 
to the use and potentialities of parisonic antithesis. An 
interesting; example of the extensive use of this fi>^ure is 
furnished in a letter to the princess Elizabeth to Edward VI. 
in 1652. The king had asked for her portrait;
"Ky picture I nean : in which of the inward sood 
mind towards your ,:race might as well be declared as 
the outward face and countenance shall be seen, I would 
not have tarried the commandment, ->ut prevented it, 
nor have been the last to prant it, but the first to
offer it."
(Aikin: Memorials of tfce Court of Elizabeth).
The prevalence of antithesis, then, is not Attributable to 
Worth.
"The '" olden look of the Emperor La re us Aurelius" 
seems to halve exercised a strange fascination over England. 
Professor Ker has wittily styled it "The Brazen Calf" of the
Renaissance, and the sobriquet is apposite when one reflects
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of its idolatrous "n^lish worshippers who called for some twelve 
editions and another translation before 1560. There was no 
more popular book, nor more potent influence in the sixteenth 
century. "The Diall of Princes......Englysshed oute of the
Frenche, by Thomas North" appeared in 1557, and was in a 
second edition by the following year. Landmann declares 
that the specific elements of Guevarism and Euphuism are 
reflected far more in North than in his predecessors. This 
is only true proportionally, for It is not sufficiently 
remembered by critics that '-erners's and north's works 
differ in matter and consequently somewhat in style: Be rne rs 
translated Bfertaot's "Livre Dore" (16S1), and North the same 
writer's "L'orloge des Princes'" (1540), the former a translation 
of the "Libro Aureo", the latter, of the "Relo" de Principes." 
The "Libra Aureo" does not contain quite so many figures of 
speech as the "Relo:*", and the characteristics of the G-ue^aristio 
style do not «to?m fully developed. Hence the difference betwoen 
the two French versions, and consequently between the t>vo English*- 
But 'Uorthisn' , like the style of Be rne rs,-Jiff ers from 
the Euphuism of Lyly in certain respects. Eunhuistic learnings 
are to be noticed in detached passages.Con sonance, alliteration, 
annoninat. ion, parallelis-i and balanced antitheses, are thus 
found:
"For in the v/ar, honour by tarrying is obtained, but in 
the Tjlce of the j^lesh, vjotory by n^/inj is obtained." 
A^ain observe these c.uali t ies, and the favo'jrito Lylian artifice 
of accumulating similes fro IT. natural history:
"And therefore the wivoll is not so hurtful to the curn, 
nor toe lowest to oats, nor worms to vines, nor maggots
* T,ie /ore-quoted comparison oj t.-ie tvo translations is from 
Guevara's proiogtue.
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"to fruit, nor moths to garments, as woman is to man, 
that once was his friend and now become his enemy. 
For like as in time of her love, she robbed and spoiled 
him of h|j goods: so likewise in time of her hatred, 
she devoureth all his good fame and reputation"*.
(The Diall of Princes.)
Such passages are exceptional rather than regular: North 
has no universal Eunhuistic tendency. We have noticed further 
that the use of antithesis is not much more pronounced than 
in Berne.rs, that rhetorical questions are few in number: we 
have discoffiflred no single instance of a far-fetched or invented 
simile. "The Diall" seems to emphasise rno ro the principles 
of balancing member with momber of sentence, of alliterating 
for euphonic and emphatic effect, of illustrating by similes 
from well known facts of nature.
A comparison of IBerner's and North's translations 
is exceedingly interesting, and such a study carried out with 
the accuracy of the scholar and collated with the two different 
French original? should throw rauch light on the -distinctive 
mannerisms and influences of the two writers. A comprehensive 
critism of both, we think, would rate the influence of Berners 
little below that of :iorth. The use of balanced antitheses 
by the early Sueya ri Sts may be referred in lar^e measure to 
the prompting of Lord Re me rs s though it was brought into greater 
prominence by the later translator. Professor ."'ond, 
therefore, seriously commits himself when he declares that 
'Korth endeavoured, what verners had not aijyd at, to reproduce 
in his "Diall" t : ,e characteristics of Guevara's style, with
* To make tae iwrallel ^it/i Lyly 'iore ej'j'eotii-e t/ie extract on ,j, 
^ be reau, with t/iis.
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the notable addition of an alliteration natural to English, and 
not to Spanish! and it is he who roust be regarded as the real 
founder (sic) of our Suphutstic litorary fashion.*" Lyly may 
have borro'.ved from North rather than from Bernersj but careful 
study proves Berners to exhibit "the characteristics of Gttevara's 
style" almost as much as North, and "The Golden Dolce" had an 
almost phenomenal popularity, so that if we are to discriminate 
between the two writers, it is Berners, and not North who may 
incorrectly be described as "the real founder". To be true, 
however, in Darners there is very little alliteration: in North 
it apr-ears in a considerable quantity, but is not used in any 
systematic way. This is only natural, for alliteration is an 
essentially Say on chsracterist1c and t so, not to be found in 
Spanish. , Kuch has b«en written about the uses of alliteration, 
and Dr. Schvann is nearest the truth "hen he asserts that the 
Euphuists used it as a means of emphasising certain words in a 
balanced phrase. Dr.Landmann has pointed out that Guevara 
obtained this end by the use of consonance and rhyme - a use 
perceotible in erners. How before the appearance of the latter's 
translation, alliteration was not generally employed in prose, 
if much more in poetry; but immediately afterwards the tendency 
to introduce it becomes evident. It should be noted, too, that 
this device had suddenly re-apneared in .ncreat vigour in English 
Terse so that the early Euphuists, following Guevara in the use 
of consonance and annociinat i on 9 could not help adding what was 
eminently native and prevalent. The introduction into prose, 
therefore, of allitsration is not entirely due to North? it. was 
used e:'t ens'i ve ly by his predecessors - by Lati^er, to ta^ce one 
salient e^emp la,r; it came in the natural course of development, 
as a result of its fitness. 
* 3ond: Wi^s. 1.13G\of. dourtaope: Tlisi.Engl. Pastry. 1.184.
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Then we must not accept unrenarvedly the statement of 
landmann that "North's style exhibits to a :auoa ai^aer decree 
than D.erners' tae specific elements of Guevarism and euphuism, 
viz» parison, antithesis, and above all transverse alliteration." 
The"above all" is misleading, and a consequence of Dr. Landmann's 
error in styling that particular variety of alliteration one 
of the "indispensable criteria" of Euphuism. He is twice 
wrong, for the transverse form is by no means nabitual or 
even familiar in"Euphues", whereas in "The Diall" it appears 
very rarely. Justice has hardly been done to Lord Barnars.
(f). WYATT, SURREY AMD CHURCHYARD.
Wi'th the advent of llorta, we arrive at the Elizabethan 
period proper. During its opening stages there is an obvious 
tendency to ornamentation, which is sean peraaps raore particularly 
in vers j rather than in prose. Ornamentation to taa earlier poets 
was nearly synonymous with experiment, anil experiment, fresh eager, 
and versatile is the keynote of the whole age. Tae year of 
"The Diall", 1557, also saw the publication of tae first poetical 
miscellany - that of Tottelj following came "The Paradise oi 
Dainty Devices," "The Gorgeous Gallery of Gallant Inventions,"
collections which by their very naaes evince a striding for 
novelty and effect, and which by tneir contents exhioit tne 
gradual developments :f the taste for embellishment, from the 
refining efforts of Surrey up to the point at ,?aich Gasooigne 
and Churchyard began to anticipate the movement of Lyly.
Wyatt and Surray were the prime moversj poets of an 
earlier generation, they first set the feet of 
Englishmen in the direction of Italy, and then by their
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own example taught English versifiers to look outside their 
own literature for other models, other thoraes, other verse-forms, 
and other measures. The work of each may be thus broadly 
differentiated: tfyatt, the older and earlier writer, was the 
pioneer; Surrey, the young; stylist, the reformer of versification, 
the refiner of diction, and the innovator of poetical syntax. 
In many places the latter poet manifests a euphuistic proclivity 
that is unmistakable in its use of pa ral Ida* rangement of clauses, 
of antithesis, of alliteration, of balance in word and phrase. 
Mr. Child-* , in explanation of the transferred use of alliteration 
in prose, has made a most elaborate analysis of such passages in 
contemporary verse, with the result that even a cursory glance 
at this will convince the reader of the raany comnon qualities 
of Euphuism and poetry, and indicate how easy and natural was 
the transition of alliteration and kindred artifices to the 
other medium.
<g). EARLY ELIZABETHAN PROSE.
The ornamental and decorative were sought for with 
no less persistency in prose that in contemporary verse. Until 
the time of North, Englishmen had concerned themselves primarily 
with matter, arid but secondarily with manna r. This does not 
imply that they gave no consideration to stylo, for the form of 
many writers would immediately confute such a statement. It 
means that their intention was genuinely to promulgate ideas; 
to do this in clear plain English, adopting here and there a 
set rhetorical device, and then never as an end, but only as a 
means of emphatic and effective expression. Their business was 
the provision of "English matter in the English tongue for
* Child: JO'in Lyly and Saptiuism, pp. 71-75.
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Englishmen," and this, till tne reign of Elizbeth began, had 
occupied them seriously and sufficiently. Indeed, generally 
speaking, we can say that the wnole body of Elizabethan prose, 
with one prominent exception, is devoted to the pursuit of 
matter rather than manners the age used prose, not for literary 
or artistic purposes, but for the purpose of instruction, argument 
and information. The solitary exception is the prose of the 
Euphuists.
Tills, then, was the state of the earliest Elizabethan 
prose-writers. They understood the use of rhetorical figures 
and forms for heightening and improving style, exercising them- 
selves tnerein as discretion and occasion demanded, out always
with an eye to clearness, correctness and perspicuity. These 
are the indigenous and fundamental qualities of tne styles of 
Berners, Fisher, More, Elyot, Ascham and even North? We have 
shown that every characteristic feature of Euphuism nas been 
employed by them at some time or another, but never generally 
and as a recognised method of composition. But with the 
setting of poetry in tae direction of the ornate, the course 
of prose was similarly deflected. Englishmen found still 
greater pleasure in the practice of rhetoric»ana in tne trial 
in prose of wnat had nitnerto oeen regarded as tne ^eculiar 
properties of poetry. They grew tired of tne plain style which 
haa prooaoiy reached its nignest pitch of development, ana in 
their longing for soaetning new had experimented in the florid, 
and found it pleasant to the taste. Flux governs all things 
in the literary, as in the other, world: styles wax and wane, 
flourish and decay; plain becomes floriu, u.r,d florid becomes plain; 
nothing is established, notning is permanent, and only extremes 
are with accuracy determined.
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<h) PAINTER, FSNTON, AND GASOOIGNE.
Prose In the hands of the Euphuists after ;iorth Is 
approaching one of those extremes. The writer who in verse 
is frankly contemptuous of mechanical devices, will declare in 
prose his love of the highly-wrought; the translator of the 
Italian novel becomes an enthusiast for eloquence and in many 
a passage will display his affection for,and aspiration to, 
an "estilo culto." It is but one step to Pettie, the perfect 
Euphulst, and then another only to Lyly, the hyperbol1st, who 
exaggerated to catch the popular ear.
From 1566, onwards, translations of Italian novels 
apoeared in various collections, and in many of these the
Vtfc. r<*(x\/ vvot~£ nta-l'
Eunhuistic bacillus is discernible. Incidentally,|they firm 
the first stages in the evolution of prose-fiction and afford an 
interesting study in their transition from translation to adapta- 
tion, and from adaptation to invention. The first of these 
was William Painter's "Palace of Pleasure" (1666), a collection 
of a hundred and one tales from the Latin, Italian, and French, 
and a work 'vhich possesses attraction for the student of 
Eunhuisrn on account of the qualities of that style which are 
discoverable in it. But two critics seeni to deny this: 
L'r. Whibley* and Professor !,orley+ are in agreement that Painter,
"unlike most o: his fellows, avoided embroidery*-'". Our reading,
>
of the book would establish the very contrary; its author, in 
places (sic) is as ^uphuistic as i.'orth, if indeed the tern may 
with accurary be applied to that writer. T ?e have found it a 
safe rulo in our study of style to turn first to an author's
preface, as it is pen? rally there, if anywhere, that traces of 
* Cambr.Hist. Drigl. Lit. 111. (Article :Eliz.Trans . ) . 
+ English. Writers VI1J.
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the elaborate and lofty are to be seen. The preface of 
Fainter bears the best well, and contains frequent instances 
of parallelism, parison, antithesis, anecdotes and classical 
accusions with some little alliteration and much repetition. 
There are no similes, however, from natural history - few 
occur in the whole collection, yet the author makes exag- 
gerated use of the rhetorical question, and, fact that is 
generally attributed to Pettie, introduces the rhetorical 
resnonse. To explain how "profitable and pleasant they 
(the tales) will be liked of the indifferent reader," no 
fewer than sixteen questions and answers, and four conditional 
clauses are required. In support of the same argument, the 
author '<?rites:
"Pleasattnt be they for that they recreate, and
refresh weried mindes, defatigatod either with paineful
travaile, or with continuall care, occasioning; them
to shunne and avoid heaviness^ of minde, vain fantasies
and Idle COJT: i tat i cnr . Pleas-:innt so veil abroad as
at home, to avoyde the grief of Winter's night and
length of Sommer's day, v.-hich the travailers on foote
may be use for a stays to ease their wuried bo dye»
and the journeors on horsbaok for a chariot or lesse
painful rneane of travaile, insteado of a merie corapanion
to shorten the tedious toyle of "/erie pa yes. Delectable
they be (no doubt) for al sortes of raon, for the sad,
the an^ry, the cholericke, the r.leasannt, the vrhole and
sicke, and for al other ivith whatsoever passion rising
either by nature or use they be affected."
(The Palace of Pleasure.):
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It surely cannot be urged that this is not emproidery, 
although under no consideration can it be called Euphuism. And 
Painter's prose in the tales has not everywhere the same high 
colouring as this: the Suphuistic rhetoric which was then 
in the shaping, and whose influences are seen at work in 
"The Palace of Pleasure", had not yet attained to constant and 
consistent usage in any single author, and for this it had still 
to wait some ten years.
The following year saw the publication of another 
set of tales, again from Italian origins, but this time through 
a French version. Seoffrey Fen ton had Snglished Be lleforest's 
"Histories Trogiquos", versions of the novels of Bandello, and 
in the translation had shown himself almost a complete Tuphuist. 
The t".'o most characteristic marks of'"Buphues" - antithesis and 
the e/'travagant similes from natural history^are apparent, as 
well as alliteration and the recurrent rhetorical ., i»st ion . 
Fenton alludes in transverse alliteration, for instance, to 
the "secte fenienyne" as "tlvxt _f_la t te rin£ c_rew of f_li cl:e ring;e 
creatures. Ip;ain, he makes frequent reference to "herbs or 
beasts which Ind or Afric hold"; he introduces us to the 
' sa lamandre ' , the scorpion, the'basi lii-.e ' , the 'tyf.re', the 
'libarde', and the chameleon, which is "norished by the 
breath of the ayre". And he oven speaks . of "t!:e stone Scylicia, 
uppon whom the more you .>eate to bruse or breaUe yt in pieces, 
the greater harines is driven into it." This is L;,iy's "stone 
of Gicilia, the "/hich the nore it io beaten the harder It is," 
and Pettie's "stoneof Scilitia," ::r. !3ond# quoted Lyly's 
exanplo as an invented simile, and .in his notes ascribes it to
* Bond: ~7^s. 1.132 aa^ 337.
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the "Pallace of Pleasure"* ho is brobably correct, Pottle's 
boo 1/ bflinp; Lyly's model for Much matter as "/all as manner, 
)»et Its fcse in H-,e "Tra,?;icall Discourses" i c earlier. Di.it 
such similes are the very breath of "Euphues", and t'ie 
si£M f icance of their rare use in the tales of Fen ton has not 
yet been realised. In fact, ITr. Bond and others risclars their
invention to be the one peculiar property of Lyiy, and the
he
only device vrhich can be said to have added to the tilraaciy full- 
blown ^uphuisi? of Pettie.
It should be remercbsred, however, that there are 
so":a devices of "uphuisrc much less conspicuous in Fenton, and 
others considerably modified by Lyly in application. Aciong 
these may be grouped the para 1 lelist ic arrangement of sentences, 
balance, repetition, and antithesis, which, compared with *
 1-i-ke uceaLwhis successor are but little displayed. Lyly, 
airain li'e Fenton, obtains emphasis by a series of similes, 
but tvith a difference: Lyly seldom stays to 3 lacerate and 
ev*pand each one before passing to tfte ne":t, v;hereas Forton 
loves to linger. In this way the sentences of tlie T)ls courses' 
a tendency to subordination and lengthy otiose statenont: 
Lyly's, by way of contrast, are oftenest co-o r<;lina to j -j^d 
stri':in:2; oy their antithetical brevity and conciseness. Such 
eddying of thought is typically medieval:
The fierce elephant stances not in a>ve of his iraeper oy 
f^rce of any strides, but is made tractable to bende his 
lar^i^e bodie ^hilest he ~.ounte upon his bac!->e, ^y certeine 
familiar voices and stroakhnges r,f the I'-aper, : "\\<* rev; I th
tie over come th the naturall rudeness and crueltio of
u the beaste,*
* Fenton: Traqioa.ll Discourses.
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tthis is but one of his comparisons to prove that v/onan is 
reformed rather by 'entreaity' than f i).y feare or torment'.
Fenton makes a«n advance on North chiefly in the 
direction of ornament. His inconsistent balanced style 
may be explained to some extent, for he was a student of 
Ouevara while turning the "Hi stores T ra(i,ique3," and in 1577 
published his "Golden Spistles," another collection of 
translations, in this instance from the familiar letters of 
the Spaniard. Yet    I ith this, one reflects, there was t'uo 
conjoint influence of Bo 1 le forest, himself an elaborator, 
and v/ho, with the other authors of contemporary Prance, 
probably helped to mould the style of his translator as much 
as the renowned Bishop of Guadix. The "Tragical! Discourses" 
is a landmark in the rise of Suphuisn cone rally unrecognised; 
had it been built more carefully and coherently it would have 
rivalled "The Petite Pal lace" itself.
Such translations, especially those from Guevara and 
the Spanish, aided somewhat by North's"Dia11V served to stimulate 
interest in the new mannerisms of style. Even the le/el-headtd 
Gascoi^ne could lose himself in pretentiousness, antl importu-ia 
the "ueen in the following strain:
"Your majesty, boinc; of god ^od'ly, and on our earth our 
god, by go'i appointed, I presume li^ev/ise to knotk at 
the gates of your gracious Goodness, hoping; that your High- 
ness will set -.ie on v/ork, though it v;ere noon and past 
before I sought service; for, most gracious lady, though 
I ha-re ever long loitered, though I have gar«ishly gadded, 
and though I have tilledthe soil of fancy, taio reaped the 
fruit of Tolly, I may not yet always wander mildly, nor
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"finally conclude to despair cowardly, I may not,
like a babe, for one trifle taken from rie, throw away 
the rest which might have been my con ten tat ion*'-".
(The Hermit's Tale. Address to the Gueeni
This is not comparable to any of the passages 
previously cited, but is worthy of regard in coming from a 
writer who, in his critical work, strongly advised simplicity, 
and a poet whose verses are but little affected L»y the vice 
of alliteration so apparent in his prefaces. Hor can it 
said that with Professor Oodrthope, that "his prose...... ant ici.-x
pates the chief mannerisms of Lyly." The "Certain Notes of
 Instruction concerning the Making of Rhyme" is written In the 
plain style, and by its freedom from affectation contrasts 
as strongly with the above address as "The Arte of Poetrie" with 
the "Arcadi». " It is but a witness to the rapidly developing, 
vogue of fine ritin,c,.
(k) "THE PETITE PALLACC OF P3TTIC".
But the decis ive. niomont v/hen the real Euphuism first 
appeared was in 1576. That year saw the publication of the 
"Petite Pallaoe of Puttie, his Pleasure," in many ways an 
advance on the previous translations, and supremely important 
In its pronounced and unmistakably Cuphuistic style. Pettie 
gives us the complex impression due to the methodical combin- 
ation of structural -<nd ornamental devices which we have said 
constitutes the only true and complete Euphuism. The tricks 
of rhetoric v/«re the means, and not the end, of r> rose-'-vr i tets 
previous1 to North; by Horth and his compeers, they were used
*o/. Dedications oj Dryj,en's ^lays, and f in lesser 
taose oj j'.'assin^er.
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as an end, In and for themselves, only on occasion; to Pettie, 
and his follower Lyly, they were the absolute end, positively 
Introduced for th'rt, and no other purpose. The "Petite Pallaca" 
thus did more to establish the ^upohuistic method than "The 
Diall," "The Golden BO:;Q" or any other work of the sar.n.e or 
preceding century: it employed not occasionally but constantly, 
not artlessly but v/ith determined art and e:>:aggerat i on, all 
the artifices of which previous writings had shown only a 
tentative and moderate practice. Its value is enhanced when 
v/8 find that though there were other translators of G-uevara, 
there was no continuous imitation of N^rth, and consequently, 
no gradual ;~rc'vth in the style betv/een 1557 and 1576. It is 
but one step, we repeat between llorth and Pettie, but the step 
is o'er the wide gulf that separates the desultory experiment- 
allst from the orderly and regular practitioner. Pettie 
reduced North's occasional use of devices to a system, which 
he still farther dovelored. "The Diall" has but few instances 
of r.irniles from natuial history, and of rhetorical questions: 
Pettie used these frequently with rhetorical response, and, 
according to I'r. Child, introduced allusions to fabulous natural 
history, though it is seen that Fenton anticipated him here 
at least once.
It is fairly obvious that Pettie f s collection of 
twelve stories was familiar to Lyly from tiie many striking 
similarities of style ind treatment. Mr. "Tarvvick !T/ond has 
prepared an analysis of the"Potite Pallace" and finds that 
it contains everyone of the characteristic!:, of the "Anatomy 
of Wit", both as regards structure and ornarnontj he further 
discovers resemblances of Pettie and Lyly in treatment? in 
the subordinate places assigned to action, in the employment
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of set discourses, of misogynist tirades, and of asid«s to 
t-h^ reader. There is, indeed, so close a correspondence 
between them that a hasty reader could very easily mastake 
a pare of "Euphues" for such a passage as the following:
"Lyke as the Greyhounds is ^reeved to see the Hare, if 
hee bse k*pt in slippe, and the Hauke the P;< rtrid^e, 
if she bee tyed in lunes, and as the common saying is, 
yt which the eye se*th, the hart geeveth, Likewise 
............ to he a re of your unlucky linking; with
any, 'would oee daathli tse If e unto mee, to think that 
my only joy should live in annoy. Therefore I thinke 
the Nest way to mitigate my raa rt. 1 rdorce ? is to absents 
tnvselfe from both hearing and seeing. I cojld reave 
myselfe of life, and so rid rcyselfe of strifjt but alas 
'to imbi'je my hands in mine o»;ne blond, would but bring 
to mv body destruction, to ny soule damnation, to my 
freendes desolation, and to yourselfe defamation."
(A Petita P&llace of Pet tie, his
Pleasure ).
Or a^ain, this repl" of Gamma to Sinori", illustrating Pettie's 
facility an antithesis and in 1 running on the letter^
"Your coura^ious r:e rs ist ing: in your p_y_rp o s e , provoth 
you rather a _lesperate s^ot then a djscreet .souldier: for to 
hop against the Mil, and sj^ive against the s_t^rearae, 
hath ever been counted e^treame folly."
We observe similes from the facts of nature, antithesis, parall- 
elism of clauses, balance of phrases, repetition, a proverb, 
alliteration of the two varieties, and rhyma, assonance and 
consonance to emphasise structural relationships; and these
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devices are used as frequently and as cleverly a* Lyly. 
No reader of the "Petite Pallace 1 can doubt for a moment that 
its author was tho creator of the fully developed Euphuism, 
or that Lyly,itr Ions-vaunted originator, only imitated and 
polished the model offered to him.
E. S TJ ! : M A P, Y.
Here we conclude our discussion of the origins of 
Euphuism. T Ie have soen that it is a mistake to consider 
these any other than English; that literatures are inter- 
dependent only to a certain extent, beyond which exaggeration 
and distortion of facts are to be looked for. The Renaissance, 
affecting ail European 1 i to ratu res , was the great productive 
cause of literary and stylistic effort, but influenced 
the several nations in several and distinct ''.'ays. Italy, 
and Spain, had1 t'n^ r oecullar mannerisms rhich affected England 
only in limited degree. The Italianate Englishman was the 
most obvious result of England's intercourse with that country: 
Italian literature only helped to hasten a process already, 
if darkly, at work. Tho relations of England and Spain in 
the sixteenth century were many and intimate. Spanish litera- 
ture was read, and Guevara, "/as popular in that his style pos- 
sessed similarities to that forming in our native compositions: 
his 'alto estilo 1 lid not call into existence the Cuphuistic 
mannerism, but assisted, modified, quickened a development of 
which the .^ rig in was innate-ly and instinctively English. 
This -fl found in the prose-'«r ri te rs of the fifteenth century who, 
by their use of repetition, cor.ipari s?i, classical quotation and 
allusion, were discovering and exorcising the devices of style
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from which Euphuism subsequently evolved. Their work w?s 
carried forward by the study of the classics, in particular 
cf Isocrates and Cicero, and oy the books of rhetoric eman- 
ating fror; s'.jch study. The parly humanists with Fisher, 
More,-and Elyot, vre saw, practised these structural and 
ornamental devices; Che',:e, Ascham, and Wilson, </ritors of 
the Ca»^rid(';r School, seriously devoted themselves to the 
study of style, condemning the excessive use of Latinisms or 
the search for the ornate and recondite, and sternly endeav- 
ouring to mould English to classical forois. By such means 
the tricks of the style afterwards known as Euphuistic 
gradually crept into vog;ue. The influence of Guevara prompted- 
the movement still further? his translators, served to emphasize 
the importance of style and, in particular the use of antithesis 
and parison. ernsrs had the preater popularity, thou;.-:ii North 
perdaps mar'rs a slight advance in the direction of Euphuism. 
Rhetoric then leant into favour. Englishmen of the oarly 
part of the sixteenth sentury concerned themselves rather 
with ideas lhan v/ith expression, usinr^ effective forns as 
occasion only demanded. Now they were tired of the plain 
style and looked deliberately fnr the elaborate and forcible. 
Ai1ito rat ion , the bane of contemnorary noetry, became generally 
used in prose. PaiT'ter, Ponton, and Gascoi^.ne made various 
efforts to attain an ornamental and attractive style, and, 
close f ol iodine: them,, thourh widely separated by intensity, 
f requency, and accumulation of rhetorical artifice, cane Pettie,
the '.he supreme fcrraulator of Euphuism.
Tlie rtyle of Pettie and Lyiy, therefore, must riot 
be attribute-'' to any single " r riter or movement; nor v;as it of 
foreign origin. It was a movement of native birth and
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continuous f.rowth. It was ^radled in the fifteenth century, 
suckled by Fisher, .ore and Clyot, parsing a vigorous childhood 
under the discipline of ' : erners and the Cambridge School; its 
youth guided by North, the rhetoricians, and Fenton was ea^er, daring 
and versatile; it reached the prime of manhood under Pettie and 
Lyly, 3inl:inr, into old age and decay in the last years of the 
sixteenth century.
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CHAPTER IV.
T T? E P T? 0 G E M ! T 0 F: f. 0 F "C TI P U -TT E S",
"The Anatomy of ¥tt" was Inscribed as "verie pleasant 
for all gentlemen to read, and most necessarie'to remember," 
remind i np the reader of the Puritan severity underlying its 
coquetry of style arid exnres? 1 <T. « Lyly, true Englishman that 
he showed himself, \\'?3 serious-hearted, "un pen thoologien meme"*, 
and while striving to carry to the extreme the artificiality 
of his school, nevr?r once lost, sight entirely of the animating 
didactic purpose thst stamps his vvorks as belonging to the 
^n^lish Rena i prance. ^np-land, we have shown, took the Renaissince 
seriously; her scholars wore gr^ve livers who sought to Instruct 
their coun t ry-r<?n in the n^aninc 3.nd importance of a serious 
and not fantastic education. And the author oP'Cuphues" claims 
kindred with them. 'Us hock is th" lineal descendant of a 
series of treatises, the earliest of wMcii had appeared in the 
last certury and which aired at the instruction and breeding of 
a court lor ^nd cren 1.1 eman . "The Babees Boke (1475) a lytyl 
rerorte of how youn? reople should taehavo", and "A Boke of Nurture" 
(written 14FO) attempted to teach good manners; then came the 
sober and w^frhty "OoT/^rnour" (1531) of Elyot., so Tie fi7© or six
* M/zt&res: Predeoesseurs.
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'myrrours of f;ood manors', Ascham's "Scholemaster"(pub. 1570)
and Sir Humphrey Gilbert's "Queens 121 izabethes Academy", 
 vhich dealt v;lth the training not only in letters but also 
in the social life.
Of these the more Important fere the wor.'^s of Slyot 
and Ascham. The purpose of the "^overnou r ", like that of 
the "Utoria", '"as to describe "the form of a just public 
' veal", and to this end, the author concentrates on what to 
him is the most, vital aspect of national welfare - the fitting 
education of its future rulers. Much of the ground covered 
in the book was afterwards re-traversed by Ascham, whose 
"Scho leraas te r" enlarges somewhat p;ore on the ethics of the 
Schoolroom, and ropounds a definite systom of educational 
rules.
But there were -vo rks other than English that helped 
to influence Lyly. North's translation of Guevara's "'Dl 
Rolox de Princines" and Hoby's version of Cast ij,lione ' s 
"II Cortegia.no" had aroused considerable enthusiasm, and 
probably incited Lyly's work, though they did not. account 
for it a It ogjether.
"The Diall of ^rinces" is a v.'cr!; of three books 
furnishing instructions and e"'anple.°- for the guidance of 
Kings, princes and novornors. The first boolc ir;ould show 
that 'a prince ou^ht to be a ;ood Christian 1 ; the second 
'how a prince ought to govern his ^-vife and children'; tiie 
third 'ho'7 a prince oupht to ^ov.^rn. his person and common- 
wealth'. Evidence is not wanting to ^ro"e that Lyly was 
indebted to liofth's " ( ork, not only for style, hut for plan 
and even subject matter, and it must certainly ,.e regarded as 
one of his sources.
C"ulte as influential en "Euphues" and snore so perhaps
on "n;land was Sir Thorcas Hoby's "Courtier" (1561), a work
  vhich contributed very extensively tc the imitation and 
introduction of Italian customs in this country-. The 
Italianate Englishman, so bitterly reproached by con tempor- 
aries, had brought back with his new-fancied mannerisms of 
speech and costume a Icrre of Italian poetry and romance. 
Aschara in a famous passage deplored the encroaching; influence. 
Vicious an he thought the-"Korte D'Arthur," he declared that 
"ten llorte Arthurs do not the tenth part so much harm as 
one of th?se bool;es made in Italie and translated in n;:;land." 
This v.-as a condemnation of the translations of Painter and 
Pent on which wore appearing as Ascham v;rote. Dut the same 
writer did not condemn all 'boo Ices made in Italic'. "To joyne 
learning with cumlie e:~ercises Contc Baldes-T'-?r Castiglione 
in his booke cortegiane, doth truelie tesche," he wrote; 
"which booke adivised'1 ie road, and dili-.entlie folov/ed, out 
one year© at a one i.  ; England, would do a yong gentleman more 
good, I v/i :~ce , t hen three yearss t rave 11 abrodespent in Italie!'
IIob7's"Court it; r" had 'ron his difficult approval.
,^< " ~*""~""" ""  * ....
In many ways the book anticipates "ThaAnatony 
of TTit" and continues the .vork of the nreceding mirrors or 
handbooks of courtly education It is an elaborate treatise 
on the life, runners, and norals of the Italian courts* striving 
as Lyly in his character of Ephoebus, to depict the perfect 
typo of the ^entleraan of the Renaissince. The immediate 
plan of 1Irri he Courtyer" is f.iund in the "Decameron" of 
B'accao':i' its form of a symposium :-rob?bly owes some-
*Johnson, recommending t'iQ reading oj "II Cortegiano," Galled 
it "t'n,G b&st that jjas ever written upon good breeding." oj. 
Bosuell's Lij'e. ed. Grower. P.35G.
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thing more to the "De dratore" of Cicero, or the "Banquet" 
of Plato. It consists of a conve mat inn a:.uong certain fcues-ts 
of the Count of 'Jrbino. Suggestions for the night's diversion . 
have been made, <vhen one of the Company proposes that it
>
"bo this', that one of the Cowpatny bo chosen to describe •> 
perfect Courtier, and explain all the conditions and particular 
qualities require^ of the man fho deserves the character." 
Discussion ensues and continues four nights, dividing itself 
Into four parts according to tie four principal orations. 
Book the first thus 'ontr^ateth of the perfect qualities of 
a courtier', and the second, 'of the use of them'j the third 
book i? concerned with- 'the conditions and qualities of a 
waiting; pant lev/Oman, the fourth, v/t th   'the end of a courtier 
and of honest love'." The last book is to us the most inportant, - 
and probably influenced Lyly in no slight, degree. Like "Euphues"
it is an example of rhetoric in the language of love composed to 
suit the dainty taste of the Court. Metaphysical and not physical 
love had lone; been tb.o study of aristocratic "urope and treatises 
on th« Ars Aroatoria had, appeared early and frequently flourished. 
With the decay of chivalry, hovjsvor, and th<? t ransfo ranee of
th? centre of influnnce from castl« to court, the ol; love-al lego cLes 
and romances lost their popularity and dropped out of voguo. To 
take their place was little but t ha P-31 rarcan isra of the school 
of Tfyatt and Surrey» wfhich availed nothing,.. But in 1561 came 
Sir Thomas Hoby's translation '-vhich fulfilled creditably^ if 
not comoletely, the requirements of an age which demanded besides 
a new code o.f manners, an explanation and accoraodat ion of the 
science of aristoorAtic love-making, according to the claims of 
the i!e'.v L(?arnin^. Lyly, in deliberately sotting himself to 
supply this taste, could have had no better model to guide his
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hand than "The Courtyer".
Cast ig^Jl i one , liice Ficino and Mirandola was an 
ardent Platonist, and a. student particularly, it would seem, 
of the "Phaedrus " and "Symposium". There is no surprise, 
than, to find the principal part of "The Courtyor" in tho fourth 
book which contains the oration of Sembo, an impassioned 
discourse and a lofty mystical exposition of Platonic lovo 
and beauty. None who reads this book can mistake its parallelism 
with the similar book of John Lyly. There are the fashionable 
symposia and wi t "-combats , the same sophistic questionings, 
and the. sacio casuistical disquisitions, discussions and analysis 
of the passion of love. To take an instance from the clore 
of "The Courtyer", Perothino inveighs against love in this wise i 
0 bitter sweetness: 0 poisoned druj.; of hoali pg . f o r the 
insanity of lovers: 0 grievous joy, that ente rta ' nes t 
thy possessors with no sweeter fruit t'. ; an remorse: 0 
beauty that art ro longer seen, that, like a thin smoke, 
thou vaciest away, leaving to the eyes that beheld thee 
nothing but t^oir tears: 0 vlngs that for all y<? raise
us on high, yo t when your frail fabric is wilted in the
of Icarus 
sun, ye bring u«. to suffer the nak^d fatoAof falling;
headlong into the soa".
This is certainly the matter, and in so:;io respects the manner^ 
of Lyly. The u;v: of tropss and oxymoron would suggest rather 
thn author of the "Arcadia" that of ""uphuos", i.-ut tv,,.- uso of 
repetition, pa ra lie 1 isui ,hotas ly sitailo^and classical allusion^ 
are sufficiently reminiscent of the writings of the Camiferidgo 
School to rani; 'loby'c work with theirs as a direct forbear 
of Suphuism. Allusions to woll-lcnown passages ir; the classics 
are very common in "The Courtyer", and they are used in a
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concatenation to produce oumalative effect, exactly as in Lyly*. 
Very truly these are the introductions of the Ilalian, but 
that does not prevent their influence in a translation on the 
later Unglishman.
While "Cuphues" therefore owed a large share of its 
popularity to the excessive mannerism of style, its debt to 
opportunity and circumstances must not be neglected. It was 
the right book at the right moment . It developed, the 
disordered and confused ideas of Ascham, giving them a new 
interpretation and importance? it continued the educative work 
of "The Courtyer". By such means it raised itself above the 
level of a simple advisery treatise to the position of being 
one of the most representative, though not the greatest, books 
of the age.
  fc The author cannot speak of knowledge, bat he THU.SC u,lsj mention 
Alexander, Alcibriades t Caesar, Scipio, Pcmipey, Brutus, Hannibal, 
all t/ie great generals w;io were nen o/ letters.
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CHAPTER V.
L Y L Y'E £ 0 T: 3 C S
There is no close a connection between the sources and
the style that without mention of them any study of Euphuism 
could not but be incomplete. Eotb book and style we have shown 
to be nearer obsolescence thaa innovation, and tL is will be readily 
appreciated by a survey of the more obvious arpropriat ions. Lyly, 
like Trgnr greater E1 irahe thans, was not altogether guiltless of 
"the hig-ber pla^larisr'}
"In fa trim's re-l^n
fuch mixture wan ^ot held a sta5n",
and the author of llc!urhues" borrowed In the inrerious manner of 
his tines. TT is bo rro'vlno-?, hov/ever, are orenly confessed: "if 
 I seeme to gle?r\ after another's cart........... I will not deny",
he writes in the Epistle Pedicatory io the Tecond Fart, and 
further "The Anatomy of Wit" was entered in the Stationers' 
Peg-ister as "gompi le_d bv John I.fllie".
If Lyly was indebted to ^e^tje for the chief trodel of 
Euphuistlc st^le, his creditor for rubj>, c t-ma 11 er was -nuch rather 
North, thf tr^nsl?tor of "Cuev'-ira". ^r. L^^dnanr with exazge ra tioa 
expresses this debt: "'The 'Mall of Princes' and Lyly's 'Sup 
exhibit the ?2rT"" fs^yl^. Thpy cnlnclde 1 ^ th.eir content? in 
ni?pv r-oir.tr ?T«A. both show M" ^ e-pirr- "M c "^ r* n *' or? '-n t'r'^ same
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subjects. In both works aro Tatters fixed at the end, and these 
letters treat of the same matter. In both occur the same persons 
a n r) o /-, n o (\f t h « s e bear t h o same names: the principal contents of 
each are long soliloquies and moral dissertations on love and 
ladles, eod, friendship, youth and education, court, and country*"* 
Professor Feuillerat emphatically denies those asrortionss he 
can see no resemblance either in plan or conception between the 
English and Snanlsh work? that certain parsers bear the same 
names would only prove that such napes (Livla, Camilla, Lucilla) 
were coirtronj if the two aut^srs have rcet in the development of 
certain subjects, then It i <? due to th*» co^monplaceness of the 
subject. >-x uc v' of this i * true, for t v, n nfrovr B.^JTOS are very 
ordinary and discussions as to the existence of god, and the 
education of children, satires on women, love and court-life were 
abounding In many books of the day. Put thin negation of 
indebtedness would seem to take little ?>coourt of tho value of 
suggestion. This is Lyly's r^al debt tc North. K. ""euillerat 
may point out that Lyly differs only in. introducing first a story 
of love, but this is the cunnirr, of the greater artist who gives 
the j am before the powder? he may show excellently, and in work 
that must navo i0>n ta i 1 <"-; much laborious rrs^rcb, that Lyly's 
"Suohues and his Flpoebus" 5s %. veritable ?, n j; 1 1 s h translation of 
Plutarc-i's ' ITie "duca t i one" , i.iat the letter tn Potonlo is an 
abbreviated version of r-'l uta rch ' a "^0 Exllfo", that the basis of 
"Euphues and Atheos" is found in two ^i-.-acrf 1 Morally translated 
from the fr>e Natural D«orum' of Cicero, or, afealn as he most 
valuably discloses, that the "Cooling Garde" is a wonderful altera-
tion, abbreviation and imitation of Ovid's "Reme'lium /Vmoris'V.
* Landmann: Shaksfiere and Euphuism. Journal New Snaks . Soc   1880-
+ Lyly' f! debts were recognised by Gontempor'arie.sitfaS'T, aeclared:
ttatetz (3u*>wtoy) I ai/ior^ otherwise, tnan it imi etnd the o/ioioest Latin Aut/iars.* t
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Lyly with rreat probability went to the originals for these 
various di ppertat ions, but it is almost as certain that he would 
not have written them, h?d not this attention been attracted by 
their appearance in "The 'Mall". There is too ?reat a coincidence 
to admit of any oth«r solution? the correspondent borrowings from 
the same originals 4fl9 too frequent. Again, there are many 
apparent remi.nl scene® which on research are found to be only 
vague echoes. Lyly probably knew his classics as well as 
Guevsra, and the mere ToMtnn of, say education in "The Diall" 
would set hi;? tenacioiu? memory sotting at once in the direction 
of Plutarch. Many resemblances are rendered Imperfect by the
deft adaptation of Lyly who Invaded his authors, as Hen Jonson,i
"like 3 rr-ria rcS". But credit must be given to North's suggestib- 
ility.
Thrr<"> wore other works of Lyly's predecessors to which 
he may bavo turned? such are the translation;? of Fainter xnd 
Fenton, + >- < > "^scriM ton of "ritafn" (1577) by Yllllsm T'arrison, 
and the "Proverb e<?" ( 1 ^^6) of .John ' r eywonH.
11 1 us I ra Jr \ '^n by Te?rs of proverb, fo Ik- 1 ore, and 
knowledge of medicine and in^jric, w^ reTisrk^d, was the most
prominent orn^T.er ta 1 feature of ;]up^uisn. Lyly's source or
 i 
sources of this recondite le?rnln?; cannot but be various. It is
another link with ped i aevi Hsm, a survival of the old scholastic 
nietho'! of ?>-'-,'--5 re f r? ? th^orv n^H expounding by example. The 
1 ong-w indPd Festjaries elucidated rT'Or^l and religious qv?estions 
by the application of physical facts, and lest.^r the Fhyslologl, 
vised ap school text-bo^ks, had disseminated a l^r^e amount of 
mythology about the habit of anlmals. "or these similitudes 
and "stories of '"'easts, Foule?, ?>r>d "ix^fs", Lyly undoubtedly 
v/ent to the ori?1n^l and r^rent sour-re, the ""istoria Natural Is"
of Pliny, also avaMinp himsRlf of thp curinnc learning ound in
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such books as " Ths boke of Secretes of Albartus Hagnus, of the 
vertues of 7Ierb<>s, 3ton.es, and oertaine ^eaatas ^c." or the "Liber 
de Proprietatibus Rerura" by riartholomaeus. "'uca iilustrationu^ 
were not strange and unfamiliar to Lyly's graatost contemporaries.*
# <3f. Shakesvere for instance, in not a Jew places.
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CHAPTER VI.
THE PROGRESS OF EUPHUISM.
A. LYLY'S ADVANCE OH PETT1E.
Pettie's book secured neither general imitation of 
its style nor success for its author. It was thrust aside after 
two years by the much TOO re pretentious ait.d, disregarding style, 
better constructed "Euphues" of Lyly. Gabriel Harvey said 
that Younn; Euphues had hatched the e:xp;s laid by his elder friends, 
and it is certain that one of those e,zc,s, and the largest, 
was lai-J by Fettle. But iv> the natural world tues responsibility 
of the narent generally rests with the one that hatches, and 
full credit must be given tc Lyly for his handling and populariza- 
tion of the bantling of his fore-runners. "Tho Petite Pallace" 
was his chief exemplar, a complete tnodo 1 of the unique style, 
but. there can be no doubt that Lyly ",T 9nt slightly beyond Pettie 
in elaborating the tricks of stylo and in rendering that style 
more admired by virtue of his theme and matter. That "duplicating; 
triplicating, or multiplying habit," arising as Professor Bond* 
well observes, "from an unusual activity and alyrtnosu In the 
composing brain, which continually thrusts upon the writer 
# Bond,: JPTis. 1.53S.
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parallel or opposed instances, and parallel forms of expression" 
ministered not a little to the exact balance and antithesis 
that are so characteristic ofi Lyly. One observes the same 
habit in Petti.-, but his is a somewhat crude and inartistic 
use, with only a faint conception of its subtlety and finer 
graces, and soemin^ly the resultant of a brain less vigorous, 
of a wit less sprightly, and loss ingenious, The latter's 
style was still mediocre, and consequently, did not suffice to 
raise his worl above th-3 lovel of other versions and imitations 
of foreign writers.
Again, Pettie's lapses into metrical rhythlra have been 
pointed out as defects observed and avoided by his followers. 
There is a' definite character in Lyly's prose, a perceptible 
rise and fall, a clearly ra^ricad individual movement that is 
quite distinguished from that of poetry, and which he shared in 
common with Burton, Browne, Kilton, Dryden, De Ouincey, Carlyle, 
RusUin, indeed, all writers of "impassioned prose". Lyly'? 
sentences have 2 characteristic rhythm united with many of the 
devices of poetry, but they may nevar • . -'f"'r-?d to Pot lie's, 
v/hose rhythn is ra.;ular and poo tic, a TIM vriiose i n v« rs i on 3 are 
deliberately introduced to that and.*
The triumph of "Cupb.uas" over the preceding example 
of ih.) cane styl-:, in most r^scectsj proves conclusively that 
oil-fir :n.?r.lt' '• ' '. ;;i t. ribu !.e - ! -Hs success. A direct negative 
must bfi a;ivr>'i to Dr. Landmanu'a assertion that "the importance 
of thfl book doss not roat v.-Jth the contents but with, the style". 
Pet tie 'van ,;curi' translator of tales foreign in subject 
?n ^ ?or-t <r, OT1 t to hi-v count ryn^-n, which g;avs tsmporary attractiveness
$ Cocdlet wrongly aeclarea passages oj Lyj.y'* prose L.J ut metrical,
rhythmical 
wriere it was clearly taehuss oj balance a antitheses*
by their use of the "new English". Lyly had t bo courtier^ 
instinct, for what would please^associated with deftness and 
refinement which fitted him to nut it in attractive form. 
Ascham had condemned the I talianate "n~l ishraan, and lamented 
the luxury ^nd licentiousness of th« age. Lyly thought good 
to revive much of the teaching of "The Scholemaster" but was 
sufficiently wise to mask his mo ra 1 is ing; undo r the exterior of 
•3. love-story, told after the fashionable dainty manner, and with 
wonderful verbal dexterity. The wor';, too, is thoroughly English 
in spirit, and the spice of satirical flavour in its indictment 
of Court arr:i University added considerably t  -  its general 
appreciation. At once it was the subject of debate, and whan, 
two years later, to ""uphuos and his Copland" wars appended the 
consolatory address "To my ve rle good friends the gentlemen 
Scholars of Oxford", and ths elegiacs in praise of the Cueen, 
Lyly's wo r^ attained universal admiration and immediate popular 
success. 
   
Lyly made "unhuism famous, then, despite the f set that 
he ma irks the culmination rather than the inception of a movement. 
He was not behind nor before his time, not more than on a level 
with it, constituting; and reading from himself tiie measure of the 
age. It is this that raatia for his triumph. He cama at the 
opportune moment, when the prolix, impossible rotainces of chivalry 
and the witty, amusing, but generally coarse fabliau;: ware falling 
into desuetude, when the fashionable world lived in an e:.:otic 
atmosphere, and when the affected prose-style had reached its 
very -enith. Cuick to sfeize the favourable occasion, Lyly 
couinosnd a romance of contemporary life, fith a portraiture of 
the fair se:' even more chivalrous, unnatural and conventional, 
with analytical study of cha racte r, and written in a style
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calculated to attract attention by its very exagge ra 11 on. 
Lyly was no genius but an 'arrivis he '. He knew that his books 
would snare thie f^te of Pettio's,un less hs further amplified and 
he Igrht^n^d tha mannerisms of that writer. He had talent 
sufficient t: .^ucco'-id, but not. to rank hia above his a^e u.nd for 
all t ime.
It is evident that. Lyly tvas discontented with the 
general style of t^o Cambridge School which set itself "to speak 
plainly and simply and not to over flourish wjth superfluous 
speech". But Lyly vas as classical and rhetorical as any of 
them: they and their ancient originals were his te:ichars in the 
matter- of antithesis and parisoni they had instructed him 
in the use of alrrost e 'e ry feature of "Jhat w-as -afterwards to 
be called. Euphuism. This is the anc:;aly, that they -v  re 
assistants in a movement to which in a^j/o-'ed leciaration they 
'vere fundapenta.lv opposed. Tfl may not say that Lyly -i^ 1 ioy rate ly 
sst himself against thfiir principles, hut at ienst is it certain 
that his '.'/or-; is dia;r,ot ricai ly contrary to thoirj in of feet. 
Tho desire to express thinp;s in a manner distinct n.nd different 
from thr-t of all other people vas definitely -'"v   'ir:;- =.-K, 
introduced into litnratur^. And the ^ reci?. 1 ..,-: ;. ;i u u ^: ; .olcyed 
for enforcing thi? revolt v/as the fabrication of the e'.'trn- 
ordinar;- ciciilos and 1 i lust r^t i   us so derided by contemporaries. * 
This is his title to mention in the history of English prose: 
he sought for the first time, on a seal''; ^'Jf r 1 o:-?r, 11 / la-is-; to 
claim attention, to intensify a-id to variegato, to devj i^a risu 
tho -rijlp,". r, to ae;e:randise the trivial, to produce manner independent 
of matter* an ^ style as a complete end in Jtr.olf.
.Qd
D. EUPHUISM AMD POETRY.
Poets and prose-writers of the latter half of the 
sixteenth century were renia rStably daring In experiment; they 
belon ;.ed to the gene rat i'-n of adventurers and esolorers» and 
set out to conquer a verse-form or fashion a jB rose-style 
v;ith the 1 ie.ht-hea rtedness and confidence with  jhioh they 
sailed for r. 1 Dorado. Proso and poetry previous to 1600 
evolved in courses that were generally parallel, that of 
prose oerhaps be ins; somewhat less conspicuous but certainly 
no lass Elizabethan in its pron-jness to exube ranee, spontaneity, 
and eap'ir versatility. Lyiy's style in this made no exception 1 
it was an attempt to assort the worthiness of prose-'V ri t ing »
a plea for its recognition as an art no less than the writing 
of poet ry»
Cuphuism marlcs the transition from poetry to prose. 
 "The Ar,e of Elizabeth is an age of which prose may be regarded 
as merely the ove rf low," 'vrota 1'r. Waiter Raleigh*, and balance, 
ele£anc*> and harmony were appropriatod contributions f ron an 
a;:_e of root. r; Y to the development of p rcse--~ i" Is . There is 
no need to re-iterate here the many close relations of poetry 
and prose, nor anythinc; of the Elizabethans' conception of 
that intimacy. The usa of rhytha in prose had been counselled 
by CJorr.ias and the other Ore el; rhetoricians; "Versus eniu; 
veter--"1 ." illi in hac soluta o rat) one p r opera o dura, hoc est 
nu7ier:.'.s . -\i :• ~. •- - • nobis ess« adhibendos putaverunt" * 
The, figures of style rractised wore often productive of poet- 
ical rhythn, so that confjsion between the two forms was
# Pa leigfi; xxjGxxxypc i$$x This £n-j 1 i 5 ,-z 1 >;o o e 1 .
+ ?or tiie old masters ,'iel-j. ttiat in prose <je o^.-ic almost co 
employ verses, tn.ac is, a, sort o/ rimtam., (Cioero:De Omcorc '
222. <4.
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frequent. Again, poetry of the time abused the prose- d-3 /ices 
of antithesis and nari son, and thfjre are many resemblances 
between contemporary '^rose and the poetic style of the followers 
of Yyatt and Surrey, Now the '"vrose of "CMrh'ier1 " i^ r-:? y 
places appro ri mates to poetry. If CTR ex c opts a ijti thesis 
and comparison, tvc figures sore intimately related to thought 
than to ferns, the remaining structural characteristics - the 
balance of »."ords ?.nd phrases, rhyme, alliteration, assonarce and 
consonance, cannot fail to strike one as essentially those 
of noptry. it is Jn the search for a style approaching, 
poetry as closely as possible that the mannerism of Lyly 
consists.
Prose and r>oet ry,hoveve r, can never be united in 
the same composition, for the 'prose "fill either ;<o t."-> noetic, 
or vice versa, the po?try too prosaic. Lyly approaches 
dangerously near-the fotr Tn.er of ths-se. He has borrowed too 
many of the devices of noetr.v - rhyme, alliteration, and 
v/ord-play, for his prnse to bo sinple and nanly; his rhythm, 
due to the const rsnt uso of parison and :ant i the? i ^ , is often too 
nearly regular and metrical to please. Moreover, Lyly was 
by nature a poet, even if we do not credit hire with the author- 
ship of those few melodious lyrics that havo generally been attri- 
buted to him; his treatment of sources instances not a little 
the poetical instinct and conception. If it be part of the 
pont's aim to "ma';;e fa-r.ilinr things be as if they v^e re not " irai 1 ia r s " 
to discover truths old as the a^as and 'ieclare then to the ^orllfl 
with beaut^and yl~our of . lan^ua^e as facts fresh and vital to 
himself, ther; the ^jtV, r of "^ur-bu^s", ;   « .  <-'jr.-l' I;.- -tyljd poet. 
?3ut Lyly had his defects: no had not the eseaiplast ic or shaping 
imar:ipf»t ion of the ^reat poet, the. t dissolves, diffuses, dissipates
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its suggestions to re-create and mould thorn into definite 
coherent form. He had the "natural ear", and a graceful if 
cftnn recondite fancy, but after all he was a man of only 
one rhythm. He ha rps_Jj2.r..e.2.ar.. oji.,., the sanie string of antithesis, 
andoi^Hrffnone of tJ^j^ij^J^ %ain, there 
is -T plethora of ornament and illustration, a redundancy of 
e-rpreaaion, a constant iteration of thought, a "decies repetita" 
that frequently 5rows into a monotony and 'vaa riness. If he 
sho'v^d ""irtue her own feature, scorn ho r own form and pressure", 
Jils special observance had also been to overstep "the modesty 
of nature". "That honny-f lowing matron Eloquence," as Sidney 
declared, he had "apparelled, or rather disguised, in a 
Curt isan-li^e- painted affectation."
0. THE IMITATION OF EUPiHIJSM.
If the abundance and strangeness of Lyly's ornanents 
v/e re despised and derided \/ surce comtaxporaries, there were 
others who -vo re only too glad to follow him and, taking 
advantage of the craze inaugurated r/y "Euphuos", become his 
most slavish imitators. "Lo^e-oamph lets", mirr'.-rs, "cuoling;- 
cards" and anatomies foi lowing the publication of Lyly's novel 
with startling rapidity and profusion, had a vtr;,ue iiorn 15GO 
to 1590 ".-hich may only be paralleled by that of the sonnet- 
sequenc^a in the last, decade of the century. In many of 
these t'\e style as '/ell as the clan of the '"uphues" was v.orked 
into their t J 1.1-?-"?.' r e , v.'hile the majority -vrote specially 
for "the ladios and .,ent iewoomon of England." It v/e re futile 
and foreign to our purpose to analyse th^so no/els, especially 
 whan t'ie task has been ably completed by M. Jusse rand. We
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shall therefore concern ourselves with the Imitation of the 
style Euphuism itself.
(a). Gosson, Piche, and T n.rner.
1 In the August of 1579 was published Gosson's "Schoole 
of Abuse", a -vor'.- embodying nany of the peculiar f e r --t'J ros of 
Euphuism. "The Anatomy of Wit", it -.'/ill bo rornetr.be red, had 
been published in December of the preceding year. This 
short interval between the dates has led not a fev,r critics 
to consider Gosson a Euphuist and yetrot a follower of Lyly. 
Professor SanMtsbury thus writes "Gosson must hare reasteied 
the Lylyan style in the same .circumstances and situations 
as Lyly than have directly borrowed it from his fellow at 
Oxford". We "or.txire to suggest, howevyr, ti«,:;t there was 
tine enough for Gosson to have read "Euphues" before vrriting his 
own short treatise. Those -ere the days of rapid composition. 
If Greane, accord! r,-:; to Hash, "in a nl ;:.ht and day r^uld ha YD 
yarked up a pamphlet as well as in sever, years", then it is 
surely not unreasonable to suppose that Gosson could have . 
"yarked up" his parenhlet in a space of si.: : r .-« '.--" --.onths. 
The style of the "School" is almost as Euphuist ic -*s Lyiy's, 
and 3'.^ pests that this Puritan palinode "-as little in earnest 
but rather a trick to catch the r'.t.lic cy® and secure to its 
author something of tlie success of Eupliuas. Horo are the 
repetition, antithesis, the parallelism ?.nd .^ccumulat ? on DI 
sillies from natural and unnatural history:
"There is more poril in close : 'is to loes, tli>;n onwarde 
aores; in secret ambushe, then nieiine battels; .in under- 
mining, then piayne assaulting; in 'riands then foes;
i 
in civill discoHe, then f o r rame^y rs . Small are the
abuses and slight are the faultos, that nowe in Theatarrs 
ascape the poets pen: 3ut tal Cedars, from little graynes 
shoot's hi^h: jreat oakes, from slender rootes spread wide: 
Large str^ames, from narro"/e springes runne farre: One 
1 i 11 lo spa rka, f ye rs a who le Ci t ie: one d ramme o f 
Cleborus ransackes every vainoi The fish Remora hath 
a small body, and [;reat force too stays shippers against 
winde and tids: Ichnou.non a little worr.se t overcomes 
the elephant: The Viter slayes the Dul? The weasel the 
cockatrice........ ut the abuses of plaics cannot be
shown"*
This use of i1 lust rat ion  is more excessive than that of Lyly, 
and may '.veil be compared to tho siuilar er-'a^^e rat ion in the later 
works of fJresne , .Ly ly ' s most famous pupil.
Closely following; tae publication of "Euphues and his 
England" carao Anthony Sunday's "Celanto" (1580), "Richer His 
Farewell to the liilitario profession" ' Ibtsl), lielbancke's 
"Philotlraus" (155c), andVainei's "Pan, his Syonx" (Ibb4), 
norel?. :.n?\ta.U\j n ;r Eulogies, discussions, and disputations of 
^n^land, >vonu'n, fortune an^ nature, all imitations of "Supaues", but 
in styla rather than in matter. For the most p^rt there is 
little 'Cuphuisin in thorn, s'on in pa:3sa£es. Trt e style of Lyly 
was too "laborate and complicated to be ;; rasped at first sight 
and forthwith initato-i. 'Jarr>pr and Riche+ occasionally attain 
to a use 01 oalanco, antithesis, and illustration, but never with 
til3 33.30 directness and emphasis.
(b) 0-reene. 
The -2'";st notable imitator of TJuphuism was Green© -
W/'ie Sc.'ioole oj Abuse.
+ P.LGI.Q alludes to "tuts Eapii.u&s, m/io is curi^iitf in u«j 
t'ie Anatouie oj \?lt".
"Euphuos* Ape" as Harvey nicknamed him, who out-Lylyed Lyly in 
exaggerated decoration. -IIK first novels "i!amillia" (1563), 
and "The I'yrrour of ttodestie (1564), very obviously shew 
"Euphues" to have been hi? model in matter and manner. In 
"Mamillia" the fic'"l<3 Phariri.^ Mr desa rv im;ly v/'ins the hand of 
the lady aftgr many obstinate? ^ucsticnin^s of toe nature of 
lov^ and its follias. Every artifice oi Euphuism is evident 
and used «rith othnrr to create tho co;:ij ley. impression that is 
necessarv to the true style- r.roone had develoneu the raimetic 
faculty "e ry carefully, for, e/'c^pt that the similes frum 
fabulous natural history are not so copious, one might '"dry 
easily ta'ro a pai?e of any of his early novels for a pap,e of the 
real ""uphues". The soeech in "Kami 11 la" in reply to the 
interrogation "T "hat is love?" is ovuctly t'ne address of "upiiues 
to Lucilla, but Its f.reat. length M-ccluUcs su:;tation. As an 
©  ample of Q-reene's early style tho following, extract chosen 
casually is not untypical.
"For the nature of men as I ha^e heard say, is like 
the Amber stono, whicli will burn outfrt rdl y, ^ nd fvoese 
invrard.y: and li'ue the tar'.c of the i.yrtl'D tree, -hich 
growes in the mountaynes in Armenia, th?t is, as ; iot as 
fire in the tast, and as oolde as water in the operation. 
The dog^e byt®st foiest, v/hnn he© dooth not ja rke: the 
Onix is hottest '-vh^n it Ij^Uuo white, ioe Sire 1 !,; neane
niost mi ~chtef a, v/han they sing: the Ty^-i r tli^n ui ieth 
his crabbed countenance, -vh^n h';> ineatieti; to tal:e his pray: 
and a nan doth most disseablea vrhen he speal;es fayrost. 
TrytV'.pv, Man! His-., ? rr. then trust; prove ere tuou put in 
r.iract Iso, o,--st tho .-;ater ere thou ap;.'0.int t;ie medicine, doe 
all thln~s with delioerat ion, :oe as the snaile faire and
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"softly, hast mal-.'os vf?jste, the maulte is ever sweetest, 
where the ' fire is softest".
(Ka m illla Wks. 11.).
"The M.yrrour of tlodostto 11 (1584), or, to give it its transversely 
alliterative sub-title,"A Prince lie liirr-ourof Poereless Modest ie," 
is a version of the apocryphal story of Susanna. Only by its 
lengthy soliloquies and discourses, its rhetorical interrogation, 
its occasional antithesis ind alliteration, may it be connected 
with '"Suphues," for, a rolir.ious story, it has mich biblical, 
not classical, allusion and quotation, and contains few illustra- 
tions, ",'ith no occumula t i r-n of similes frcm a fantastic zoology. 
The notice of V-v PM-^-?^ biographer prefixed to Grosart's 
edition is an entire n; sconcept ion :*  neither in plan nor in 
style is the '".'yrrour" a "slavish arid ridiculous imitation of 
Lyly".
The dialectic-* 1 elo-nent of "Suphues" runs tarougii 
"llorando", (15G7) "P*>n-> lone ' P Web", and " ri,uo'->u«a : .'.^ ^onaure 
to Ph i lantus " y ( I 5£7">, the last two being coup MI ion v/orks, one 
describing the perfect wife, the other the perfect warrior. 
Here one perceives a slight chsn^e in th.e style. Oyeene's 
^uphuisc; undergoes a gradual r iiipl i f i cat i vn . T!i-?se art many 
passages which are still unr.:ist ?.'<.aoie -j.iMii'v. r i'ij« "Euphues", 
but the ten^ral effect is no lon^-^r "uphulstic. The "Censure to 
Philantus" has little of that early CTispn«r.s, neatness and. 
precision; the sentoncop are corrimoT.l y lon^ and languid, and 
thou.:,h enip ioyinp., the  i: « r. n-n  ' n;i 1 dc^ic^s am re and there remind ono 
rathor of the loose r'-uaui inf.-' o! fciie "Arcadia" than of short 
antitheses o r the "An a t o ray o f ': 51 " .
*M>r. Pond indorses that crtr-ic's opinion i,i^c, c/ie '^.-'y 
imitates "ridiculously". cd . if/%g. i
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This tendency is further illustrated in "?3r:medes the 
Blacksmith" -TI' "?auJos te", both published in 1568, and conpara- 
Ifvalv free from rhetoiicai paraphernalia. Taa latter, interest- 
ing by reason of its coms-.'ction >vith "The Winter's Tale"* his 
Its purple pitcher, of Euphuism but is generally ".ritton in the 
sinpl-; nr. rrat. n;;.-,.. The cumulative effect is quite 
wanting, ami one may read three or tour pa^es without finding 
a single Eunhuistic device. T : ui balance of Lyly has never 
wholly disappeared, but the 13 i"> none of tue old constancy 
In its e?-p 1 oynront , and tho nochanlcal artifices are use-i only 
sporvMcal 1;'. The Preface mo.it fully exhibit", antithetical 
balanoo, allitoritios simple and transverse, classical allusions 
anrl "s t rarit'.a similes", but in fee other places is Ihsre the 
sane conjunction arid then . ' '. so unusual to be ren;arkab ie. If 
there be any striking feature in "Pandos to", it is the 
use of fantastic and invent©' 1 siniiles, l.-ut even he re they/are not used 
'vith the sane constant y as indher novels. These -ve ha -e .said 
we ro tV.e outstandiTij feature tof Lyly's contemporaries, and his 
faithful .imitator used them very copious 1;; to the end, even 
when his direct mode In-* as Sidney. In'Tandosto" v/e still read 
of "the stone ^alactiUs", "the horb Trigiaa" and "the tree 
Aloya 11 , out such are the only instances in so'ne twenty-five pages.
Ureene's ns ; v style appears oest in "l.ene.phon" (Ib&G). 
The sui.i-title " Camillas alarus to slumbering Cuphues" \vouid 
connect, t^.a -vrit er "it'a Lviy, but t^.e n&storal back-:: ronnr.' and 
the picturoscue metaphorical style point for models to the 
"Arcadia" rather than to "The Anatomy of IUtl' Same la, v/hose 
name at :..nce recalls Sidney's Pamela, is thus addressed:
" I tell thee faire Nymph, these Plaines that thou seost
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"st. ret chine, southward, are pastures .,0 long! n to Konaphon 
there r^rc'ves the cintTovle, and the hyacinth, tho cow- 
slopr^j the primrose, and the violet, 'vhich r-.y flucices 
shall spare for flowers to make thee garlands........
The mounts ine tops shall be thy rornitrzs walke, and 
the shadifl valleias, thy evenings arbour: as much as
Mcnanhon O<VQS shall bejat Same las command, if she like
i 
to liv<3 'vith Monanhon."
This is the very pootio 79 i»! of the "Arcadia."
It has be on nu-:restell that Q-roone's '.vorli was a direct challenge 
to tha nonularitv - r Sidney's, but there is a difficulty hare 
between the dates of publication, and further, v/e consider 
"Par. dosto" to !.e less Supho 1 st i c if not r>-,ore / road i an than 
"Henaphon". Th?> latt-r '/o rk h?n still -nany ^assao-p.s indubit- 
able "ut:-h\i 1st i o, es'^ociallv sr^eeches and soliloquies, out thore 
is neva r th'? same emphasis oa form, the same careful balance 
and procisior-, sn in the "Dunhues". '"'o t?.!::.: such a "uphuist ic 
passaro :
f*ltrh- r ":" i'aciela, horn to in i s h a'   r: , ?T:' .f o r^  :   ' i r ,f f-'-: to 
si winter r-'rtirres, '/-hose bloopr. v c re ripe nod L y i.;is- 
chano<^, and whos«5 fv.'itc is 1:1 ice to wither '<ltU despaire, 
in thy youth sate dircontont f-runin^. herrulfo in thy 
for; .ead, no»,r in thine a^;e sorow hirlos hsrs-ilfe arjongst 
the wrincliles of thy face: thou art thus unfortunate 
in thy Prime, an:! oros-r.-v' ;' con trail? <)ociu:;:i.^ in 
thy Autunne, as hanlesse 2s 'lol^na, to ha-.ro the burden 
of v/t» rres laid on the winr^s of thy beaut tc. And v.ho 
r")f5t bo the champion? '--hose sword nr'st oaarce the helrae
,, • f'-.  [ T.r-, ^r.P.r.Jf- ......... ;&"
& C'reene - .'..'3/iZ'
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We may mark at once tho similarity ani yot dissimilarity. 
Lyly, even in his plays» Is navor so metaphorical as in this 
opening; sente v i^>" , ..••>•_. never uses p r > rr on r f i cat ion iv> the 
novels. Hash in tho rosim r!<a:.>Io ore face v-ould alienate 
Greone further by his indictmont of Lyly's style. The 
author of "Monaphon" ho v/ould have us believe superioiar to 
"such present orators as. ...,., r.ust borrow In'/^nt ion of Ariosto,
and his countrymen, ta'.;o u : ; choyco o r -"-r ; - .'  archan^e in 
Tullies TiJsculans,.. . . . . Si;!ii i it'ides , . .f ro':1. the plentic cf
Plutarch an'd Plinie ,.,.. .and use fie o-^a^dio nf contraries*". 
Such a criticism is of much i-iter^st coniinr, fro, rlt.er who 
"readd Euphues when ha was a littlrj a:oe in Ga^brid^e, '«.nd 
thought it. W«P ipse nie +". It is ce rtv.inl;,T evl-.iei)cc that 
there v! e re some who were tired of the ^littorin?. extravagancies 
and e-afefja rat ions of Lyly.
Greene 's iato r \^orks are realistic rather than 
idealistic. "'^hi loraola" (1592), h?v;s^er^ .^fr^ms a reversion 
to the aarl.v1 nuohuiat. ic stylo, for tiie novel is nearly one un- 
bro'sen serios of similes, natural and faLulou^. Other 
characteristics of ^unhuisra are present, but their use is 
never so frequent or so straineo as in "Cupiiues" itself. The
>
follo'.'/inr' passage, chosen quite at ravidcta, ni5g,ht '-rail have
b <3 e n p e n n e d I; y Ly 1 y :
"Lut^sio, now I see the 31 routes t oai;e hath his nap and 
his v/oriri-^s: that Ravens will oraed in the fsirnst Ash, 
and that the musaed An v ;elJca ivear-.^ a JE.-, the..L rhining 
li::e poarle, ';.'Cia r, tastaa is  .;;;;; t     re judi t lal 1 a that the 
iioii^si, man in s.iew are tiio hullo  .^t iiion in 3u-:.stanoe»
*• ^rejaoe to Af&napnon.
e $eyes -
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"and 'fhere there is the preater florish of /ertue, there 
in time appeareth the greatest blemish of /anitie."
(Philomela: Wks.Xl. )
In the iove-pamphlets,the refore, Oreene 'vr>.s nothing 
but the happy imitator of Lyly*'. Indeed, in latf>r works 
all t..;e features of the latter's stylo are to '.-.n found, 
though vith this difference that their volume -;ra dually 
diminishes. There* w.3s a ;rreat reaction in favour of simplicity 
about ] 557, perhaps first observable in "Euphues' Censure", and 
more parked in "Pnndosto" and "i'enaphon", yet u'hether the change 
was one to Sidney or Nash is a matter of sorne dispute.
(c) Lodr;e. 
Li'.o the later novels of C-reene, the vorks of Lodge
are Jnt ^ rr ; + + ^v f-1" "Iv^^uist !c. " Ro ta I yn-I«?: ^uph 1 ;^.? G o ld,;n 
Le^acie" har. be^n ri'sclar^d ':\y landnann tn be "TluDfiuir.t ic in 
stylo «nd Arcadian in content". The "Arcadia", vhich was 
published in the same year 3590,. has the s:.rae pastoral setting, 
thfi same, idenl t.?rnper, but it is '.lifficulf to believe that it 
influenced "Rosvlynce" any me i© than "ilenaphon" to '.vhich it also 
has similarities. The three worls probit ly r oint tc the settinc 
in cf a new style deri"e ri f rcr;. Italy and in f luonc 5 nf. the three 
writers almost s i rn'j 1 i aneouoly*-. Lodp:e has not re^ul?. rl;" foll- 
owed L"ly. His Euyhuisr is confined to passage.? "hich, 
like the alternati/e title, ' -. <r-^tr;s to h*.e i r^t -:nt io^ 1 ly 
interpolated, mainly f ror;- a d^iro to catc*. a little of tiie 
rof\3cted plory of Lyly's success. There is further 30en in 
his vor-.'?' the sweetness, the simplicity, the poetic ele.-iorst, as 
we 'n -» -,-.-, called it, : -;hich has rnen man if eat I'D *arious v/ritin^s
from ab >ut 15C-5. "To single nark of Hupauisc is vrantinp in 
, pupil o,_ : reene, n.u,s occasional Eup.sj,istic j
plays of yli. ^ear traces o^' t^6 style, C/.P./26.
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"Resalynde", and there are paragraphs as curaulalivo in 
impression as Lyly's, but yet '-vith « peculiar softness ;.nd 
richness. The following speech of llontanus whose "face was 
as full of prief as his heart was of sorrows'" is alliterative, 
antithetical, balanced; it contains classical allusions* anc! 
a series of s'hniles from natural history. Yet 
its Tiluphuism is not that o f i"J.  .'.
"I am, Sir, lo-'o's s'^in, ?.s full of inward 
discontent? as I c<3e:n fraught vn th outward follies. 
mine eyos li'.o '.oos delight in sweet flowers, they 
carry h<->rao to the hive of my heart far ir.ore rail 
th~m V>-> .  , and f oc < c ' ~> ^r of -MT^ ^ow ? tor. full 
oi tJcaaly r, con it en. I hunt vitii tue fi\ to parsue 
the Ea~l-- that flying ton nip;h the sun, I oerish 
vrith tho '.-un: ny thoughts are above my reach, and 
n:y desires r;or^ t.ian :ny fortunes, yet neither :.;reater 
thsn vy lovev. fvjt '-'"r^" --'th nv^^>^-irn s I fall 
with Icarus, an ^ seeking to ;:ass t',o MO-JCO, I aie 
foi beinp rr.esn; Ty rn'^lit sleeps are waking slucibers, 
as full of sorrows ?s they be far from rest} and 
ny da y' E 1 cib ou rs a re fruitless a rao u rs , s t a r i nt-, a t. 
a s t a r ' "  '  ; t n " !   1 M-, r: a t a s i ra w...... T !i o w i s e s t
covJnsnilors a r^ my doepest di soor> t ents , and 1 hate 
that, which shall salve r \y harn, lil-:o the patient 
v'hich «ttni:" by the T^ra^tula loathes music and yet 
th'.? disr-ase Incurable but iy music..............."
The tone is tuo quiet and subdued Cor Euphues: tho similes 
have become metaphors and «hre used descriptively not argument-
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Such passages are not uncommon in "Rosalynda", and 
rot'- I.odT.e -M th <£reem as OTIC of tho most complete Euphuists. 
But the style is not consistent. "The Historie of Robert 
seccrd Dnl-.e of Ho rtr.?rdi?"( ] 591 ), has few resemblances to itj 
"Euphucs shpc'ow, tho battaile of the Sences" (15P2) is again 
remar'V l-<* r 1.'-'••'?! "tic i r passages j "A Kargarite of America 11 
(1526) in perceptibly mo'e 1 le H on the plan, ir.'jt not the style, 
of Euphuos . Lodge's rroso ' x n tho whole i« ir-ore la:,- and 
languid than Lyly's, though chs r?,oto rised by many of his 
a r t i f i c 3 a 1 d ov i c Q c.
Su v''-. v 1 - • •• t }i o re f c •: p e n • o y n H a r R ma rka ; -.> 1 e vo f-;"o e 
dvirirsj, the 'GCJ^.'C ''ollo^in^ its first 'leeisive appearance, 
and ;•,-; so ront riuut in,;: to tiie generalisation of the style 
Lyi;; rendered a post imi:crtant service to English orose. 
His manne ri sr-.R -.ire di5'cc v e table in greater or less decree in 
the v/or'.s of '"•osson, Funday, P!cbp, !••> lp?nc:-e» 'f-?••"•'r, :fHkinson, 
Di ckoT-.soTi , Gibbon., !:'ul crater, and esrpeci 3 1" ;• Greene and Lod^ej . 
they oolo'-'rod T;or:-'l t rent ices , "Icve-osimphl^,ts " s rom^nco.^ , 
even ' o 1 s 1 i n;-: i r;nd con t rave rs i ?.-] : -ri t i?-.;;s . The T^tion v/as 
"in l" i ~ ' . ' ,, Tor a nnv- "'• -'.ish "hich hce .. ';'-^"•-'"; 
in fact "Cuphue:s" -y?s the .ell-established rno'iei o;" the culti­ 
vated s^-jech -.T:'] fine-filed convorsaticn of the "lizabathan 
co- rt. i c> r.
S~'jc C:).^t Comedies''.(Address to c^ Leader J,
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Meanwhile, Sir Philio SHney had written an ample 
pastoral romance, which was circulating for some years in 
manuscript and published as "The Countesse of Pembrokes 
Arcadias in 1590. The success equalled that of "Euphues", 
and if the view of Dr. Landmann be accepted, "Arcadianlsm" at 
once supplanted the affectation of Lyly in popular favour. 
Novelty is always a preat attraction and the style was at once 
remarked; it was as elaborate and complicated as Euphuism, and 
yet different: further, it was written not by a courtier but 
by a roost famous aristocrat, so that it i a likeTy'th a t lF"it 
did not at once suporcede the prevailing fashionable parlance, 
it at last shared its sway over the courtly and fashionable 
world.
In few respects can the "Arcadia" be pronounced original* 
its inspiration is due to tho "Diana Enaniorada" of Kontemayorj 
its style probably tskes its origin in tho study of Italian prose 
and verse, which had been steadily making, progress from the 
early decades of the century^. Sidney was well acquainted 
with Italyt his taste was formed in an Italian School, as 
the "Astrophot and Stella", with its issue of Plateaic and 
Petr^roan conceits, evinces.
Of Sidney's hatred of Euphuism there can be no doubt. 
In a we 1 1 T :no^n passage he shews "some one or two spots of the 
* Witu ine contention oj Landmann and So<i;jann as to ^ae 
its style &as a/ footed by S.ontemayor or not , JQ are not 
concerned.
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common infection"i
"Now for the outside of It, which i s v.ords...... it is
ever well worse. So is t^»t honny flowing Matron, 
Eloquence, apparelled, or rather disguised, in a curtizan- 
like painted affectation, or,e time with so far re sette 
words, they may sceme monsters.............another tyme,
with coursing of a letter, as if they v.-ero bound to follow© 
the method of a Dictionary extreamelie winter-starved. 
°ut I would this fault were only peculiar to versifiers, 
and bad sot as laree possession srnonf prose-printers?......
......Truly I could -«i sh . . . .. the diligent irr.i tutors of
Tullie and ^ercos1 thenes (^ost v^orthy to bo ln>i t? tori') did 
not ?o much keep, Nizolian ^snor-bookes of their figures 
anc phrases............ .For no^e they r'u^3 r ?nd "pJce,
upon e i."?r'r dish that. Is served to thr? lab le j .......... for
similitude:- in c«rta?ne printed di.'3COur~Rs,
I thlnfeall rierbarists, all stories of Beasts, "Foules, and
Fishes, are rifled up, t ha f they coji:s in -,TU! 13 '.udes, to waite
upon any of our conceitst which certainly is 3s absurd
a subject to the esrps, as is possible: for the force of a
similitude, not being to Droovo anything to a. contrary
dlsputer, but on^lT to explain to a "/ill Ing hearer, when
that i q dona, t^-.e rest is 3 T.ost tedious prat ling."*
These 3 re ohvfous re f ?renc*"s to, the excessive alliteration. 
the rhetorical fi^urer and extravartant siin', les ti fee found 1n 
contemporary writing, especially the Huphuistlc style. Inferring 
from this attack on the t-r<?<? POP* cb^rac t.ert s t io features of 
Suphuisjin, 've shall rightly oxpect. to f n\i MMl" or TO tr?!cs of
* Sidney: An apologia /or Poetrie.
there In the stylo of t v o "*r6adla". And this Is? tb? case, despite 
Professor Ward's assertion that "of all the significant charaoteristjo 
of Euphulsrc hardly one, unless It be a certain monotony of cadence... 
... is altogether missing in his book".
Professor Ward does not definite!) declare that the 
"Arcadia" is "uphulstic, but that there is a "Zuphuistic element 
in the style of the book". If such an el«K>ent exist, it is very 
attenuated. To take the qualities of Euphuism into consideration, 
we find slight evidence of the three qualities singvled out in the 
above-ouotod dRnounceT^rt: alliteration la very seldom used, 
"figures" but rarely, "strange slmilies" perhaps once or twice*'; 
Similes from n?tural Mstory are discoverable, rhetorical questions 
are employed: there Is abundant    'Ord-rlay, but. of a different 
nature frorc t.h?t of ""uT>hurr"j balanced *n t f th^s?s ;'rd parallelism 
of clause' structure, common f«atur«sof Ly 1 "7 ' * prose, *TP used so 
infrequently ^s to b*» unnot icsab IP ; *h«? Ur, ightf of the "Arcadia" 
bear cl^sEical narnoa, but -ve have observed litHn cti\or historical 
or my t ,iol ocrJ ca I si lusiveness . The only true com; or factor of 
the two writers was in their n^tur^n; oach was 3 joe + , ?nd each 
v/rote a prose-sty IR having many poetical analogies.
If there are no traces of formal Euphuisrn in the WOTK 
of Sidney, yet his ov/n dsvicss of style are to be noticed. It is 
generally a direct n^rratlvo style with simple clauses, sometimes 
confused by lengthy circumlocutions, but attracting no attention 
by structural peculiarities. Fold and excessive personification, 
in many places taking th*; esp-eoial form of the "pathetic fallacy", 
hyperbole and strikingly vivid metaphor, ? rarticulsr us** of 
figurative language, these are the novsl arid Individual features of 
Sldnelian prose. Little, indeed, is said plainly; tropes disguise
* of. Drayton: "Sidney did first reduce
Our tongue from Lyly's writing t,ien in use!
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the commons-place. \t the whipping of p hiloclea, "the very stone 
wals did yeeld drops of sweat for ag;o!\te of such mlscMefe"*. 
The watchman on the top of the keep" did not only se? a great 
dust arise (which the earth sent un as if it would strive to have 
clouds as well as t'.e gyre), but might spie noTetimos, especially 
when the dust (wherein the naked worm, did apparel 1 it galfe) was 
carried aside from them, the sharing of armour, line flashing of 
lightrin?, wherewith t'>e clouds did seeme to beo with chllde."*. 
Here Is an essential roint of difference between the two writers. 
Sidney's language Is unconsciously tropical, especially in its 
use of metaphor: Lyly employs, no other tropos but metaphor, and 
this very llmitedly and with deliberation. "Euphues" everywhere 
bears the marks of artificiality, as if everything had ber.n 
carefully thought out before setting on paper, and nothing left 
to sudden impulse or the inspiration of the moment. Illustrations 
and si in lies come not, singly, but in battalions.^ Occasionally 
they show Lyly, the post of ?. br?»ht fancy, of keen ;inn vivfid 
powers of illustration, ^ut very seldom, ^s is the c-^e of Sidney t 
the rent of th« j.lowlnj?: word, of a "fire madness", or of tenderness 
and patho.^. Thcro Is also in th?"Arc3dla" a richness of colouring 
that belon-rs peculiarly to th« Ir^nai ss^nce, and I? to be found 
in a few writings as "T'r<o NPW At lan t i.s","Ti:? ^aorie Oueer.e" and 
Derhaps "Antony and Cleopatra". Sidney's tropes aro generally 
striking, and picturesque, and often seom struck at the white 
heat of the momentary impulsej they are to be found on every 
page and ars very rarely "so farre sette" ;md inapposite as to be 
# Sidney: Arcadia,.
+ Vide supra p.1l
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incapable of anplicat i nn to th^ir objects. Open ing: at 
random, we find such examples as "a cloudy countenance i-", "like 
a bemlred dog, 'vonld defile -vith fawn In-;*-", or a^atn, "gorgeous 
e loquance + "» "mistv f«*a rofulrios-s of tQ™~? desires*-". Lyly's 
epithets, which are hardly raor*. numerous than his tropes, are 
often careless, catachrest ic r^nd tautological.
Sidney has r\ boyish lo-.v e for puns and every form 
of wcrd-play. !Ie has none of the subtle and ingenious uses of 
Lyly, and 5s oft«n tiresome].;; repetitious; a qui'JMe is to 
hiru far HO ro th^n Shakspe re, '/hat iMmim'jr, T^.pou rs are to 
the traveller: h.-? fellows it at all ventures. "Sorry, Liorry 
for Pan-?la", hrs '/'ritas, but e^oeodin:;; t;/ excoeding that o;:ceed- 
ingne'ss in fevir for Phlloclia." And Pamela discoursing on 
faith £3 ays :
"Again, i-t i r~ • " • : ' ; n nature thdt from anunity many 
contraries should r-roce^d, r? I i 11 kept in "I'lun ity, as that 
f :<: o m t h « T-, ', i F! ':> e r of c o n t r a r i s s ?•. n '.] n i t, y s h o u Id arise. I 
Kai' -till, 1 r "'OM ':an:ish. both a singularity and a plurality 
oi judgment fro-:, 2.'ion- t'-ieni, i;:o;j, if so earthly a mind 
can lift herself up : ;-S'"i » 'do ~>ut conceive how a thin^ 
^vho re to yon gi •. e the highest and ;..ost excellent Kind of 
beings "'hic'h :! r. ^tr. rnity, cai; be of a t«yse and vilest degree 
of beiri. - : r-r! nn: f I .-1 a r^ot-he inf: , '.vhich is so to be as
not to en;' o y h. i s o v,r r: o e i n £ . ' :
C Arcadia: ::• ,. 111. )
Suoh baffling and abstmse "f o rd-jin:; los are not encounto red in 
Lyly. This repetition of ' -o rds is no I. . 'ttle renindful of
±. f VI , . . •' •
f- XI / (-• Lfc Li ,/ U/ .
+ An, auola ;fe /or Poetrie.
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the prose ol Norths and Guevara, and still further lllre that, 
in its tendency to periodic construction of sentence and 
'^reference of subordinated tq/co-o rdinated clauses. The 
following sentence from Book 111. of the "Arcadia," describing 
the death of the squire* is no unusual e::ample«
"Then sorrowing not only of his own sorrow, but the 
past-comfort sorrow which he fore-knew his mother would 
take, who, ith many tears and misgiving; sighs, had suffered 
him to go with his elder brother Philanax, blotted out 
all figures of pity out of his minde, and putting forward 
his horse while Isnienus doubled two or three more valiant 
than well-set blows, saying to himself, "Let other 
mothers bewail an untimely death as wei1 as mine," he 
thrust him through, and the boy,fierce though beautiful, 
and beautiful though dying, not able to Ueep his falling 
feet, fell down to the earth, which he bit for anger, 
repining at his fortune, and as long as he could 
resisting death, which might seem unwilling too, so 
long he was in taking away his young struggling soul"
(Ibid.)
This is involved and long drawn out by the frequent use of 
parenthesis and the participial phrase - two features never 
noticed in "Euphues" - and has little of the "linked sweetness." 
Sidney, like North and Guevara, is a Ciceronian* "Tullie" 
he thought "most v;orthy to be Imitated". Noir, the prose of 
the Lyly and the Euphuists was of an entirely different nature. 
As regards form, it has none of the dignity, gravity or 
confusion of "The Diall."j it is crisp, alert, vivacious and 
epigrammatic, passing from sentence to sentence .vith extreme
lightness and vigour. The "Arcadia" perhaps, has a greater
#Vide supra p. ^
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unity, Its similes and illustrations do not crowd and hurry 
one upon the other, attracting all Attention to themselves, 
and giving the s tyle an apparently rambling, disconnected 
character as in "Euphues". Sidney cannot be compared to 
Hooker and Milton; his is only a vague rush-light glimmer of 
their '>nity "produced by the unity of subject and the 
perpetual growth and evolution of the thoughts, one generating., 
and explaining, and Justifying the place of another, not, as 
it is in Seneca, where the thoughts, striking as they are, 
are merely strung together like beads, without any causation 
or progression"* Seneca's style is Lyly's nearest 
classical equivalent, but this is by no means "harena sine 
calce." There is a logical unity and progression of thoughts 
observable in both writers, which the attentive reader can 
always discover and disentangle from its super-fluity of 
ornament and rhetoric. Further, i.r. Child proves that Lyly's 
discourses are divisible into groups of balanced clauses, each 
with its appropriate illustrations or antitheses, and each 
assisting, though somewhat obacuredly, the general development 
of/thought. This is a unique feature, and certainly unlike 
Sidney's or any other prose. Again, it must be noted that 
Sidney invariably uses illustrations for narritive and descriptive 
purposes: Lyly's similes are usually in a heap, and employed only 
for argument and inference.
There are thus many essential differences between the 
two vvriters. To generalise, the "Arcadia" has a unity of 
subject, but its author ",'rites in a loose and much encucbered 
manner, caring little a cut the f;>ra of his sentences, thinking 
only of the elaborate and ornamental phrases that <vould p .ease 
the clever Countess. Lyly, on the contrary, v/rote a conscious 
* Coleridge: Lectures on Snakes jere, K1V,
and systematic style, .troubling little about development of 
thought, so Ion?: as he emnhasised and iepeated his grave 
reflections and -'/eighty moral isings. Sidney, the aristo­ 
crat, the "warbler of poetic prose", composed his "Arcadia" 
for pleasure, and courtly entertainment: Lyiy, the struggling 
courtier, coivnosed his "Suphues" with didactie purpose and 
for courtly education. Arcadian ism, again tends in a dir"wtion 
opposite to that of "uohuism, whose closest analogies are 
Franch-. The fundamental spirit of French literature is 
its love of rhetoric and clarity, its power of selection 
and refinement. Lyly has in him something of this spirit, 
its lightness, its nolish, its delicious wit, and its <vell- 
ordered movement! his style and language differ in degree 
less than in kind from the greatest ever moulded by the lips 
of man. Franco, it is said, is made illustrious by her 
p rose-write rs, England by her poets: it is greatly to the 
credit of John Lyly, writing in an age most productive of 
poetr', to have turned the attention of Englishmen to the 
higher qualities of nrose, to clearness, elegance, precision, 
And t r> the necessity of deliberate and carefully-directed 
effort.
E. EUPHUISM COMPARED UITH CONTEMPORARY PROSE.
Lyly was less the chief of a school than the cunning 
craftsman who errlolted the literary methods of his fore-runners 
and "/ho as such must be dredited with having given to those 
methods a specific and striking expression as well as an 
e-tensive and, in many ways, permanent currency. His influence 
on the love-pa'i'.nhlet n and romances that followed in the v/aice
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of the successful "Anatomy of lilt", we have seen, was considerable, 
but that influence continued further over the whole body of 
English prose. If the bubble of Euphuism was pricked about 
1590 ^y Arcadianism and other influences, so that its individual 
character began rapidly to disappear, nevertheless, many of 
Its several features survived long; afterwards (indeed, still 
survive)- in the general heart of prose-stylo. If Euphuism 
is memorable in literature for nothing else, it is for having 
taught Englishmen tho supreme importance in style of the 
a-rchitectu ral spirit.
Lyly is conspicuous as the first writer to make 
a thorough and systematic attempt in the practice of prose- 
writing as an art. Before him there had jean hardly anyone 
of whom this co.ild '..-e said except Fisher, and Fisher's efforts 
were as different from Lyly's as was his aim. Lyly and the 
Euphuists, in the outer darkness of Elizaoethan obscurity and 
Involved expression, alone recognised the necessity and value 
in prose of the principles of order and design. For the first 
time in our literature raen wrote to charm and entice the reader, 
not merely '^y what was said, but by the manner of saying it. 
Authors realised that "in prose no less than in poetry, the 
reader demands to be lured onward by a succession of half-imper- 
ceptible shocks of pleasure in the beauty and vigour of diction, 
or in the ingenuity of phrasing, in sentence after sentence*" 
Lyly'^ twofold aim was elegance with precision; he sought 
'fitte phrases', 'pithy sentences', 'gallant tropes', 'flowing 
speeche', and 'plaine senco'. In nice adaption of word to 
idea he is often most felicitous, and Webbe's praise is not 
altogether exaggerative that in ministering to "the great good
7J^ Bond. * /\erkS
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grace and sweete vogue which eloquence hath attained in our speech... 
........he hath stept one steppe further therein than any either
before or since**" His desire for precision led him to employ 
frequently the short clearly-constructed sentence that was to be 
the basis of the great prose-wri te rs of the Restoration and 
even of to-day. His thoughts and care are seen in the distribution 
of his matter into paragraphs - a small point about which his 
greater contemporaries were often exceedingly negligent. Again, 
as an instance of his selecting; and refining powers, it is note­ 
worthy that only a minute fraction of the number of words in 
M Euphues" has now become obsolete.
The Euphuism of Lyly, then, with all its tendencies to 
elaboration might very well have exerted a healthy influence on 
subsequent writings. As it is, the estimate of Webbe is not far 
wrong, for Lyly probably did more for the cause of clearness and 
refinement than any predecessor, contemporary or close successor. 
The Elizabethan's reckless and overwhelming display of ornament is 
tempered and restrained in "Euphues" by regards for lucidity and 
attention to form.
Incoherence is the besetting sun of "lizabethan prose. 
Its writers, generally active and full-blooded men of the world, 
lived in a whirl of excitement, feeling so much and so strongly 
that they could hardly stay to disentangle and arrange even for 
the csidest expression. Vehement and impulsive, they sought 
naturally for the word of power for the lofty and sonorous? they 
were more tolerant of fustfen and rant than of pedestrian plainness 
and simplicity} with Hash, they seemed to say: wno wind that blows 
strong but is boisterous? no speech of any power to confute or 
assuage but must bo swelling and boisterous." Perhaps it was 
# Webbe: Discourse oj Englisii Poetrie.
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these preferences that welcomed the "Euphues** with its ornate 
bravery or the "Arcadia" with its picturesque phrases but long 
overladen sentences. Certain it is that the Elizabethans were 
not equally discriminative, for had Euphuism been truly appreciated, 
it might have given us in the sixteenth century that clearness 
and fluency of construct ion ,that purity and elegance of diction 
which were not prominent in our prose,in the first case till the 
days of Dryden, in the second till the days of Pater and the 
purists •
Aroadianistn had come as a reaction against Euphuism, 
attempting, perhaps deliberately, to replace its unconcealed art 
by simplicity. But how infinitely preferable is the "Suphues" 
with all its artificiality to the artful artlessness of the 
"Arcadia" and its Interminable sentences and confusions of syntax.
Sidney's influence, nevertheless, was paramount, if short-lived, 
and from 1590 the power of Lyly waned. The rise of bourgeois 
literature was even then imminent, and some few years v/ere 
sufficient to oust the moral treatise and court ramance from 
their continued supremacy, though not to change tue temper of 
the age. Greens, Nash, Dekker changed idealism for realism but 
their taste in expression was still for the f orceful^iolent, and 
impetuous, wth a hap-hazard attention to arrangement. By such 
and other contemporary writers Lyly was admired but soon forgotten, 
and the value of his sharp and pointed style can only be appreciated 
by contrast.
Pamphleteer^ controverts ialists, historians, chroniclers,
d w romancers, and realists, til shared the general lo • of elaboration,
almost all were regardless or reckless of structure, almost all 
wrote because they had something which they could not but. declare, 
notwithstanding that in its declaration they were careless and
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indifferent* Anacolutha, obscurit;;, prolixity and inconsistency 
everywhere abound* even the greatest writers show a disregard 
for the proper limits of the sentence. Sir Walter Raleigh for 
instance, rarely knows when to end a sentence: he can write 
manly and lucid prose when his patriotic ardour marshals and 
divides his clauses, but when he would be eloquentp his style is 
lax, lumbering, and long-winded. Thus he describes the loss 
of the "Revenge" in "A Report of the Truth of the Fight about 
the Isles of Agores":
"Sir Richard finding himself is this distress and unable 
any longer to make res istance ,having endured in this fifteen 
hours' fight the assaults of fifteen several Arroadaos, 
all by turns aboard him, and by estimation eight hundred 
shot of great artillery besides many assaults and entries, 
and that himself and the ship must needs be possessed by 
the enemy who were now cast all in a ring round about him, 
the Revenge not abie to move one way or other but as she 
was moved with the waves and billows of t lie sea: commanded
the master-gunner, whom he knew to be a most resolute
man, to split and sink the ship..........V' and the sentence
continues for some hundred and twenty words further. This is 
no conspicuous example, for the "History of the World" contains 
sentences that are even more elephantine. Raleigh's prose is 
often strong and vigorous, lit here and there by the splendour 
of a magnificient phrase, but entirely indiscriminate in the matter 
of sentence-structure. In avoiding the fantasticalities of 
Euphuism, he had also avoided its sense of form and method.
9
The same carelessness is referred to in "1'artin Marprelate 
Epistle", where the writer ridicules Dean Bridge's "Defence of the
Government of the Church of England", a pamphlet bewi 1 daringly 
obscure and diffuse. "Learned brother Bridges"1 , he writes, 
alluding to the length? sentences, "a man might almost run 
himself out of breath before he could come to a full point in 
many places in your book".
Tho biographer of Sidney errs similarly. Sonorous, 
vivid, and picturesque, with a natural ear for rhythm, there 
are few styles so brilliant and interesting as that of Fulke 
Greville. But there are also few styles so involved, so 
periphrastic and cumbrous, or so elaborately indirect. This 
oratorical obscurity, the cause of which is often the inconsistent 
system of punctuation, is exemplified, in the following eulogy 
of Oueen Elizabethj
w ln a word, she preserved her Religion without waving,
kept both her Martiall, and Civill Government - inti re
above neglect, or practice, by which, with a multitude
of like instances, she manifests to the World that the
well-governing of a Princes own Inheritances, is (in
the cleare House of FAmef superior to all the far noised
conquests of her over-griping Ancestors, since what
Man li'os, conversant in the Calenders of estates, but
must know, that ha-i not these wind blown conquests of
ours happily been scattered, they aust in time have
turned the moderate wealth, and degrees of England into
the nasty poverty of t';e French peasants; brought home
Mandates instead of Lawes, waved our freedoraes in
Parliaments vrith new christned Impositions, and in the
end have subjected native and active Albion to become
a Province, and so inferior to her owne dearly bought
forraign conquests, being forced to yeeld up the superlative
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works of power, to the.equa 11 Laws of Mature, 'vhich 
almost everywhere (America e^ceoted) proclaims the greater 
to be naturally a Law-giver over the losse"
(The Life of Sir Philip Sidney. Ch.XVl.)
Instances of such defects could be multiplied Innumerably, 
Lack of ease and fluency, pedantry, s::cessive decoration, bold 
figures, employment of words in an excessively strained sense, 
inexpert arrangement of sentences and clauses, ungainly prolixity 
and obscurity often arising, not from sterility out from super- 
fetation of thought - these are the cor.mon imperfections of 
Elizabethan prose. "Euphues", v?e have observed, has many 
faults, but it can never seriously be objected that its pa^es are 
marred ' y the threat malady of the time - a want of clearness 
and cohsr^nce. Lyly's sentences are simple and never inclined 
to the periodie or involved. Truo, the logical continuity of 
thought is not always immediately apparent, bo ing; hidden under 
the many similes and illustrations 'vo.ich overload the narrative 
and absorb the f-rsatar part of the attention; but it is there 
for the careful reader to discover. The SI icaUe thans did not 
realise the importance of form in prose. If they recognised 
at all the nrinciple of design in Lyly, they were impressed. 
more by ornament. The opposition to Uuphuisra of Hooker, Ralei.Ji, 
Bacon and others was not directed ag;ainst its use of parison and 
antithesis, but against the strangeness and accumulation of 
similes employed. In mention of Euphuism by contemporaries, ail 
its structural devices are passed by, and the ornamental oniy 
singled out. The "uphuists imitated the "similitudes that come 
in multitudes" much more than the balance and parallelism of fcrui. 
Sidney alone, nerhaps, thrust at Its artificial structure, further 
pointing, out its 'tedious' and 'absurd 1 uses of illustration.
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This nistaking of Lyly's purpose we cannot help thinking a 
misfortune. As a rule "lizibethan prosfe is careful or vigorous 
of thought, and careless in expression: that of "Suphues" is 
careful in expression, but careless And enfeebled of thought. 
Contemporary prose would have benefited considerably by a 
principle of design, not so complicated, ?<nd yet on the same 
lines,as that of Lyly. It v/as his blunder to abuse this 
principle,and, in his blind devotion to write, forgetful of 
the dependence of form on matter: it was unwisdom in his 
fellow-writers not to perceive his finer aims. As it is, 
there are few ^hose cieanings are sc easily to be caught and 
appreciated on a first, perusal, and very few who will admit 
reading, as they vir^ie probably written, with all marks of 
punctuation removed. Lyly recognised the importance of selec­ 
tion in the matters of diction and form; with few others he 
understood and sometimes practised that "just e^uihpoise of 
matter and manner" that creates correct style, and to hira 
must be given credit, for exaggerating and first calling 
attention to the significance of such a style in the history 
of "rv:>;lish prose literature. The a;;e of Elizabeth was an 
a.:.e of experiment. Lotals of all hinds went indiscriminately 
into its crucible, and the compound of prose-stylo did not 
issue forth until lat^» in the next century. Then, its would 
and material >..ore no few resemblances to the nuch-tiia 1 igned, 
and now disregarded Euphuism of John Lyly.
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F. THE EUPHUISM OF THE PLAYS. 
"Suphues and his England" v^as the last <p orl-; of Lyiy
, •*
in the form of the rrose-rom^nco. From the time of its public­ 
ation in 1680, he was to engage his talents in another direction - 
the production of plays for tho court, written for the most 
part, to suit Elizabeth and her ladies, they could a rr>us6 and 
gratify only those acquainted with the court-atmosphere and 
c.o vi rt-sur foundings. With one exception, all have classical 
themes, and are generally unsulted for dramatic representation. 
Unreal, and unlifelihe, thoir artificiality only relieved here 
and there by brilliant wit and repartee* or by the stray flowers 
of poetic fancy, they possess little interest save their 
quaintness for the reader of to-day. To the general student 
and critic, they are important by reason of their influence on 
the development of tho drama. Lyiy has even been injudiciously 
called "the father of English coae'ly," but /. ith this we are 
not concerned. Ha was the fiist to "'rite an original play in 
prose; between his plays and Shakspero's there is an osta^iished 
connoct i on.
Lyl.y's comedies, Q :'.'.. ept i ng ' ! The Wen.an in the lloon", 
are written in prose. The peculiar form of Euphuism is a^ain 
employed, but it is no longer the evaries rated fora of the novels. 
It would appear that Lyiy had perceived his errors, and onueavoured 
in some measure to retrieve them by pruning excrescences, and 
by retaining, only the inherent and generally valuable qualities 
of his style. Whether this reform was forced or not upon the 
author uy the exigencies of 'ir^ rrm t ic cowpcs it. ion i 3 an important 
question, but it is at least detorwinabIc that from the "Anatomy 
of Wit" to "The Woman in the Moon", there is a continual decrease
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and modification in the use of euphulstic devices. Thore is 
a marked quantitative, as well as qualitative, difference 
between the Euphuism of the plays and that of the remances.
Briefly, the 3uphuisrc of the plays is diluted. Its 
characteristics are unaltered, but gradually employed less 
and less, and in isolated passages, rarely producing that 
complex and cumulative effect that is necessary to the ooirect 
"unhuism. Parallelism and antithesis are used throughout 
with the old regularity, but balanced clauses and pfrrases are 
less to bo observed. The swarms of similes but rarely occur. 
When their place is not taken by bold metaphor or hyperbole, 
they are employed no longer as in the "Euphues" for illustration 
and argument, but for ornament, picturesqueness, and description*, 
There is a more guarded use of allusions to classical history 
and mythology. Alliteration is much less frequent, and 
assonance, consonance, annominat ion, and rhyiie, almost totally 
disappear. The artificial devices of Euphuism gradually fade 
and vanish. Three plays are perhaps typical of this change. 
"Campaspe", written 157^-50, and acted 1661-2, v;as Lyly's 
first pi iy after the success of "Euphues", and preserved the 
Euphuistic form in a high degree. Hany of its speeches are 
lengthy and elaborate, and almost exactly similar to the set 
discourses of tho refinances, no single characte listic being 
absent. Hephestion tri<3s to dissuade Alexander from Campaspe, 
in a speech of seventy six lines, part of which we quoto as a 
specimen of Lyly's dramatic Euphuism:
"Whatl is tae Son of Philio, Hin;. of Macodon, become 
the subject of Campaspe, the captive of Thebes?.......
will you handle the spindle with Hercuios, when you 
* Oomvare a similar j,se in "Iroadia".
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"should shake the spear with Achilles? Is the warlike 
sound of drun and trump .turned! to the soft noise of 
I:,TO and lute?.. .... .But you lo"e, ah £.riefi but whom?
Campaspe, ah shame I....... I, but she is beautiful; .yea,
but not therefore chastet....... I» but she is wise, yea,
but she is a. woman I F'eauty is like the blackberry, 
which s*?emet.h red, -'.'hen it is not ripe, resembling 
precious stones that are polished with honey, which 
the smoother they look, the sooner they ureak. It is 
thought wonderful amon f?. the sea-men, that Mugil, of 
all fishes the swiftest, is found in the bellt.y of thfc 
Bret, of all the slowest. And shall it not seem 
monstrous to wise men, that the heart of the great 
conqueror of the world, should bo found in the hands 
of the weakest creature of nature? of a woman? of a 
captive?*"
The many resemblances of this style to that of"Cuphues% would 
doubtless account for the play's success, some three additions 
appearing in 1584, if? year of publication.
These devices so -bvious in "Campaspe" are much 
simplified in '"Undimion", -/ritten some fi;r e years later - an 
interval during which two other plays had boen produced. 
Transition Tuphuisn; is prominent, oven in the prologue and 
eoilo r4ue. "The Man in the Iloone" shows Lyly, the poet; it 
is his most delicate, fanciful, and charming conception, and 
this poetic quality seems to govern the whole play. There 
is a sweet fluency, alncst witchery, of expression, which in 
some passages rises to th.9 very height of eloquence. Geron 
counsels Cu men ides to release End it;! ion : 
* Gampaspe 12.2.3< - 55.
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"Love is but an eye-worm, which only ticUleth the head 
with hooes and wishes: friendship, the image of eternity, 
in which there is nothing movable, nothing mischievous. 
As much difference is theie between beauty and virtue, 
bodies and shadows, colours and life - so ^reat odds 
is there between love and friendship. Love in a 
Chameleon <vhich draweth nothing into the mouth but 
air, and nourisheth nothing in the body but lungsi 
believe me, Eumenides, desire dies in the same- moment 
that beauty sickens, and beauty fadeth in tae same 
instant that it flourisheth. When adversities flow, 
then love ebbs: but friendship standeth stiffly in 
storms. Ti rae writes wrinkles in a fair face, but 
adciath fr^sh colours to a fast friend, which neither 
heat, nor cold, nor misery* nor place, nor destiny, can 
alter or diminish. Oh friendshipl of all things the 
most rare, and therefore most rare because most excellent 
whose comfort in misery is always sweet, and whose 
counsels in prosperity are ever fortunate*".
This is the lofty note of the "Phaedrus", the ,;rand 
rhythm of the "Proverbs" and the "iJor.g. of the Bow". And 
how different this frora the staccoM-nt j thes is , sententious- 
ness and disconnected manner of the "Eunhuef"i The balance, 
the antithesis never jar«j the paral le lisra is perfect. It 
is "cold philosophy" to analyse such a passage, but <ve must 
observe, the elements of Euphuism put to a nobler and more 
splendid use. In the first sentence are found bildnce, 
antithesis, and transverse alliteration. Then conies a cluster 
of illustrations to differentiate friendship and lore. The
* Rndimton, T: IQ Man in ttie Moone
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Metaphor "love is a chameleon* Is a notable instance of 
Lyly's changed use of the simile front fabulous natural historyt 
A common enough allusion# in tho "Anatomy of Wit" it would have 
boon a simile, accompanied by some five or si:', others, and 
used argumentatively to point out the inanity of love and its
brevity of duration. The parallelism and balance of the 
ne::t sentence are admirable, and there are the proverb, euphonic 
alliteration and word-play, the common-places of the romances. 
This passage is an example of the perfected Cuphuism. It is 
perhaps rare as it is excellent, and shows the inherent good 
qualities and capabilities of Lyly's instrument. Had he 
written so in the "Suphoes", Englishmen w. uld have had a ;;;ore 
consummate* if le?s imitable model of style, but is it questionable 
whether it would have been followed, for in those days as in 
ours, exaggeration was as essential to popularity and success. 
"Mother : ombie", the most intricate and popular of Lyiy's 
comedies, ",r as written to suit the vulgar taste in 15£0. As 
a result, it is remarkable for the ^atv^ral abandonment of 
Suphulstle devices. The phrase is used Intentionally, for 
Euphuism itself, in wHich such devices combine to produce the 
impression, has at last co:re to its death. Balance and antith­ 
esis are still evident, but erap 1 eyed singly do not strike with 
their pristine f orcefuln--;: s.
Mr. Child considers the fact as " indubitable that 
Lyly was giving up his use of mechanical devices", and aais 
that this "Is not to be referred to the exigencies of dramatic 
composition+'. Ho has further constructed tables showing
*cf. Tottel's Hiscellany.
+ Child: John Lyly and Euphuism p.100.
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this falline.-off partial in "^uplvjos and his jn^land", and 
gradual in the plays. In the former case this is explainable, 
but. in the latter !lr. Child's observations include Lyl.v's 
last work "Love's Kotavornh^sis", and with these it is 
Impossible f< r us to concur. The figures, as they stand 
support l!r. Child's thesis irrefutably, and while deeply 
grateful for the n?ti»nt effort that brought them forth, we 
cannot but register our personal impression that this last 
play ir, i^ore Euphuistic that the reckoning "/ould warrant. 
In support of this, too, 5s the opinion of 1-r. Bond who 
remarUss "The "uphuistic character of the writing in 'Love's 
Metanorphosis', Is to ray mind far more marled than in 'Sndimion 1 ,
'Kidas' or 'Kcther Eorcbie', mere even than in 'Gal lathe*', 
and contains, too, roniniseences of the sentiments or allusions 
in 'Euphues' that' are ::oie salient than in the other pUys. 
I believe this ir.ay ! e duo to his hiving recently revised that 
work"*. A^ain, it is significant that Lyiy, after geno rally 
neglect, In?: artificiiil devices in "Mother roiabie", should unce 
n:ore introduce them in "Love's Metamorphosis", H play separated 
from the forner by nine or ten years. We cannot a;,ree with 
Mr. Child that this change is not to be refer rod to irair.atic 
requirements. Dramatic dialoru" reeuir^d a uriskor, more 
rapid movement than the deliberate .^nd laboured discourses of 
the "Suphuos."
The decrease in t.he o-j.se of "^uphues and his lint, land" 
is r.'orhaps reforabl« to the haste in which thnt work was produced, 
"The Anatomy of Wit" ";as ' f in 1 shed in the sumuer of 1578, after 
which Lyly says that ho ""'ent a '-/hole yeare bi^, and yet when
* Bond: Works (Lije oj Joan Lyly) 2
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"eve rye one thought him read" to lyo downe, he did then quicken"* -
a statement, alluding to t.h? general armectat ion of "Euphues and 
his "ngland" "wltfcin one summer" of Part 1, and to the 
entry of Part 11 in the Stationer's Register on July 24, 1579. 
But Part 11, if already be^un by that tine wan not actually 
published till the spring of 1580, and since it is probable 
fioni allusions that the first half of 1579 was occupied with 
"Campaspe", then "Suphues and his Cn^land" w?.s composed in 
another half year. Part 11 is nearly tv;ice as long as Part 1, 
and this rate of composition would account not a little for 
its diminution in employment of mechanical devices.
With the plays, however, it is very different. 
Euphuism propei is carefully and elaborately built up as a 
piece of liteiary architecture, all its parts "/eir-ihed, and in 
their r. rooo 11 ion subordinated and co-ordinated to minister to 
the complete effect. This is utterly out of place in drama. 
We may conjecture that "the beauties in Court which coula 
Parley Suphueisme" did not use directly and unconsciously the 
hig;h-',vrought eloquence of Lyly's romances. Much rather 
vould they spoak the simplified language of the plays, at once 
easier and moie natural. Lyly probably found that he could not 
luxuriate in the confined areas of dramatic dialogue, vr.icre 
diiectness and vigour of movement are essential. He therefore 
relinquished punctili usness and formal elepance for brisker 
dialogue, shorter speeches, and less frequent illustrations*, 
The Euphuism of the plays is elmp'le and unsophisticated, and, 
excect In the prologues, epilogues, and a few protracted discourses, 
differs considerably from the excesses of the "Su-:b.ues". The 
clays certainly indicate a change in his style, though not
* Supiiues j,n<^ fats 3ny'land,"*• DecLioat ion.
+ Tue passage ^'rjzi "Enu,i';iton" ^uote^ above s^e/ita inapjosite ana, 
too poetic j'or drama.
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"a tendency t abandonment of euphuism". If Lyly purposely
modified the old exaggerations, he v;as l'?d to do so by the
me n t s 
stringent require- of the drama.
G. S'UIiSPSRTS AND EUPHUISM.
The plays and novels of Lyly e:*erted no doubtlul 
influence on Shakspere, for the many detailed resemblances 
in plot, Incident, and characterisation, place beyond ail 
conjecture the indebtedness of the 'p.. raatev dramatist. Lyly 
offered to his gaze a prose-dialogue brisk, fanciful, or 
witty, and eminently suited to comedy, as well as furnishing 
the prototypes of such characters as the pairs of friends, 
the melancholy Jacques, or the meddlesome Polonius. Tu<l^ 
question, however, which concerns us is not the influence of 
the comedies or "Eurhues". It is this - -lid Euphuism affect 
Shakspere, or did Shakspere parody Euphuism?
Shakspere s an impressionable youn?, man, living in 
the heart of London literary life and associating with young 
fientlemen in the highest intellectual spirits would certainly 
hear neighbours "parley Euvhuism". But the parleyed 
Einhuisrn could not possibly be identical with the elaborately 
balanced style of the "Eunhues", which shines best in long 
soliloquies and declamations, and not in the crisp snip-snap 
of ready dialogue. This diluted Euphuism, similar to that 
of Lyly 1 s r>lays, is occasionally adumbrated by Shaksperej but 
the Euphuism proper as found in the "Anatomy of Wit" is never 
presented but in one instance and then it is parodied. Reasons 
for this apparent avoidance in mention, imitation or ridicule
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are not easily supplied. The influence of the style was 
dominant until about 1590, after which date it died a very 
lingering death. Numerous reprints of both parts of the 
novel were published until 1636, and there is evidence that 
the bool' continued a formative influence even in the early 
year? of the seventeenth centruy. How Shakspere ridiculed 
courtly affectation In many guises; but the mannerism of 
Protons, Parolles or Oar3« is not. that of Euphues and Philantus. 
Sha'-rspere burlesqued different characteristics of style such 
as verbosity in Polonius, pasoonade in Pistol; ^ut seldom any 
of the characteristics of Euphuism. The style of Euphues 
has remained immune from satirical comment ooth in his pages 
and in those of Johnson who of all men took pleasure in showing 
"the very ape and body of the time his form and pressure". 
. Fasti-i ious Brisk in"Every Man out of his Humour" 
(1599) has been supposed to be a shaft at Euphuism and Lyly 
in person, chiefly on the grounds that he uses the phrase 
'an anatomy of v: i t" and that Fallace, the citizen's wife, 
quotes "Euphues" to Sim. But it is generally forgot ton that
Brisk else ";he re commends the "Arcadia" as t':e model of oolite 
speech, and is also described as a "fresh Frenchified courtier", 
a fact i-rhlch points to a f^rei^n source* Johnson's character 
is certainly not the oortrait he could have made of "cur 
Lyly" "'horn he mentions in the same breath as Shakspere: the 
imagined imitation is as far from the original as Shakspere's 
ridicule of the pompous and affected speech of the Spaniard 
in "love's Labour's Lost". That both Shakspere and Johnson 
could have direct^ sati ri sed Euphuism cannot be JjUuteci, but. 
both seen to have purposely steered clear of the subject. 
There is sovie truth in !'r. bond's assertion that "Shakespeare
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must -have felt himself t( o much indebted to tho example of 
his predecessor to single him out as speeially deserving of 
ridicule*11 , for whoever knows his Shakspere and Lyly well 
cannot miss the many evidences that Shakspere had read Lyly's 
works, and was indebted to them In styla and matter almost 
as closely as iyly to Pettie's "Pallaoe" or Pliny's "Natural 
History". The silence of Johnson might be explained as 
due to the obsolescence of the stylo in 1599, though this 
is hardly to be believed. It is strange that none of the 
dramatists attempted the picture of a female Huphuist; such 
a study would surely have delighted the heart of crabbed old 
Ben. 2ur>huism, perhaps, was too much esteemed and affected 
by the Queen and Court to be openly attacked, and for this 
reason contemporaries may have been reticent*
Shakspere never presents all the characteristics 
of Euphuism together. Single characteristics are frequently
tte
imitated or ridiculed, as iniusas of rhetorical questions
in Brutus's oration to the 'nob, or Fastaff on honour; of
classical allusion to tho discourse of Lorenzo ana Jessica;
of parison and parallelism in "As You Like It" and "Othello";
of alliteration in "The Merchant of Venice"; of "strange
similes"-*- in 1 Henry IV, and 11 Henry VI. Indeed, it would
be possible to construct a catalogue of Euphuism exclusively
from "Love's Labour's Lost" embodying; almost all its distinctive
features**. Lyly's style, however, aims at cumulative and
complex effect, using all its artifices constantly and contin­
ually.
* 'Bond: Tor/is 1.152.
+ "1 Henry IV," T>ie simile oj tae camomile; "As You lt,ie It",t;ie
Je^el in the toad's KG ad, ana. ot.iers which were tne common
property oj tn,& ak/e. See also t,ie cluster oj similes i,n"All f sWell" 
AS.Sc.2.
** Similes j'rorn natural history are not jouna*
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"Love's Labour's Lost" has beon so frequently 
termed Euphuistic that the criticism merits some little 
consideration. A we ll-.Unown writer styled it "from beginning. 
to end ore mass of Buphuiam"-* and called Artnado "a "Juphulst 
of the first water" - statements at onco extravagant and 
incorrect. "Carnival of pedantry*" as well as "a comedy of 
affectations"**, Shakespere's first play _ indubitably is, but 
we cannot "eel that any character or passage is imnediate ly 
pointed at Suphulsu, for the prominent features of that stylo 
are novrhere- arene rally displayed. Arrvado is described Is 
"A man in all the world's new fashion planted, 
That hath a mint of phrases in his brain........
A man of f i rt;-ii-..-w words, fashion's OV;P knight." 
But as he is further noted to be "a refined traveller of 
Spain," it would appear that the ridicule was directed at 
the affectation of foreign rather than English raanners++; and 
the language of the Spaniard ;vith the high-flown diction, 
its bombast, and hyperbole certainly bears little resemblance 
to the precise phraseology and method of Lyly. Only in one 
instance does Armado's style even approach that of the 
""uphues", and there It is r-?culiar as a decartuie from his 
usual "icie of oppression. The letter to the ICiu, . . tfavarr©
is very obviously different in style from that addressed to 
Jacqu'enetta. 7'^ fnrner is cumbered by its circumlocutory
and repetitious magniloquence - "A cMld of our grand mother 
Eve, a female? or, for thy wore sweet understanding;, a woman j"
* J.C.C'ollins : Studies ir. Ch,c,<:s^ere . 
+ Raleigh.
++ cJ.P.omeo anJ. Juliet 11. V, iSiere Her cut id laments "z;>,ese strange 
jiies, t,iese Jasni^n-
the latter his the word-play, classical allusion, oratorical 
question and response, with surae attempt at the balance and 
parallelism of LJrly - "By heaven, that thou art fair, is
most infallible) true, that thou art beaut4ous; truth
•
itself, that thou art lovely. Kore fairer than fair, 
beaufiful and beauteous, tbruer than truth itself, have 
commiseration on thy heroical vassal."
This doubtless contains Suphuistic ingredients but is not 
Euphuism; and for its dissimilarity to the usual lumbering 
style of Armado it may be disregarded*. Further, It is ;<nown 
that Shakspere drew his character from "fantastical lionarcho", 
an actual mad Spaniard who haunted the London of his day. 
Don Adriano is no Euphuist. In his r3le Shakspero probably 
laughed a prevalent affectation oT language which contained 
an occasional reminiscence of Euphuism. The Spaniards 
manner porhaps represents the effects of Lyly's style on 
the language of society, but mingled with it is another and 
foreign element.
Holofernes, the school-master, is the only other 
character in the play that has any relation to Euphuism. 
He is a type of the country pedant, nothing akin to Gabriel 
Harvey, but presumably similar in many respects to the 
school-master Shaksnore had known at Gt rat ford. His language 
is roplete with the Latin-English against which Wilson and
* T/iere are some drops oj tne blood oj' Sir Topnas in Armado. 
Both, are accomiianied by pages, discuss similar subjects, 
are bombastic and periphrastic in expression (cf. Enairiiion A2.Sc, 
3ut Sir Topnas's ,'iabit o/ interlarding conversation jjita class­ 
ical quotation u/ould connect Him rattier witn. H
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Puttonhame (f ) Inveighed, or composed of scraps stolen from 
the feast of a Lilly.'3 Latin Grammars he "something affects 
tho letter" in the ertemporal epitaph on the death of the 
deer. Alliteration is the only quality of his speech common 
to Euphuism, and this, we have seen, was no individual 
characteristic of Lyly, but common to many contemporary 
writers. "3ur>hues" is comparatively free from Latinisms 
and the "dark words" of foreign English, nor does it contain 
actual Latin quotations. In the character of Holofernes*, 
therefore^ Shakspere was striking; at Soraism or Latinistio 
pedantry.
Shakspere in "Love's Labour's Lost" anticipated 
Molie're: he "'rote "Los Pre"cieuses Ridicules" for England 
of the late sixteenth centwry. He laughed at the ioiules 
and extravagances of the Court and societyj at far-fetched 
and pompous grandiloquence, at pedantic Latinistic expression, 
at excessive alliteration, at the "taffeta phrases, silxen 
terms precise" of the love-sick sonneteers. Briefly, he 
satirized affectations of language, but Euphuism, prevalent 
as it must then have been, was not included among them.
There is one passage in which Shakspere incontost- 
ably parodies the style of "Suphues". When Falstaff as king 
admonishes the young prince, balance, antithesis, rhetorical 
questions, classical allusion, alliteration, a simile from 
nature (te::tually quoted from Lyly or Pet tie), are all employed 
* Holojernes is no longer considered to be Jonn Florto: 
tie has been t nought to represent Lyly ji 1,0:11 Harvey auuressed as 
'tn.e Vice-master oj Ponies, j-nu, tfie Fo oleaster oj tn,e Tueater, 
but again modern criticism discredits Lyly's tulaing oj tais 
ojjice.
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together to produce Euphuistic effect*. The fact that nowhere 
else has Shakspere used so many characteristic features of his 
Predecessor and so conjointly, leads us to suppose that Zuphuism 
proper was here definitely 4nd determinedly ridiculed. This 
seems to have been the intention, for later in the same scene, 
there is another textual quotation from'The Anatomy of Wit". 
("If then the tree to kno«rn by his fruit* as the fruit by the 
t ree. ... .there is virtue in that Falstaf f **•" ) and yet another 
jibo at alliteration and rhetorical questions**.
ShaUspere, therefore, did parody Suphuism, but in an 
isolated passage only. Single characteristics of the style, 
which by themselves do not create the Lylyan impression, he 
occasionally assumes., hero seriously, and there satirically. 
It was in this manner that "uphuism affected Shakspere. Professor 
Collins ;>?as puilty of a misnomor In calling, one of his five 
Sha';sperian styles "Sunhuist ic" . As wo have frequently ooserved, a 
group of -ords may only be termed Euphuistic according, as it 
produces the r.oneral tone and form of t'xe "Suphues ". In no 
passage in th« complete wor'is, save that in 1 Henry IV, may 
the adjective be applied with correctness. Lyly's hero seldotn 
displayed his n.eaninr; '>;ith greater balance and parallelism than 
Or land s .
"But let your fair eyes and gentle vishes 5,0 "/ith rye
to ny trial: "/herein if I be foiled there is but one shamed
that was never gracious; if V.illed, but ons dead that is
*• 1 'lenrylV, 11,1V. 43£-61.
Tn,e passage is minutely e':amined by Lan^mann
+ 3ond: 7or.cs 1.207.
** 1 Henry IV. 11.4. 40 £• Sqq. 
+ + Ibid 435 Sqq.
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"willing; to bo so. I shatl do my friends no wrong, 
for I have none to lament me 5 the 'vorld no injury, for 
in it i have nothing} only in the world I fill up a 
place, .vhich may be bettor supplied when I have made 
It empty*".
Who will say that this is ^uoh'j 1st Ic? Its rhythm and cadence 
find no equal in the "Anatomy", .vet it is only one element 
of the style, excellently used as it -nay be. Similarly we 
could cite other passages shewing traces of the early formative 
influence of Lyly, and similarly perhaps may be ascribed not 
a little of the delicacy, t; raco, and refinement that character- 
ise the language of the higher comedies. In urief, though 
"uphulS'i- gave no distinctive quality to Shakspere's style it 
contributed to the perfection of the instrument. To sorrow 
a luminous metaphor of Sidney's, if Shakspere made the son^;- 
uook, Lyly many a time put the learner's hand to the lute.
H. THE D3CLIHS OF EUPHUISM.
From the preceding studies of the "uphuistn of Lyly's 
play;;, and imitatsrs it should bo evident that the style, after 
an unrivalled popularity, bee,an slowly to dissolve and disinte­ 
grate. Its (.ualities seemed to lose their attractiveness, 
and with the appearance of the"Arcadi a" in lb£0 its supremacy 
became widely disputed. This romance jr.ave Lyly a crushing 
bio'Ar ; it temporarily displaced, if not permanently dethroned, 
"uphuisin from its position as the language of Court and society 
Although Tur-huistic compositions v'o re issued after 1590, the 
fickle followers of the style p.radually fell away, deserting,
* As you Line It. 1. 22.
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to the side of the more aristocratic and artless affectation 
of Sir Philip Sidney. The change ,howeve r, was not immediate 
and then short4-l-ved . If the didacticism of Lyly gave way 
to the idealism of Sidney, it vas very soon after when this 
idealism was swept away by the realism of Greene#and Mash, 
which was one of the :^reat powers of Elizabethan literature. 
This was the a:.e In which prose for the first time became 
popular, the vehicle of amusement as well as of information, 
and it was this rise of the people, involving a social and 
literary reaction substituting Bohemia for Arcadia, that was 
the real power before v;hich Su^hudam crumbled. Bourgeois 
literature as seon in the works of Greeno, Hash, Deloney, 
and Dekker jiave the coup de grace to the co.irtly mannerisms 
of Lyly and Sidney. .
The relations of history to literature are now so 
well established as to need no emphasis here. In the reign 
of ^li/:aboth a strong middle class was slowly emerging from 
the ruins of feudalism, and from about 1690 democracy began 
to assort itself in preparation for the sleeping changes of 
the nert century. From the same time dates the rise of a 
democratic literature of reform. The Armada had roused 
England as with a flhipj Englishmen became united in a common 
crisis and welded together by the sense of a common danger; 
patriotism for more than a century dormant, now glowed; the 
passions were stirred, and literature, which is never of
value unless national, warmed anif lour i she i .. But this
* Greene was a xind oj literary ^eat,i,eruane, writing moral 
treatises, ideal romances, and realistic pantalets as circum­ 
stances and popular javour demanded.
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was a literature of, and for, the people: it aid not appeal 
exclusively to the refined section of tae community but all 
all; its writers were not aristocratic but plebeians. The 
fantdstic airs and affected graces of a Lyly and a Sidney 
gave place to the vigorous and more natural modes of a Marl owe f 
a Kyd and a Shakspere. Sprung from the people, they under- 
stood the people, shared their emotions, and were able to 
minister to them. Such was the England of the last years of 
the sixteenth contrary. Drunk with the sight of national 
power, her spirits "yearning; in desire to follow knowledge", 
her prophetic soul dreaming of things to coma, of far-distant 
conquests, of the glories of the golden West, it was clearly 
in the nature of things that pretty and elegant foppery should 
perish, and elaborate exaggerations of language vdnish.
Euphuism thus began to totter. Fr.fu 15£0 its
formal peculiarities and general individual character commenced 
rapidly to decline, leaving only the several constituent 
faatures in their place. And though its influence is traceaule 
in the seventeenth century, yet the Euphuism proper of the 
novels in 1600 is dead.
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CHAPTER VI 1.
THE I NFLUEHCE AND POSITION OF EUPHUISM.
IN ENGLISH LITERATURE.
If Lyly's historical importance to English literature 
was generally neglected or under-rated in the nineteenth century, 
his position h3s e?8irly well established by now. Hasty 
estimates have been corrected, and neglected claims made good, 
so that Lyly shines not as one, but as the most important 
and influential, of the "predecessors of Shakspere". It was 
his destiny to exert on dramatic and prose literature an 
influence out of all proportion to his powers, and solely by 
virtue of his intuitive desire foi form and order. He was 
a natural constructor and compiler. His Euphuism was less 
a revolution than a reformation which advanced the development 
of natural literature "r ith a leap and a uo.:p,d. It is now 
recognised as something much more than an affectation} rather 
a^ an important and distinct arch in the bridge of English 
prose-style.
Euphuism -A-as unfortunate <noje than in fault when 
its readers imitated its excesses and defects in place of its 
merits. Unhappily, it was the absurdities and extravagances
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that were then exaggerated, even as thay have been since oy 
the pens of the critics; but in intention at least it was no 
product of affectation. Though it first strides the modern 
reader as a medley of ornament and artifice, of quaint concoits 
and balanced statement, instsad of as the careful and definitely 
compounded system of a scholar, the fact cannot depreciate 
its many eycellences, obscured 4s they may be by the surface- 
-.uallties of a tedious and strained style. Had there but 
boon an artist to employ it di y criminately and with one 
appreciation, it v.-ould have shaped very much ;.;ore markedly 
and completely the progress of t4*» seventeenth century prose.
One must remember that the Elizabethan age did not 
terminate in 1603, but rather about 16bO; that it was an age 
of experiment in the literary as "/ell as in the natural world -  
in prose, in verse, in all f< rras of composition; that refinement 
may be present in e:.:noriment ; but that its results may not 
be accurately observed till sotae considerable time afterwards. 
This was the caso with Lyly; his prose haci its con temporary 
imitators i^ut had no immediately discernible influence or 
effocts; his ;,old and dross mingled v/ita baser and braver 
metals of the "lizabethan ue 1 1 ing-pot , but the alloy of which 
his own style was a principle ingredient ^ did not solidify 
until Restoration days. Prose is essentially a thing of 
gradual growth. Its consciousness and republican variety, 
have always maintained a secondary rcsition to the spontaneous, 
concentrated and artistic expression of poetry. To this 
rula the a.;e of Elizabeth proved no exception. The glojy, 
the rapture^ the creative impulse ol its poetry, vanished; 
leaving to another generation which ;<new not Lyly the accom- 
plishment and perfection of English prose-style. Tiie
seventeenth century had to bide its tine; its opportunity 
did not occur until the loss of national integrity had dis­ 
sipated the ^oetry vnich was its impassioned uttorrnnce, and 
prepared the way f •; i the development of a rie libs rate form of 
prose. To generalize, the Elizabethans ^rote under no artistic 
Impulsion; they were filled with enttiuisiasm; they abandoned 
themselves to their subjects, writing too tiotly and too eagerly 
to study^tyle. To this there is one clear exception -Euphuism, 
Lyly's attempt to use prose- f undamental ly for artistic purpose. 
Lyiy, and none other, was "the man whose 0;ctomporall vaine in 
anie humor will excell our greatest Art-masters delioerate 
thoughts*".
These thoughts, nevertheless, were directed almost
whoily to manner and form. Euphuism in no way affected the
tke 
quality oB purity of | language ; it contributed nothing to its
development. Its effects, therefore, whether temporary or 
permanent, will only be concerned with form, and regarding 
this many wild and conflicting statements have ueon made. 
Minto long ago declared thaf'Lyly's style had very little 
influence on literature either for evil or good >(--. iond and 
Feuili'^rat, two of the most rational of Lyly's r^t ont critics, 
aver that Sup >*uism exercised a "considerable influence" on 
subsequent writing. For ourselves there is no middle course. 
With alteration in the degree of an adjective, \ve concur with 
Mr. Bond w&o does "not think the direct influence of "Lyly's 
Euphuism can be traced much beyond the beginning of the seven­ 
teenth century", ,,ut concludes that "his indirect influence, 
as setting an example of constant attention to form and aim 
at force and precision, was probably as great** as that of 
* Nasa: Prefatory Vpistle to L'enaphon* .
•f Minto: Manual oj Sn^lis.'i, Prose.
** Sonj,: ".greater than.-'.
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any other writer our literature has known*". This is a hi,2.h- 
pltched estimate b'it it his none of the olind partisanship 
of I'r. Bond's eulogies of the plays. The value of the style 
11*38 more in the attempt than in the achievementj its influence 
is thus necessarily indirect, though none the less perceptible 
and assured*
With the obsolescence of formal Euphuism, and its 
disintegration in 1590, the immediate stylistic effects approach 
their terTnination. Examination* of Lyly's plays showed a 
gradual decrease in the use of inechanical+devices, and a 
study of seventeenth century prose reflects a similar dimin­ 
ution and final disappearance i rhyme, assonance, consonance, 
annorainat ion and repot it ion, bein^ ns ra artificial aids, soon 
vanished completely. Alliteration not seldom of the two 
varieties, antithesis, parallelism, and balance,long continued 
in use, an-i indeed survive to this day. Traces of Lyly's 
influence are therefore still discernible, for such character­ 
istics are conn,on enough during the first half of the century, 
and numerous examples might be piven*#. The writings of 
Donne, Burton, i-ro'vne, Puller and Taylor are reminiscent in 
greater or less decree, though none nay be termed HJuphuistic.
* Pond: Jor^s 1. 147.
+ Only 'weGtianioal': structural devices Ion.:; survive,
## Bradford's' sarsons contain so-^e astonishing examples oj 
alliteration .^Lt.i as'^nany as eiy<i>t ana ten words in seiaenoe* 
We are stungly tested to '^uote instances oj antithesis ana 
alliteration in Swinburne, Coleridge ana modern v oj,rnalese.
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In Donne's sermons, as in his poetry, may be seen 
that love of quaintness and of the fantastic -vhich frequently 
diminishes the prose of Lyly. II* delights in the three 
various forms of wo rd- 1 ikenes s t
"The private and retired man, must in his lust of the grave 
be publis'.ed, and..... be mine; led in his dust, with the
dust of every highway, and of every dunghill, and swallowed 
in every puddle and pond? this is the most inglorious and 
con tenmt ib le vilification, the most deadly and peremptory 
rau 111 f i cat i <in , that we can consider*".
His obscurity has been exaggerated; his meaning, is generally 
clear, Respite the profusion of metaphor or the richness of 
fancv that often leads to e:'t tavagance and parade::.
The author of "The Anatomy of Melancholy", /hose very 
title suggests its illustrious name-sake, made use of the same 
vast learning that had supplied Lyly in similes. His confusi-.n 
and irregularities of £ ram mar are compensated not infrequently 
by the use of a sharp antithesis of thought.
.Sir Thomas Browns followed Lyly in his employment 
of sho rt-oo i ;;; rarnMa t ic sentences, with balance and antithesis 
emphasised by alliteration. Tiie spacious raisic of the "Urn- 
Burial" affords many such i i lus t rat ion r..
"Senso endurath no e/t remit is s, and so rroMB destroy us 
or themselves. To weep into stones are fables.......
To be ivr.no rant of evils to c;:r,e, and forgetful of evils 
past, is a merciful provision in nature, "/hereby we digest 
the mixture of our few and evil days, and, our delivered 
senses not r^lapsinjf, into cutting r^meu', ranees, our 
Sorrows am not kept raw by the od^e of repetitions". 
* Donne's Last Sermon (CraikJ.
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But the style of the same ".'rit;i~ is infinitely more latinised
than Lyly's; and with it are richer and fuller harmonies.. Browne
was a conscious anvi sensitive artist^a wonderful architect of
phrase, a lover of order and decorum, seeking the picturesque
word and the musical phrase. For no few characteristics
he was indebted to Euphuism, yet by his more splendid rhythm,
by his great -'Over of wording ^u|» a sentenca to a majestic close,
and, centrally, by his greater variety of litorary artifice
he far surpassed his forerunner ^John Lyiy*--.
Puller belongs to this category by reason of his
constant use of antithesis, balance, parallelism, and alliteration, 
as well as his metaphysical fancies and unconscionable love 
of quips and conceits. Let us note one brief example:
"But when either on the flat of an ordinary tempor or 
in the fall of an extraordinary temptation, we loss the 
view thereof. Thus, in tho sight of our soul, heaven 
is disco ye red, covered and recovered; till though late, 
at last, though slowly, surely, we arrive at the haven 
of our happiness*".
If in Fuller wo find certain traces of modernism and 
signs of the cominr, regularity, in Taylor '-ve see the evolution 
of order from disorder. No longer does tho .riter try to 
and arrest the attention: there is a pervading calm, a sense 
of ease and security hitherto unknown. None the less Taylor 
is indebted in sorce measure to the "uphuists. Lyly set before 
himself a certain standard of grace and formal dignity, and this 
became in the "icnoration of Donne a seriousness which sought
to express itself not by qualntness and oddity but :.y strained
* Lyly certainl:..- inj'lnenco^ t<<,e style cj Jro>jne and t;irou,yti n,i:/i 
the style oj Joinsjn j/iioh ^id 'nucil to settle t.t,e ~,IGIL Zui oj
modern Englis.i.
+ Fuller: Good T/IOU./LS in 3ad Times - a, ^or-i containing i 
erable instances o balanced antit/iesis an^ alliteration.
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and emphatic assertion. The feel inf. '--/as transmitted to Taylor, 
where amid all the abundance of rhetoric and imagery it was 
deepened Into earnestness, stateliness, and conscious serenity. 
His sentence-structure* however, is complex and periodic, 
connecting him distantly v;lth the style of Hooker rather than 
that o ' Lyly, to which it has affinities only in the use of 
parison and o casional Antithesis. He is the first clear
announcement of Dryden. Yet, unrivalled as much of his 
eloquence is, we cannot help thinking that the labours of 
Lyly gave not a little to its compass.t and flexibility, and 
e legance .
^o trace the effects of Euphuism beyond the times 
of Taylor is an undertaking weary and awp rof i taij le . The 
strata of modern prose are so uneven and varied in composition, 
so traversed and re-traversed l\y substrata of a different 
formation, that even the most erpert is apt to be confused 
and to mistake the rccasional relit ter of a vein for the bed- 
reck of Lylyan influence. 'lut the "uouu is ts , of all 'which 
Lyly was the most dynamic, taught England a valuable lesson 
in the use of .alance and antithesis*. Vith thorn first arose 
an understanding of these devices, and their successors 
by constant employment have expressed their indebtedness an'i 
appreciation. B-\ lance was Lyly's ./eakness and stton^thj it 
was an artifice which Pettie and he first nituralised and 
instituted as a principle. Of 3 ts forth and importance the 
works of a long roll of 'riters, including the names of Bacon, 
Burton, 3ro".-ne, Fuller, Taylor, Oowie;, Temple, Sv/ift, Addison, 
Johnson, Junius, Vurxe, GiiiLions, and i.acaulay, attest.
* T<ie n.s& oj' sad!, ^ualittes oy tfie Eup/iaiszs a;us not
are Joj,n^ ,/,&re j,nJ, t.iere in, nG'ailies 
oj t^e t'lirteent.t ^na j'ijteentu centuries
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Balance is a trie!: of sty In so essential and inherent to good 
proao, and so intimately connected with the finer cualitios of 
rhythm that the influence of its formulator is at once 
obviously immeasurable. A quantitative analysis of such 
would be impossible?; its suggest iveness , indirect though it 
may have boon, was surely no mean and inestimaole sorvice.
"Eupliuos" lias little invention; it is an exercise in 
mental gymnastics. The training and practice could not but 
affect the medium, and Euphuism increased the flexibility 
of the language, rendering it mere supple, niore elegant, and 
'ore refined. It may differ immensely from the easy flow 
and cultured conversational manner of the "Spectator", neverthe- 
less "Addison and Steele," says Professor lourthupe , "learned 
from I.yly how to o resent genuine thoughts in an artistic form", 
This was the lattor's discovery. In an age of disorder he 
saw the advantages of order, of preclseness, correctness, and 
lucidity in the arrangement of ',/ •> rci and phrase. iyly was the 
first clearly to emphasise, and establish in prose tho principle 
of what Pater has called "architectural design*". To the same 
end his predecessors had continuously striven, but he had 
"stept one steppe further", and to him primarily must be given 
the credit of exhibiting to the nation the possibilities of 
orose and of having directn-1 its attention for a time to the 
significance of a conscious and deliberate style. The most 
nrecious part of England's inheritance from "Junhuism .vas not 
that "v-hich lies on the surface - the glittering word-pia.y, 
the neretricious ornamentation, introduced as tricks to heighten 
and colour style; it was something deeper, n o re suutle, and
/. Pater: Apjjreci^tt^iis (Style)
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more difficult to trace - a conception of the necessity to 
pgrose of decency and method, a recognition of the absolute 
vdlues of lucidity, precision and rhythm, of a consistent and 
regularly coherent form. French prose with its wonderful 
union of elegance, vigour, and precision is unique in tho 
literature of the >vorld. It is no hyperbole that discovers 
many affinities and similar qualities in Lyly, oven if it d*fts 
not discover &•**«—valuo of simplicity. ^Wis'Suphuss" was tae 
effort of "art for art's sake", and perished accordingly: but
Y4.1u.alrle vet tvfnc'ible bTi/iOfcle
it was inspired by a Inrtito"? and orbre ideal 'a** —the ^=Pa- of 
deliberation, of intention, of a quest for the beauty of 
ordered movement; of an unswerving, an unrest rainaole pursuit 
of tho interminable plorlos oC Art.
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APPEHDI;: i.
ISOCRAT'CS AND L Y L Y.
Of all the classical orators and rhetoricians, Isocrates, 
we ha<r e endeavoured to show, had a particular vop.ue in 
sixteenth century England. The preference was entirely one 
of style, and tho influence is oloarly observable. The Greek 
taught "npland the figures of his master Gorgias by Means 
of translations and the numeroui books of rhetoric. He seems 
to have enjoyed no mean reputation as a stylist in the days 
of Augustus, And certain references in the "De 0 rat ore" 
suggest an intlmita parallel between his efforts and those 
of John Ly 1 y.
It is as a teacher, however, rather than as a writer 
that he is important in literature. Gorgias had devoted tho 
greatest attention to . language, and was the first to introduce 
an artificial and highly rhythmical prose style*., isocrates 
took up the sanie theory but worked it out '.vith far greater 
self-restraint and a truer artistic instinct. "It was to 
hirc that all subsequent GreeK prose-writers, not even excepting 
Plato, owed the development of the period ......and Professor
Jebb is undoubtedly right in saying that 'the oest represontative 
of Isocrates in his influence on the development of oratory 
Is Oioero' hinisolf"*•*. "He first discovered that a certain 
rhythm and modulation should be discovored in prose......
Before him the artificial structure and harnony of language
* o/ Wilfiins A. 8. Oioeronis De Or at ore. Iritr^. par 4.
## WtLilns, A. 8. Ibid.
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was unknown*". Would not such a writer influence Lyly, 
well versod in tlv? classics as the latter was, and reading at 
a university where Isocrates was one oi" the prescribed text­ 
books? And would not his efforts in the direction of 
rhythm, harmony, and Blegance bear fruit in the works of 
such a reader? To both questions we can only answer in 
the affirmative. The author of "Euphues" probably knew 
his Cicero equally well, but, supremely great orator as 
Cicero is, he followed Isocrates, in whose wo.rks figures and 
fantasies are more frequently employed* Discrimination is 
difficult: for ourselves v/o think Lyly to have been influenced 
in greater degree by the Greek.
What we would emphasise, however, is not this 
hypothetical indebtedness: it is the iefinite character of 
Lyly's rhythm, the elaborate nature of his grouping and 
paragraph-structure, the general poetic quality of his style. 
Cicero's remarks on the rhythmical qualities oi ; rose are 
minutely ar>picable to "uphuism: "The ancionts thought that 
we ought almost to employ vorses in prose,...... they wished
that there should be short phrases in speeches, to allow us 
to recover, and not lose our breath; and that they should 
be distinguished not by the punctuation of transcribars, 
but by the rhythm of the language and thought. This practice 
Isocrates is said to ha e b--en the first to introduce, that 
he might, as his scholar, llaucratos -ri t-s , 'conf dm-5 tho rude 
manner of sneaking among those of antiquity within certain 
numbers, to give pleasure and captivate the oar'.......These
two things, therefore, I mean tha ^odulatioa of the voice, 
and the harmonious structure of v/ords, should bo transferred, 
# Cicero: Brutus Vlll.
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they thought, as fara?ihe strictness of prose will admit, 
from poetry to oratory*." This was exactly the work of Lyly. 
The saying of Naucratcs might be applied word for word to hitni 
he had attempted, and succeeded in, the art of rhythmical 
punctuation uy his dexterous use of parison and antithesis, 
and further advanced on his predecessors and Contemporaries W 
constant attention to the paragraph. Lyly's prose is 
poetical; it approximates to poetry an elegance, structure, 
ornamentation, and refinement.
APPENDIX 11.
THE "POETICAL" EUPHOISTS.
While recognising that Euphuism is closely related 
to poetry, we have no sympathy with tlie criticism that applies 
tho to r in "Eunhuistic" to ve rse-composi t ions. Lyly's style 
belongs to prose, and can only be used in too service of 
prosoj verses that exemplify certain common features always 
fail to give repetitious, cumulative, and complex impress ion 
which is inherent in the true Euphuism. Such a use- and it 
has the support of Dr. •'. ourthope - is to mistake the import 
of the style »nd employ the word in 3 secondary sense where 
it has the forc« a rnore affectation, a poverty of thought prapt 
in the oronation roh«s of language. The adjective is further 
employed in reference to the "Ketaphysical" school of poets, 
b"t Donno, Cow ley, Lovelace, Cleveland, Crashaw, we need 
hardly say, were not Suphuists. Their' catachres^s, their
* Cicero: De oratore 111.44.
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ingenuities, their far-fotched metaphors and similes, their 
subtleties of fancy and idea rather than of phraseology,, do 
not belong to Euphuism, but "ore ,pe rhaps, to Mar in ism* or 
^ongorism. One night ir:i;ue similarly for a Euphuism of Pope 
and poetic diction, or of Johnson or Carl vie, or indeed, of 
the press - modern journalise.
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